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uAbstract
Thi s study examines the experience s of survivors and victims of sexual violence
with the Canadi an criminal justice system. The existing literature about the laws and the
legal proces sing of sexual violence indicates that most case s of sexual violence are 00l
reported. and that few of those reported end in conviction. The literature addressing the
emotional impact of sexual violence on survivors. and the process of healin g, indicates
that legal proceedings are not seen by most survivors or therapists as a positive or even
safe experience for survivors.
Eight people who self -identified as survivors and/or victims of sexual violence
participated in unstruc tured personal interviews. Grounded theory method ology was used
to identify three main ways in which the criminal justice process ing of sexual violence
was felt to be hurtful [ 0 these survivo rs and victims ; denial of victims' experiences of
abuse , blaming of victims for having been abused. and violation of victims' privacy and
autonomy. Participants' experiences andl or fears of each of these injuries are described .
The relationship between these experiences and the initial banns to respondents from
sexual violence are also explored . Discussion focuses on the roles of abusers , societal
responses to victims and Canada's laws on sexual violence in creating and aggravating
the injuries common to surv ivors and victims. Some possib le recommendations for
improving victims' and survivors' perceptions and experie nces of the criminal justice
process are addressed. However , the most pressing need is for a widespread consultation
of survivors and victims, to expand on the findings from this sample .
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Chapter One - Introdu ction
Why isn 't the Canadian criminal justice system used or trusted by most survivors
or victims ' of sexual violence? What does "the system" mean to victims and survivors ?
Sexual violence affects a huge number of Canadi ans dire ctly , as victims and
surviv ors. The Toronto Wome n' s Safety Project found that two out of every three
women ! intervi ewed had experienced " some form of unwante d or intru sive sexual
expe rience." These included rape , attempt ed rape, incest and other child sexual abuse .
amo ng oth er forms of unwante d sexual touch or exposure ? The Newfoundland and
Labrador Prov incial Strategy Against Violence estima tes that half of all women and a
In recogni tion of the different ways in which people who have been sexually
viola ted choo se to identify ourse lves and our experie nces, and our right to make this
choice, I have used the common terms "s urviv or" and "victim" interchangeabl y in this
work - except where individuals have specifically identified themse lves . A fuller
discussion o f these terms is made in Chapter 3 ("Naming Ourselves").
1 The se figure s come from surv eys interviewing people identified as women and/or
men. There is no way to know to what degree people who identify as neith er gender , or
both gende rs, are included, or how transsexual people have been categorized - acco rding
to genetic sex or gender identity . Researc h specifically on how transge ndered Canadians
experience violence would be a valuab le co ntribution to this discourse; transgendered
people are targeted, as a population, by hate crimes. and pro bably among the least likely
to fit the mo lds of gender-based support services for victims and survi vors. The upcoming
results of the First National Lesbian Gay and Bisexual Surve y, taken in 1998, may shed
some pub lic light on these reali ties .
Canadian Panel on Violence Again st Women (CPVAW) , Ch anging the
I andscape ' Ending Violence Ach ieying Equali ty (fi nal Repon The Canadi an Panel
on Viole"" Against Wornc;n) Ottawa: Mini ster of Supply and Services Canada. 1993,
Appen dixA.
third of all men have experienced "u nwanted sexual acts.?' The governme nt of
Newfoundland and Labrador acknowledges tha t at leas t one in four women experiences
sexual assault in her Ii fenme,!
The Toronto Women's Safety Project found that women were most likely to be
assaulted by men (in 96 percent of reports), and by men known to them; 81 percen t of the
sexual assaul ts reported to the Project were perpetrated by men known to the wome n. 38
perce nt of sexual assaults agains t women over 16 years of age were perpe trated by
husbands, commo n-law husbands or boyfriends, and 31 percent by men who were dates
andlor acqueinrances."
Peop le with disabili ties experience an even higher frequency of sexual abuse . The
DisAbled Women 's Network (DAWN) estima tes that over two-thirds of the one million
Canadian women with disabiliti es were physicall y andlo r sexually assa ulted before they
even reached puberty," It is predicted that 83 percent of women with disabilitie s will be
Provincial Strategy Against Violence and Citizen's Crime Prevention Association
of Newfoundland and Labrador, ''Together Against Violence ." (pamphlet)
Governme nt of Newfoundland and Labrador, Women' s Policy Offi ce , "A
Woman 's Guide to Surviving Sexual Assault ." St . John ' s: Women' s Polic y Office, 1991.
CPVA W, 1993, Appendix A ("The Women' s Safety Project" ), p. A7 .
DAWN, Women With Di sabilities ' PhYSica l and Se xual Assault Toront o: DA WN,
1994 in Day, 1995, p. 23.
sexually assaulted in their Iifetime.! In particular. 81 percent of psychiatric inpatien ts,
male and female. are "victimized by sexual assault ., ,<) Tico ll notes that violence against
people with disabilities occurs "in the context of systemic discrimination against people
with disabi litie s," and that comm on abuse rs are family members and care-givers. 10
Survivors with disabilities may be even less likely or able to report sexual violence
than able-bodied women. for some of the same reasons that they can be more vulnerable
to violence; contributi ng fac tors identified in the literature include negative public
attitudes toward disability, powe r imbalan ces between people with di sabilities and those
they depend on for care, especially in institutions, the sociali zatio n of peop le with
disabilities to be compliant. and the perceived lack of credibility of peop le with
disab ilities whe n they report or d isclose abuse . In addition. the process of reporting is
inaccessible to many victims with disabilities. due to barriers like phys ically inaccessible
services or the absence of interp reters. and the lack of training or protocols for police
officers in responding to the possibly different needs or communication of victims with
mental disabilities.' !
Miriam Ticoll and L'Institut Roeher Institute for the Natio nal Clearinghouse on
Fami ly Violence . Violence and Peo ple With Disabjlities: A Review of the Ljterature.
Ottawa: Ministry of Supp ly and Services. 1994, p. 16.
Tico ll, 1994. p. 16.
10 Ticcll, 1994. p. v ,
11 'ncou.1994, and. 1997.
4Sexual violence against Abo riginal wo men. men and children is also both
prevalent and underadmowledged. 11 As the Canadian Pane l on Violence Agains t Women
(CPVAW) notes, "there is a serious lack of research on Aborginal women. particularly
Metis , Status and eon-Status wome n not residing on reserves and elderly women, who are
victims of vio lence and abuse ." The Ontario Native Women ' s Assoc iation foun d that 8
out of 10 Abo rginal women studied had person ally expe rienced vio lence , and tha t 57
perce nt of those women had been sexually abused.
It is recogniz ed in the litera ture that sexual violence against Abo riginal peop le
takes place in a context of systemic raci sm and attempted genocide on the pan of a white-
do minated Canadian gov ernment and non -Aboriginal society. The forced internment of
Aboriginal children in res idential schools. described as "brutal ins titu tions whe re physical
and sexual abu se , substandard conditions and inadequa te care were endem ic.v'" was the
policy of Canadian government for more than one hundred years . Th e impa c t of this
auempt to des troy Aboriginal cultures and societies has been descri bed as similar to a
nuc lear explosion, "with the blas t damaging some more directly than others, but with fall-
12 Ontario Na tive Women' s Associatio n, "Breaki ng Free ," in Perception, Vo l. 15,
No. 4, cited in CPVAW, 1993, and Miawpukek Human services Cons ul ting,~
Way' Supporting FamjIies in Crisjs .Co on e River Reserve, Mic mac Te rri tory , NF :
Mi awpukek Mi 'kamamwey Mawi'omi/Counci1 of the Co nne River Micmacs, 1993.
13 M-J Milloy, "Stolen Childre n," in Hour, January 29 , 1998.
out and nuclear winter affectin g everyone."!"
Racist views of Abori ginal women as sexually promiscuous. as less sensi tive, or
even as animal s, promote the attitude that Abo riginal women are available for the sexual
use of white men .I' Racism and sexism, prevalent within law enforcement and social
serv ices and even women's shelters16 lead to indif ference toward violence against
Aborginal surv ivors, whose calls to polic e may be ignored. and whose very ex periences
of abuse have been used against them as exampl es of the supposed sickness of their
Abo riginal "cul tures" .11 1be initiatives of various Aboriginal communities to de velop
community-based Aboriginal-run services for victims and abusers have often rece ived
little or no governme nt funding. leaving many Aboriginal survivors, victims and abuse rs
with nowhere to tum for real help."
Sexual violence can ha ve a profound impact on our lives. Surv ivors and victims
I . Cariboo Tribal Council , "Faith Misplaced : Lasting Effects of Abu se in a Erst
Nations Community," in Canadian Journal ofNati ve Education. Vol. 18, No.2, cited in
CPVAW, l99 3, p. 176.
IS CPVAW, 1993, Ellen Bass and Louise Thornton. I Never Told Anyone and
Thornton, 1991 . and Mary Crow Dog, I.alc0ta Woman New York, NY : Grove
Weidenfeld. 1990 .
II CPVA W, 1993, Chapter IS.
I? Teressa Nahanee, "Sexual Assault of Inui t Females: A Comme nt on 'Cultural
Bias' ," in Julian V. Roberts and Renate M. Mohr (eds .), Confronting Sexual Assault: A
Decade of Lega l and Social Change. Toronto : University of Toronto Press, 1994 .
II CPV AW,l993,pp.I66-167.
have described the effects of sexual violence as "de vastatin g". or as "tearing up my
exist ence." The healing litera ture on sexual violence identifies shame, self-hate. Post-
Trauma tic Stress Disorder as common effects amon g of sexual violation. Th ese effects , as
well as those of physical injuri es. can last for years after sexual abuse . affecting
survivors ' physical. emotional. social and financial well-being."
Not all of us survive. It is es timated that each week in Canada, two women are
killed by their male sexual partners . Children, too. are killed by those who sexually abuse
them, And many surviv ors and victims of sexual violence have killed themse lves when
they coul d no longer live with the effects of the abuse ."
Sex ual violence. in many forms. is agains t the law in Canada. The Criminal Code
define s "sexual assault" as "an act of unwanted touchin g: ' in which ..the nature of the
assault, objecti vely. violates the complainant' s sexual integrity,"! ' The Criminal Code
also prohibits specific forms of sexual violence perpetrated by adults again st children
19 Diana E.H.• Russell The Secret Trauma: Incest in !he lives Qf Gjrls and Women.
New York: BasicBooks. 1986.• Judith Lewi s Herman, Trau ma and Rf!C9verv: The
aftermath Qf violence from do mestic abuse to political terror . BasicBoo lcs. 1992. Tanis
Day, The Health .Related Cos ts QfYiole nce Against W ORD in Canada ' The Dp of the
~. London, ON: Centre For Research on Violen ce Against Women and Children,
1995.
20 For discu ssion and support on survi vors and suicidal feelings. see especially Ellen
Bass and Laura Davis, The CQurage to Heal' A Gujde for Wome n Suryivpn of Ch ild
~. New York. NY: HarperCollins. 1994. pp. 212-2 13. 436 .
1 \ Criminal Code of Canada, s. 271. exce rpted in Anita Szabo er al, A D Investigative
Guide for Sexua l Qffenc es. Ottawa : Royal Canadian Mounted Police. 1997.
(se xual inte rference), and by adults in a position of trust or-authority over minors (sexual
exploi tatio n) . In these cases , as in cases in which complain ants were threat ened, the law
recognizes tha t victims can be pressured or-manipul ated into agree ing to sexual activity
where they are not in a position to meanin gfully consen t to it; in these cases , it is not a
defe nce to argu e that the victim co nse nted, 22
The laws and processing of sex ual violence have been significan tly impro ved since
the ear ly 19805, large ly in res ponse to the concerns of victims, survi vors and our
advocat es. Prior to 1983, "rape" was defined in terms of heterosexual penetration, rath er
than the vio lation of sexual integri ty , denying any injury to women whi ch was not direc tly
rela ted to penetration. (The abuse of men was covere d under separa te of fences.) Even this
concern with nonconsensual vaginal penetration was not focu sed on the inj ury to the
victim as much as on her husb and and her marri age; until 1983, rape was de fined as
sex ual in terco urse by a male "with a female person who is not his wife ."u With the
reforms to the law on sexual vio lence passedin 1983 (Bill C-127), this legal entitleme nt
of men to rape their wives was elimin ated, and the primary cri teria shi fted from the sexual
"puri ty" of wome n (or sole penetration rights of husbands) to the protection of bodily
integri ty. Changes to the processi.ng of sex ual assault complaints have also added some
22 Criminal Code of Canada ; ss. 15 1, 153 and 150 (1.2), exce rp ted in Szabo et al,
1997.
1] Maria Los , 'The Snuggle to Redefine Rape in the Ear ly 1980s, " in Roberts and
Mohr , 1994 , p.48.
protections for victims as co mplainants in the criminal justice process, suc h as the 1992
" Rape Shield" law (B iU C-49), restricti ng the use of a complainam's sexual history as
evidence in a sexual assault trial.
Survivors and victims of sexual violence ace encouraged to repo rt these (and other)
crimes to the police, initiating the process ing of the cri me by the criminal j ustice system
Publicly distributed literature produced by our provincial and fed eral governments explain
the law on sexual assault, and the various stages of processing of a sexual assault
co mplain t through the institutio ns most of us know collectively as "the legal (or justice)
system": reporting to the police and the poli ce investigation, testifying in court , the
sentencin g and appea l processes. This litera ture also emph asizes some important righ ts
and protections for survivors during the proce ss. Survi vors may bring a support perso n
alo ng when reportin g thecrime . In some provin ces , Victim Servi ces programs offer
accompaniment and/or counse lling to victims durin g legal proceedings. To protect our
privacy, victims can request a no-publication order. forbidding the media from identifying
the victim, In most cases, since 1992. a survi vor's sexual history may not be brought up in
co on. And the fact tha t a victim previo usly consented to sexual activity with the person
who assaulted her doesnot mean that the perpetra tor cannot be ch arged,"
2. All points paraphrased from Governme nt of Newfoundland and Labrador,
Women's Policy Offic e, 199 1 and Governme nt of Newfoundland and Labrador,
Department of Justic e, "Vic tim Services: He lping Victims of Crime in Newfoundl and &
Labrador.t'(pamphl et)
The proces s of reporti ng and testifying will be hard.the Newfoundland
governme nt' s info rmation pamphlets warn us. But. we are reminded, "se xual assa ult is a
crime and a soci al problem," and that "an understandin g frie nd or relati ve . or a rape cris is
work er. can provide suppo rt throu ghout the procedure .v"
Even with thes e more inclusive law s agains t sexual violence. provi sions to protect
our privac y. support services and information - and admonishments to "come forward"
and help to fight against the soc ial problem of violence - the majority of survi vors and
vic tims still do not attempt to approach the legal system. It is estimated tha t only 6 to 10
percen t of sex ual assa ults in Canada are reported to pence." Wi thin survivors' grou ps,
wome n's gro ups and oth er support services foe survivors and victi ms. "th e sys tem" is
wide ly and strongly unde rstood to be a dangerous plac e for vic tims and survivors. Many
lawy ers . therapists and cri sis line workers warn survi vors and vic tims again st reporting.
or at leas t urge care ful consi de ratio n of the strength it will rake," Bas s and Davi s. authors
of TIlS;Courage to Hs;al a guide for women survivors of child sexual abuse. warn
survi vors co nsidering reporting:
l' Go vernmen t of Newfoundland and Labrador. Women ' s Po lic y Of fice . 1991. p. 12.
16 Megan Ellis . Surviyjng ProcOOure$ After A Ss;xual Assault (Third ed .) Vancouver.
press gang publishers. 1988 . p. 22.• violence Againsl Women S uryS;y Sta tistics Canada.
1993 , cit ed in Julian V. Roberts. Crimi nal Justic S;Proc s;ssing o f Ss;xua! Assault Cass;s,
Ottawa : Statistics Canada, 1994 .
21 M ary Rogan , "Judgement call, " in Chatelaine. October 1998 , Iane Doe (Memorial
Univers ity Women' s Studies S peak er s' Series) 1998. Elli s. 1988 .
10
mt is important to recognize that lhe legal arena has become a
battleground...if you go to conn toda y, you will be entering the legal system at a
time when your memori es (and your therapist) are like ly to be attacked by expert
witnesses for the defence. when the media may chall enge your credibility, and
when your perpetrator may fight back:vigorously, claiming that he has been falsely
accused..Each survi vor must weigh his or her decis ion carefully, with full
consciousness of the risks and challenges involved. the likel y impa ct on the
process of heal ing, and a realistic understanding of what can and cannot be
achieve d thro ugh the lew,"
Survivors and victims who have reported. even those who se abusers have been
found guilty and sentenced (0 jai l. describe their experiences of the syste m as "months of
torment,2')0. and. by now a catch-phrase among survivors and our supporters . as "another
rape.JOo'o
The prevalen t view amo ng survi vors and victims of the system as the source of
"another rape" sugges t tha t while important changes to the law and the syste m have
:za Bass and Davis. 1994, p. 320.
29 Susan Pederson. "No longer his daughter," in homemaker's , JanuarylFe bruary
1997. p. 16.
30 Migael Scherer, St j!! Loved by the Sun' A Raps Survi VQr's Journal . New York:
Simon & Schuster, 1992 .
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removed some barri ers to our participation., survivors and victims hav e othe r reasons to
fear , and a void. the proces s. To many of us.these reaso ns are obvio us - part of what
"everybody knows" about how sexual abuse and our society's responses to it work. But
whe ther it is because the pro blems wi th having to tell po lice and a court abou t our
experie nces of sex ual vio lation are so obvious that we sec no nee d to spe ll them out , or
bec ause, perh ap s. we are afraid that those who do not intuitively know will not
unders tand. survivors. victims . and the litera ture on sexual violence in ge neral . have
rare ly put what "everybody knows" into words . Faced wi th intimi dating and impersonal
legal terms. and laws mos tly written by men. pe rhaps many of us do n 'I have words.
Perhaps . as lean-Francois Lyotard describes in his theory of conflicting lan guages.
surv ivors' and victims ' experiences of the sys tem are inexp ressibl e in the language of the
laws on sexual vio lence. As Lyotard exp lains about survivo rs of Auschwitz. who cannot
fully communicate wha t happened the re [ 0 thos e who don't know, "human be ings
en do wed wi th language were place d in a situation such that none of them is now ab le to
tell about it,dl Lyotard theo rize s a system of powe r thro ugh lan guage. in whic h only
those beliefs about reality which are compatible with the other pre mises of the do minam
discourse can be expressed withi n th at di scourse. Sta teme nts which are inco mpatible with
the dominant di scourse are pan of a lan gua ge which no one can speak. and which cannot
JI Jean -Fran cois Lyotard, tran slated by Georges van Den Abbeete, The Djfferend:
Phrases jn Dispute. Minneapolis: Univ ersity of Minnesota Pre ss. 1988 . p. 3 .
12
fully be trans lated. As a resul t, the suppres sed beliefs are silenced by a lack of words -
- - the realities they express are unspeakable.
In this study, I asked surv ivors and victims to speak into this particular silence.
bringing toge ther realities of living with sexual abuse. healing needs. and the effects of
the law and the legal system on surv ivors' lives. As my basic qu estion. I asked,"How has
the Canadian legal system affected you as a survivoeviccm?" Eigh t people cbose to share
some of their experiences of. and feelings about, the system with me in unstructured
personal intervie ws. We started with this question. and the interviews took different
directio ns, following me answe rs in each participant's story. Using a grounded-theory
approach. [ tried to hear and articulate their lived experiences of the system, deve loping a
theory of the system from the realiti es I heard from participants. rather than simply
building on previous assump tions abou t the meaning of sexual violen ce to survivors. or
what victims migh t wan t or expect from the system. I tried to be read y to listen for new
words.
Each partici pant ex pressed strong feelings about the process as she had
experienced it, including ange r and disappointment, fear . distrust and disgust. Their
stories showed clearly that there is another side to the story of sexual abuse and the justice
system, which is ignored in the law. In these stories. the process profoundly fails the
victims and survivors . as well as the perpe trators and their future victims, of sexual
abuses the law names as crimes . The system in itself was hurtful or threatening to
13
participants. in ways whic h su bstanti ate the summary descri ptio ns of the process as
"another rape ." Perhaps roost hurtful of all , man y particip ants fel t tha t no one was
listening, For many. this stu dy presented a long -awaited oppo rtUnity: to be asked, as a
survi vor or victim, how we ll me legal system worked, and wha t should be done.
r have tried to liste n, to hear , and to prese nt these survi vors' and victims' stories.
alo ng with their and my reconunendati ons for chan ge. honestly and with respect. I hope
that ( have done them somc ju stice . If! have, it is only the beginning of what they, and the
rest of us, deserve .
14
Chapter Two - Literature Review
The diverse body of work on sexual violence provide s, for the most part. only
indirect views of what the ju stice system means for survi vors and victims of violence -
most of what "everybody knows" about reporting has not been documented and published
from survivor s' and victims ' points of view. Those writing in professional capacities on
sexual violence. including many survivo rs and victims. have generall y staked their claim
to valid knowledge about violence and the legal process on their research, their
experi ence andlor their training. Few make any claim to any knowledge arising from
personal experi ence or feeling. Further. while there is a grow ing wealth of poetry and
personal narratives in which surv ivors and victims do speak as such, few writers have
extensively described [he legal process as a meaningful compo nen t of their recovery .
As a result, this rich and crucial body of literature still has a hole where survivors'
and victims' knowle dge. as survivors and victims. belongs - a hole which is only slowly
becoming filled. and whose filling may transform.everything else we know abo ut sexual
violence . the legal process and justice.
The discourse on sexual violence has prepared the ground for an interdisciplinary
voicing of survivors' and victims' perspectives on the crimin al justice sys tem, Research
on the legal status and societal prevalence of sexual violence in Canada. as well as
international research on the psychological impact of sexual violence . has provided
15
groun d on which many of us can stan d as we name the problem as our prob lem and probe
furthe r into its meaning.
Those who have written on the neanteg of Canada's laws and legal process in the
stru ggle to end violence have produ ced crucial works docume nting the ra tes of repo rting
and non -reportin g, of complaints be ing investi gated or closed, pro secuted or dro pped, of
abusers being convicted or acqui tted. sentenced or slapped on the wrist Researchers like
Roberts and M0tu32, Muzyc hka. Jl and others have shown. with statistics in law-
enfo rcement terms , that there is a pro blem wi th Canada's respo nse to sexual viole nce.
Journ alists like Judy Steed" and the makers of The Boys of St vincent' s" have made the
sta tistical reali ties accessi ble, in human faces and voices . to the Can adi an pub lic.
Those who have writte n on the reali ties of living with and surviving sex ual
violence have arti culated for us that the pain is real, complicated and human. Therapists
and other healing professional s, like Herman . Bass and Davis and Kondor a" have offered
n Roberts and Mohr, 1994 .
33 Martha Muzychka, Be yond Reasonab le Doubt- The Influence of Vjctim Stereotype s
and Soc ial Bias' s on Po lice Resoon $e to W ORn' s Co mplaints of Sexual A$sault. St
John ' s : The Pro vincial Advisory Co unci l on the Status of Women Newfo undland and
Labrador, 1991.
u l udy Steed, Our L ittl e $em[- Confro nti n g Ch Ud Sexual Ab use in C an ada .
Toront o: Vintage Canada. 1995.
" A e Be tw o-part series, dep icting the impact of sexual abuse at a ficti onal boys'
orphanage, over seve ral decades . Released on CBe TV in the fall of 1993_
36 Herman, 1992, Bas s and Davi s, 1994, L.L. Kondora, "Living the comi ng of
memo ries : an interpreti ve phenonenological study of women survi ving chil dhood sexual
16
supportive frameworks for belie f. healing and recovery from violence. Th ey have told
healers and clients alike that survi vors and victims are not crazy . Most compelling and
courageo us of all. survi vors and victims like Judith Ka tz, }7 Sylvia Frase r, JlEUy Danica,:l9
Becky lane•.ao and countless other wri ters, poe ts, artists and washroom-wall-writers have
told us that we are not alo ne.
Th e discourse on sex ual violence is still domin ated by profe ssio nal voices .
discussing survivors as patie nts. witnesses or masses. with little space give n to the voices
of survivors and victims wri tin g of our own or shared experiences as survivors or victims .
When we hearsurvivors' stories . they come. predominantl y, from those with the most
power to speak; stories of abuse and healing co me from those of us who feel safest to
come forw ard. and most invited by interes ted presses. Most of thes e survivors' stories.
partic ularly those pub lished in earlie r decades. come from white wome n, survivors and
victims who are hetero sexual or assumed to be , and from survi vors with access [ 0 literacy
abuse ," in H~alth Care fo r Women Iruernatianai , Vol. 16, No. I, 1995.
11 Jud y H. Katz. No Fairy God mothers No Magic Wands ' The Healing Process After
&ius. Saratoga, CA: R&E Publishe rs, 1984.
38 Fraser , Sylvia, My father ' s House: A Memoir of Incest and Healjng. New York:
Harper and Row, 1987.
39 Danica , Elly, Don't A Woman' s Word . Pittsburgh : Cleis Press, 1988 .
40 Beckylan c, Wht;T!;the Rjvt;rs Jojn : A Personal Acco unt of Hea Ung from Ritual
~. Vancouver: Press Gang , 1996.
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and pub lication. Speaki ng out lak es coura ge for anyone ; speaking out throu gh publication
takes litera cy, time , money. and a pub lisher ' s interest (or even more money).
The di scourse also re flec ts the hierarch y of believability amo ng those no one wants
to believe ; survi vors and victims who were sexuall y abuse d by wome n and survi vors of
ritual abuse are still close to invi sible in the research, self-help and perso nal narrati ve
co mpo nents of the disco urse on sex ual vio lence. Wads like those of Oksane4 1,
Becldyane42 and Ooo bie" and special sidebars and chapters on abuse by women or ritual
abuse in Bass and Davis" and the repo rt of the Canadian Pane l on Viole nce Against
w ome n", are notable exceptions. no doubt eagerly ga thered and cheris hed by many
iso lated survi vors. Male survi vors ace often excluded completely from discus sions of
se xual assault, thou gh increasingly rep resented by rece nt works excl usively for or about
abused men..06
4 1 Chrysryne Oksane, Safe Passa ge to Rea ling" A Gu ide for S urvivors of Ritua l
.Ah!.I.K. New York: HarperCollins, 1994 .
u Bcckylane, 1996.
• J Goo bie, Beth, The Only=G004 Heart Toronto: Pedlar Pres s, 1998 .
... Bass and Davis, 1994 , pp . 398-405, 549-50 (abuse by women), 428·35, 518·22 .
552 ·54 (ritual abuse).
•s CPVA W, 1993,pp. 45-47 .
...s See, for instance , Richi e J. McMullen, Male Rape' breakjng the s jlenceQn the last
ti!J2.22. Lo ndo n:GMP Publi sher s, 1990; or David Island and Patri ck Le tellier , Mm..ID!2
B eat meMen WhoLove Th em: B attered G ay Men and Domestic ViQlence. Ne w York,
NY: Harrin gto n Park Press, 199 1.
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These voices on vio lence ace also voices unde r fire . The discourse on sexual
violence is accompanied by an ongoing "backlash" discourse, dedicated to minimizin g,
trivializing or denyin g the realities of sexual violence in Canada- with, as we will see,
co nsidera ble success in undermining belief of, and legal support for. survi vors.
Approaches have included attacking the realities of victims and survi vors in general .
accusing therapists in general of imp lanting or manipulating survi vors' memories of
sexu al abuse, and distorting the troth abo ut sexual violence through racist. classist and
homophobic prejudi ce. In some cases , public opinion , policymakers and even judges have
been swayed by this general denial of violence and of victims . Studying. speaking and
writing of sexual violence in Canada are still necessary as resistance, as defenses of
surviv ors' and victims ' realities and righ ts. as proof . extrac ted over and over , tha t there is
a prob lem
The message we hear about se xual violence , from each voice in the literature, is
that the law and the legal system are Dot generally very helpful for survi vors and victims
dealing with sex ual violence .
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Too Few "Successful" Cases: the law ' s res ponse to sexual assa ult
Discussions of the proce ssing of sexual assault cases thro ugh the criminal process
tell us that from the criminal justice pers pective. Canada ' s response to sexual vio lence has
improv ed in the las t fiftee n yean. Although mos t of us still are not using them, the new
"sexual assa uIt" laws adopted in 1983 allowed more survivors and victims to report
abuse . Iu lian V. Roberts found "a signifi can t increase" in reports of se xual crime s to the
police fo llowing the 1983 reforms ; the total number of report s doub led between 1982 and
1988 .n He suggests tha t some of the incre ase may be due [0 the reporting of crimes that
were previously excluded from the Criminal Code (such as se xual aggre ssion of any kind
by one 's husband ), or increases onl y in the reportin g of abuse against chi ldren . However.
Roberts concludes. a large pan of the rise in reportin g is likely the res ul t of chan ged
attitudes toward repo rting amo ng adult victims. as a resu lt of the new laws:"
However. whil e the 1983 reforms opened the door for more victims and survivors
to make co mplain ts, as with the old laws, few of lhe new sexual assa ult cases ended in
convictio n.
As had happened with rapecomplaints, many sexual assault case s were scree ned
out of the process by poli ce as ''unfounded'' (comp laints dismi ssed by the police where
. 7 Roberts. 1994 , p. 18.
•• Julian V. Roberts and Miche lle C. Gross man, "An Analysis of Police Sta tistics," in
Roberts and Mohr , 1994. p. 73 .
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the y conclude that no crime was commi tted). Los notes tha t in the firs t five years
fo llo wing the changes to the law, the rate of "'unfounded" cases remain ed unchan ged
from the previous rate for rape cases . at a national ave rage of 14 perce nt of sexual
assaults reported," Thi s is double the ra te at which complain ts of assa ul t (vi olent crime s
at the same levels of seriousness as sexual assaults . but not seen as sexual in character)
were screened out. Th e Royal Newfoundland Constabulary Associa tion ci tes an estimated
2 percen t rate of false claims of sexual assault. "comparable to the false claims for any
other crime."$O This di ffer ence in treatment stayed constant for at least ten years: from
1983 to 1992 .H The main result of the rise in reportin g. Los writes. is that "many more
complainants now face sus picio n. rejections and the stigma of being branded false
accusers.?"
Of tho se comp laints which are deemed "foun ded." less than half ma y ultimatel y be
forwarded by poli ce for prosecution. In additi on to the 14 percen t of complain ts dismissed
as "unfounded." 43 perce nt of co mplain ts ace otherwise filtered out of the sys tem witho ut
char ges being laid. Ov erall. this is similar to the rate for assa ult cases." Sexual assa ult
•• los. in Roberts and Mohr. 1994 . p. 38.
se Royal Newfoundland Co nstabu lary Association, 1m Sexual Abuse and Do mestic
VjQ!encr Awaren ess G uide . St. John ' s : Royal Newfoundlan d Constabulary Association.
1992. p. 133.
51 Roberts. 1994 . p. 27 .
51 Los. in Ro berts and Mo hr. 1994 . pp. 38·39 .
'J Roberts . 1994 . pp. 25.26.
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cases are filtered cur before prosecuti on for se veral reaso ns: Roberts found that police
were unab le to lay a charge in 27 percent of cases ; DuM on t and Myhr found a similar rate
of cases remaining unsolved three years after they were reported; Roberts found that
ano ther 16% of cases were "cleared otherwise" than by charges bein g laid, including
cases in which the suspect was already serving a sen tence or had left the co untry. (The
design ation as "cleared otherwise", Roberts notes, means that "from the poi nt of view of
the criminal jus tice system, the case has been reso lved. altho ugh without the laying of a
charge.') nus category may include cases which are closed when victims withdraw from
the process . These outcomes are not identified in Roberts' national survey of police
statistics. In their study of 187 victi ms in Metro Toron to. DuMont and Myhr fo und a 6
percent withdra wal rate amon g victims who had reported." Overall . Robert s found that
57 percent of sexual assault reports were filte red out of the system before prosecu tion.
Of the cases which are forward ed for prosecution, man y do not end in convic tion.
While there is little info rma tion on the rate of convi ction s across Canada". studies of
various urban jurisdictions have sugges ted that less than two- thirds o f sex ual assault cases
S4 Jani ce Dumon t and Terri L Myhr, "So Few Con vic tions : 'Therol e o f cli ent-related
chara cteristics in the legal proces sin g of sexual assa ults" (Draft document. Ce ntre For
Research in Wome n's Health, Univers ity of Toronto, 1999 ), p. 12.
SS As Roberts Notes, national statis tics on conviction ra tes were not available, unlike
those of complaints made to police and of poli ce respon se (which are record ed in the
Uniform Crime Registry (UC R» . So finding s from vario us cities do not co nsti tute a
nation al rate of convic tions in sexual assaul t case s, or how rates vary from pro vince to
province. (Roberts , 1994).
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are success fully prosecuted , Clark and Hepworth fo und tha t the rate of convi ctio n in
sexual ass ault cases did not signific an tly increase following the 1983 reforms. The
average rate of conv iction in cases prosecuted for the six citi es they studied was 60 .1
percent," In their study of Toronto cases . Dumont and Myhr found that onl y 38 percen t
of cases prosecuted resulted in convictions."
From this legal perspective. the processing of sexual assaul t cases has been
impro ved by the 1983 legal reforms . but sti ll produce s a lo w rate of success fully
comple ted cases agains t abusers . These statistics lell us that for anyone who has been
se xually violated, reporting to the police is unlikel y to result in their "case" being
prosec uted, or, if prosecu ted . to end in the abuser 's conv iction . The y do not tell us how
the proce ssing of the case , or any of its outcome s, will affec t the victim or survivor of the
crime .
The discussion of the legal processing of sexual ass ault presents sex ual violence as
a crime to be processe d. "Sexual assa ult" is a category of ille gal actio ns. to which the
state mus t res pond, when formally notifi ed, through its designated proce ss. The
effectiveness or inadequacies of the state' s respon se to the prob le m are measured by the
success of its proces s in identifying, proving and punishin g these crimes - in the
numbers of complaints , inve stigations. prosec utions, co nvic tio ns and sente nces. The se
S6 Scott Clark and Dorothy He pworth, "Effects of Reform Le gislation on the
Processing of Sexual Assault Cases," in Roberts and Mohr, 1994 , p. 127.
J1 Dumont and Myhr, 1999 (draft document), p. 12.
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measures of "sexual assa ult" tell us a great deal about how th-e legal treatment of the
crime compares (often unfavourably) to others. Th ey tell us tIlat se xual assaults are often
not correctly identified as crimes. dismissed as unfounded at sa higher rate lhan othe r
crime s of comparab le legal seri ousness. They tell us that many sex ual ass aults arc not
successfully proven i.ncourt. A nd they tell us that proven sexaial assa ults may not
necessaril y be meanin gfull y or ef fec tive ly punished
Howe ver, the understanding of sexual violence provide d by the legal discussion
does not tell us anything abo ut what these measurements, successes and failure s alike.
migh t mean for the victims of the crimes being processed. The de finitio ns of sexual
offe nces are based on specific acts , which are deemed to be against the public intere st,
presumably because they are some how harmfu l to society. HOIw the victim experienced
these acts is almost irrelevant, as long as the victim choo ses, foe some reason , to report
them and begin the processing of the "crime."
Alberta Provincial Court Judg e Gary C. Ciani articulate s the separation of
survi vors ' experi ences of sexual vio lence from the legal co ncepts o f sexual offences. as a
nece ssary e lement of the law . Writing in Vis-a-Vis. a national news letter on family
vio lence. he acknow ledges that conunenting in suc h a forum is in itse lf "a kind of
' Mission Impossi ble ' " for a judge. whose view of domestic vi-olence mus t be limited [0 "a
test of reaso nable dou bt," "Wife ban erin g cases. " he writes. "are esse ntially no di fferent
from other cases ... Whil e "the trial proce ss is...straighd"orward." Cio ni acknowl edges that
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famil y violence case s can involv e "parti cular problems such as the reluctance of wives to
testify." For Ciani . this isn' t a conc ern to be addressed by the law. but rather belongs to
the "healing" side of the response 00 sexual violence: "Judges can do little about that .
Su pport groups have to do a lot,""
Crown Prosecut or " Karen" writes that her role in the legal sys tem effectively
silenced her as a victim of sexual vio lence; in order to work effec tively in the system,
spe aking its langua ge , she needed to appear dis tanced from the traumatic realities of her
abuse experience. Above all, she could not be perceived as a victim by her colleagues:
How could I see my o wn assault case through the co urts, in front of police
officers and officials I call upon as witnesses in my work? How could I be
accep ted by other lawyers , who are supposed to be my equals . after they saw me in
the witness box [as a victim ]?,9
Not surprisingl y, the legal perspecti ve presented in the litera ture cann ot offer a
comp lete explanation of survivors' and victims ' reluctance to enter the legal process as
survi vors and victims . While the legal perspecti ve offers some use ful measurements of
the system's performance in responding to sexual violence, these discouraging odds alone
S8 Judge Gary Cioni, "The view from the bench," in Vis-a-vis, Vol. 8, No. I, 1990.
'9 Kare n and Miche lle, "V ictim' s Viewpoint: Two views of the system." in Vis--a~vis,
Vol .S, No.2, 1990 , p.9.
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don't exp lain why the majority of survivors and victims never approach the system at all.
"Theconventional wisdom tha t the abuser will "get off scot free" is perhapsthe most
researched aspec t of what "everybody knows" about sexual violence and the system But
survivors and victims clearly base decisions about reporting on more factors than the odds
of a poss ible conviction - if it were really that simple. many more of us would report,
taking our ch ances on winni ng. After all. many of us buy lottery tickets, with far worse
odds. From what little we hear about the legal system in the lives of survivors. engaging
with the legal proc ess is not a simple questio n of the chances of a conviction - the
process itse lf is a prob lem.
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Too Much at Stake : the costs to victims of reporting
Victims. survivors and our therap ists and advocates take for granted that our
decisions about reportin g violence have high personal stakes for each of us. The October
1998 "Cha telaine Con troversy" feature framed the question of reportin g childhood sexual
abuse as one of a difficult personal dec ision for victims . with serious implications for
victims' emotional health . Reporter Mary Rogan presented one surviv or's experience
with the court system as "a ca utionary talc" , quoting lite survivor. cape crisis counselors.
therapists and lawyers warning that the system is not a likely sourc e of j ustice of victims .
Rogan tells readers of Canada' s top wome n's magazine that "where the system we have
mingles with the complex needs of survi vors. there is fertil e ground for disappointment
and pain .oo6O
Judy Steed. a fea ture writer for the Toront o Star . has added faces and feelings to
what "everybody m ow s" about the system, In Our Lim e SCCRb Steed presen ts a
complex picture of chi ld sexual abuse in Canada. based on exten sive interview s with
survivors . police officers. chi ld protecti on workers and doctors . In a chapter titled "Incest
Survivors Go (Q Court," Steed follow s the journey of four wome n. the three McNall
sisters (Jill. Julie and l oy) and their childhood friend., Con stance . thro ugh the process of
reportin g and testifying against the man who abused them all as chi ldren - Donald
60 Rogan. 1998. p. 70.
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McNall. Jill. Julie and Joy' s father .
Steed describes the expe rience of hearing the details of the abuse enumerated,
deni ed and debated in the courtroo m as "at once nauseating and libe rating" for the
McNall siste rs and Constance. She details Donald McNall' s a ttempts [0 deny the abuse.
claiming it never happened, that it didn' t happen as often or as severely as reported. and
to dismiss the abuse as "muwal sexual stimulation." adding that "the phrase: made (the
victims] gag ." We read that the most difficu lt pan for Cons tance. who had not seen her
abuse r in years, was the terror of see ing him again across the courtroo m. And we hear that
the court proces s can lake control of a victim' 5 life - and dra g on for years:
"Your life is on hold.," Jill says. "yo u' re counting do wn the days to the next court
appearance, you' re stressed out, you 're terrified of the offender in ways that migh t
seem irrational. but he's out on bail and you'v e experienced his rage."?'
Steed observes that the justice system is just not design ed to show concern for the
victims :
The criminal justice system has an inhere nt structural blind spot concerning
vic tims because the system was de signed with only two parties in mind : the state
61 Steed. 1995. p. 204.
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and the accused. The victim has no right to counsel. no right to legal aid and no
right to address the co urt. The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedo ms, the
highest law in the land, governs criminal procedures; its focus is on grantin g righ ts
to . and protecting, people charged with criminal offences . There are no such
protections for victims .6 l
Jane Doe. a rape survivor and Ie-year veteran of the legal process, would agree.
Doe was one of the more victorious survi vors we have seen, in legal terms; she actuall y
saw her abuser apprehended, char ged and convic ted, and went on to win a preceden t-
setting lawsuit against the Metro Toronto Police for their failure to warn women abou t
this known serial rapist. Yet Jane Doe described theprocess as "stripping her naked", and
literally warns other women who have bee n raped to stay ou t of court.6J
What protections do victims and survivors need? We know from the statistics on
reporting and legal processing of sexual violence that the system doesn' t offer many
survivors or victims what we an: looking foe. And we know from wod:::like Steed ' s and
Rogan' s that victims who use the system are likely to be hun. But in order to create a
system which can truly protect and serve survivors and victims, we need to articulate
what it is abo ut the system that injures , and why the system hurts us where it does.
62 Steed, 1995, p. 201.
63 Kim Pittaway, "Who is Jane Doe?", in Chatelaine, January, 1999, and Jane Doe ,
speaking at Memorial Universi ty of Newfoundland, Fall 1998 .
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Vio lence as Harm to Victims : the heal ing disco urse
Part of the answe r can be foun d in an understanding of some of the ways that
sexual violence injures survivors and victims. The "healin g" literature, prese nting
survi vors ' , victims ' and thera pists ' articu lations of the impact of se xual abuse. offers
many of these ans wers . In nami ng the man y and particu lar injuri es survi vors and victims
ma y be living, the "healing" li tera ture offers us a way to identi fy the harms of sexual
violence - and perhap s also the harms of the legal process.
Th e work of femin ist doc tors. therapists. cris is counse llors and othe rs who work
with surviv ors and victims o f sexual violence offers a grow ing understanding of the
potential traumatic effects of sexual violence on survivors. nus diverse body of work
arti cul ates the impact of sexual vio lence from disciplines which have previously been
amo ng the most effective source s of denial. like psychiatry and psych ology , now
redirected and critiqued by feminists . And it includes voices in newer traditions. such as
self-help literature arising from femini st and other consciousness-raising movements. And
perhaps most strikin gly , this bod y of "healin g" literature includes an increasing volume of
works by or featuring self-identified survivors and vic tims of sexual viol ence.
Th e predominant message of this literature, spoken in some way by every
contributor, is that sexual violence really hurts. And the hurt doe s no t necessari ly go
away.
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Judi th Lewis Herman. a ps ychia trist noted for her work on psychological trauma as
a result of incest. dome sti c abuse and political terro r, arti culates the impact of events like
these as injuries far beyond those of immediate distress or physical injury. Rathe r, being
violat ed injures a victim's safety in the world in which she lives, and in herself:
Tra uma tic e vents des troy the victim ' s fundamental assumptions about the
safety of the world. the positive value of the self and the meaningful ord er of
crea tion. The rape survi vor Alice Sebo ld testifies to this loss of security: "When I
was raped. I lost my virginity and almos t lost my life. I also di scarded certain
assumptions I had held about how the world worked and how safe I was .?"
Herman no tes that rape survi vors (and presumably survivors of o ther equall y
traumatic sexual assaults) ha ve especially high level s of persi stent po st-traumatic stress
disord er, similar to levels foun d among war veter ans, and vic tims of hos tage- takings and
kidnappings. Thi s is not surp rising. she says, given tha t the very nature of rape is to
trauma tize the victim. 10 its essential e lemen t. Herman writes, rape is:
the physical , psycho logical and moral viola tion of the person....The purpo se of the
rapis t is to terro rize , domin ate and humiliate his vic tim, to ren de r her utterly
601 Herman, 1992, p. 5 1.
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he lpless . Th w rape. by its nature is intentio nally design ed to produ ce
psychological trauma.nU
Bass and Davis. author s of The Couraae to Heal one of the most well-known and
comprehensive guides for adul t surv ivors of child sexual abuse, desc ribe the common
impac t of child se xual abuse as similar ly extensive:
It permea tes everythin g: your sense of self. your intimate re lation ships . your
sex uality, your parenting, your work life . even your sanity. Everywhere you look.
you see its effec ts.'""
The se injuries can include the effects of shame and self-blame in respo nse to
abuse. often for years, including low se lf-esteem and self-actualization, vuln erability to
subseq uent abuse . and self-des tructi ve beha viour like addictions , se lf-mu tilatio n and
suic ide ." An d where even self-hate is not enough to make incomprehensible trauma make
sense. victi ms may need to deny or rep ress the abuse. desperately constructing new
6S Herman, 1992 . pp. 57-58.
66 Bass and Davis. 1994, p. 37.
61 Bass and Da vis. 1994 .
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realities and divisions wi thin our own minds." For some ~f us, the injuries of abuse
incl ude the impact, ofte n life- long, of repression and remembering on mental heal th and
perso nal functio ning.
Survivors and victims need a way to unders tand the trauma that has been done to
As Herman describe s , sexua l assault not only renders the victim helplessly unsafe to
pro tect herself, but also calls into ques tion all of her beliefs about the safety of the world
aroun d her. Hennan regards this "disconnec tion" as a primary effec t of psychological
trauma - when none of one's trust ed people or beliefs can stop or change trauma tic
eve nts. a victim can no longer rely on or trus t her relationships to the world.69
And so victims need help building a new unders tanding of the world. whic h must
now include an explanation for the violence. But in a society which has encouraged
denial and victim-blami ng at alm ost every nun , survivors and victims may face repeated
challe nges to our efforts to understand and re build after sex ual abuse. Wh en this happens,
the literature tells us. survi vors and victims mus t use lite psychological too ls avai lable to
respo nd to the trauma - guilt and denial.
Virtual;lyevery work: addre ssing the emotional impact of sexual violence on
victims me ntions feelings of shame. guilt and self- blame as a commo n response. Bass and
D~vis found that survivo rs of child sexual abu se ofte n strugg le with fee lings of guilt and
M He rman , 1992, Caro l Poston and Karen Lisen . Recla iming Ou r I ives · Hope for
Adult Survivor s of Incest. Toro nto : Little, Brown and Co .• 1989.
69 Herman . 1992. pp. 51-52.
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shame ove r being abused. eve n as adults .
Victims often believe that they are to blame for being sexually abused.
Many adult survivors continue to hold this belief . Although large numbers of
childre n and adolescen ts are ab used. it is never the fault of any of them Yet there
are man y reasons why survi vors ass ume tha t blame .
Some survivors were told exp licitly that it was their fault. The ab user said :
"You' re a bad. nasty. dirty gir l. Tha t's why I'm doing thi s," "You really want this
to happen. [ know you do ," "You' re such a sexy little girl. Ljust can't help
myself."
You were punished when someo ne did find out. If you said anything, you
may have been told you made up horrible lies . Or the subjec t was never discu ssed.
givin g you the message that it was too terrible to la1kabout.10
Judy Katz. a rape crisi s counsellor and rape survi vor. found that feelings of guilt
and shamewere also common responses for women to sexual assa ult in their adult lives.
She describes her own reactio n to being raped. afte r years of telling other wome n that
rape was not the ir fault :
JD Bass and Davi s. 1994, p. 115.
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I still didn ' t believe that this could happen to me. Somehow I felt that I
cou ld avoid being raped. I started wondering if perhaps I had in some way set up
litis rape. I then felt ashamed with myself for internalizing this myth abou t rape. In
so many ways I was trying to deny what had actually taken place. I had been
raped... I kept on repeating, "If only I had not left my window open ...If only I had
taken a second floor aparunent......[my friend] reassured me that I was not to
blame. Cognitive ly, I knew she was righ t. but emotionally I con tinued to feel that I
might have been able to do something else to avoid the rape."
The healing litera ture tells us that this self- blame can be profoundl y destructive to
our healing, our sense of ourse lves, and our very survival. But. as Bass and Davis explain,
it can also meet a crucial need. where there is nothing else to help us.
It is a stark and terrif ying realization for a child to see how vulnerable and
powe rless she actually is. Thinking that you were bad, that you had some influence
on how you were treated, gave a sense of control, though illusory . And perceiving
yourself as bad allowed for the future possibility that you cou ld become good, and
thus things could Improve."
7i Katz , 1984, p. 10.
n Bass and Davis, 1994 , p. 116.
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Herman describes the functio n of self-blame amo ng adults in traumatic situations as
similar:
Guil t may be unders tood as an attemp t to draw so me useful lesson from
disaster and to regain some sense of power and control. To imagin e that one could
have done better may be more tolerable than [ 0 face the reality of urter
helplessness."
But even guilt and self- hate may Dot be an optio n, when a victim is facing a reality
too diffi cult to accept. Bass and Davi s explain that when the world around the abused
child (and later the adult) is unwilling to see what is happening, a survivo r herself may no
longe r be able 10 believe in the abuse .
When you'v e spent your life denying the reali ty of your abuse, when you
do n' t want it to be true, or when your fami ly repeatedl y calls you crazy or a liar . it
can be hard to stay clear in the knowledge that you were abused...
The recent surge of publi c attacks on survi vors ' credi bility has made
n Herman. 1992. p. 53-54 .
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believing it happened more difficult for some survivors."
Many researchers have found links between psychological trauma , including child
sexual abuse , and dissociative disorders like depr ession and multiple per sonality
disorder." Herman characterizes thes e " disorders" as rational coping respon ses for
traumatized people. particularly children, where the only way to get awa y from the reality
of being powerless and unsafe is to alter one's own reality .
The child victim prefers to believe that the abuse did not occur. In the
service of this wish, she tries to keep the abuse a secre t from herself. The means she
has at her disposal are frank denial. voluntary suppre ssion of thoughts. and a legion
of dissociative reactions...They may leam to ignore severe pain . to hide their
memori es in complex amn esia s, to alter their sense of time, place or person, and to
induce hallucinations or poss ession states."
In contrast to the language of the legal li terature, the healing literature focuse s
74 Bass and Davis . 1994. p. 96 .
7~ Herman, 1992. Poston and Lisen, 1989, Bass and Davis, 1994. Euan Bear with
Peter Dimock , Adults Mo!<:sted asChildren: A Survi vor 's Manu al for Women &
Mm. Orwell . VT: Safer Society Press, 1988.
76 Herman, 1992, p. 102.
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almost exclusiv ely on how survivors experienc e sexual violenc e and its aftermath. Sexual
violence is defined , in the healing literature, according to how it feels to victims : as
vio lation or invasion. of a sexual character. The specific behaviours addressed in the
healing literature as sexual violenc e include both physical and verbal forms of abuse, and
both overt and subtle violence. Actions are identified as sexual violence primarily by the
way in which the victims experienced them.
Healin g v , the Legal Process
For the most part, the language of the healing literature eithe r disregards or rejects
the language of the legal proces s. Focussed on psychological and emotional reco very from
the injurie s of sexual violence, therapists and survivors writing the healing discourse
allude only in passing to the possib le role of legal proceedings in a survivor 's healing
process . Many therapists discourage victims from reporting, emphasizing that the legal
proces s can be painful and disappointing - a hindrance to healing? ' In survivors ' and
victims ' personal narratives, the questioning of reporting is often not even mentioned. as if
it never occurred to the writers to consider legal action as a step toward recovery.
Bass and Davis come closest to acknow ledging the apparent gap between the legal
language of sexual offences and the healing language of survivors' and victims'
n Rogan , 1998, Bass and Davis , 1994,
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experiences. Rather lhan uy to merge these two spheres . they emphasize their separation.
rejecting the legal langua ge and process where it denies the healing language: "legal
prin ciples do not appl y to healing." "
The gap between these two understandings of sexual violence is such tha t mos t of
us can only think in the terms of one view at a time . Whether we ace legal researchers
counting the outcomes of "cases ; ' Crown Prosecuto rs whose work: in the legal sphere
makes it impossi ble to identify openly as a vic tim. or survi vors and therapists wo rking to
validate survivors' and victims' fledgling understandin gs of sexual violence in their lives.
it seems almos t imposs ible to brid ge the divide - as i f. as victims and survivors have said
metaphoricall y of lawyers and j udges in the process, mer really do speak a di fferen t
language.
Jean-Francois Lyotard migh r argue tha t they do. Lyotard analyses the crea tion and
inte raction of languages as a too l of dominance. a means of preventing realities outside the
language from being spoken or understood. Lyowd examines the unit of the phrase as the
beginning of a language. He argues that phrases are madepossib le or foreclosed
(expres sible only as silenc e) , linked and understood according to complex rules governing
their linkage, which he calIs phrase regimens. Thesephrase regimens operate within
phrase universes, which includ e other compatible phrases. ce rtain addre ssers and
1. Bass and Davis, 1994, p. 505. Bass and Davis refer here to survi vors ' personal
healin g and self-care choices , outside the legal sphere . Legal princi ples do, Bass and
Davis. Slate clearl y. apply in a courtofl aw.
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addressees of phrases and certain possible senses of phrase s .
Lyotard claims that there are as man y phrase universes as there are phrase s, but
through phrases which link:others toge ther. Iaeger universes . or genres of discourse. exist.
These larger universes each include a set of rules for judging other phrases about reality,
and certai n "s takes" , or strategies of winning over other genres of discourse.
Within any phrase unive rse . any new phrase is expressible if it can be linked to
existing phrasesaccording to the roles for linkage of the governing phras e regime n(s).
Where a phrase cannot be linked in this fashion. it can only be expresse d as silence within
that phrase universe. Phrases cannot, for Lyotard , be tran slated or transcribe d from one
phrase universe to ano ther -- only linked. if the two universes are comp atible.
Phrase regimens in di fferent genres often come into confli ct. Because phrase s
cannot be translated between genres , encounters between phrase regime ns of differe nt
genres produce "dif ferends:" situa tions of conflict between two regimens or sets of phrases
in which there is no common standard by which [Q judge between them. Any attempt to
judge according to an accepted standard will necessaril y silence at least on e of the two sets
of phrases.
This is more than just giving great er weigh t to one of the two acco unts of reali ty;
for Lyctard, the injus tice of judging a differend lies not in whic h phrase wins out, but in
the silencing of the phrase which is rend ered inexpressible . Th e sile nced phrase is not
simply discredi ted, but is denied, and then the denial is oblitera ted. in the era sure of the
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differend itself. The winning regimen or genre becomes the bas is for judgement of aU
phrases and future differends, and thus it beco mes the discourse in use. An y phrase abou t
reali ty which cannot be expressed in this disco urse is silenced. and the sile nce itself is
deni ed.
As an exampl e of the probl em with judgi ng differeeds , Lyotard raises the silencing
of survivors of Auschwitz - an expe rience which is in some ways unspeakable.
indescribable to those who have not been there :
Human beings endowed with langua ge were placed in a situation such that
none of them is now able to tell about it...This is wha t a wrong would be: a damage
accompanied by the loss of means to prove the dama ge."
For many survi vors and victims of sexual violence , this scenario ma y sound very
fami liar: thedamages of sexual violence cannot full y be described to pollee or in court.
The language of the law against sexual offences and the language of surviv ors and victims
describing what our experiences of violence mean to our lives are far apart. And when
survi vors and victims engage with the system. the langua ge of the law is the only one we
may effective ly speak:.
If we understand the different sets of meanin gs and goals expressed by survivors
'19 Lyotard. 1988 . pp. 3·5.
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and victims in general and by the law as a differend, then survivors' and victims'
criticisms of the justice system. and our silences, must be take n serious ly as a suppressed
discourse. Within the rules of the legal discourse , the dominan t framewo rk for naming and
judgement of sexual violations, the victim is characterized as a source of information
whi ch the system can proces s. the fuel for a "case," Her experi ences. feelings and needs .
arc express ible only as evidence . in a legal context, or as silence .
The healing literature tells us that there is another story under the silences in the
legal language. the meani ngs of sexual violatio n, survival and healing which victims
cannot articulate in court . If we want our legal system to respon d to sexu al violence in a
way that has a positiv e meanin g for surviv ors and victims . or at least to find out why most
of us avoid me present system, we need a new discourse . We need a language we can
speak of sexual violence and justi ce and law, in which survi vors and victims can name Out
expe riences as pan of the who le story. We need to ask survi vors and victims , as survivors
and victims, about the legal system and the law.
Before turning to the search for these silenced stories, it is necessary to recogni ze
some of the specific voices, both within and outside the formal legal process, which have
taken survivors ' and victims ' place s. While the langua ge of the law excludes survivors '
reali ties to the point that, as Lyotard describes . the excl usion itself becomes invisib le. the
legal processing of sexual offences and the healing is also shaped by a third set of
understandings of sexual violence : the language of denial.
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The Discourse of Den ial
A quick look through Canada' s newspapers shows us a Canada in which neither
sex ual violence nor the inadequacies of the court system really matter - or even exist.
Through a range of tactics, powerful voices in Can adian society. with the support of
ordin ary citiz ens . accused and ev en convic ted abusers. tell us tha t Canada does not have to
take sexual violence serious ly. The premi ses of sexism. racism. homophobia. victim-
blami ng and feminist-bashing have all bee n deve lope d into phrases of dou bt. dismiss al and
denial of sexual violence .
Canadians have denied the sexual abuse of children by den ying the validity of
victims' memories. Following in the wake of increased reportin g of sexual abuse in the
late 80s . abusers and their supporters have fought back through the highly succes sful
fab rication of a conc ept : "false memory syndrome ..'
The language of the "fals e me mory" argument W wraps adult surviv ors' and
victims' expe riences of childhood se xual abuse and recove red memorie s in a theory Chat
10 Pamela and Peter Freyd founded the False Memory Syndrome Foundation in
Pennsylvani a in 1990, following their da ughter 's accusati on tha t Peter Freyd had sexually
abused her. The grou p's c laim, that victims ' and survi vors' memo rie s of childhood sexual
abu se are often fabrications implanted by their thera pists, and their foUowers, have spread
far into Canadian society . FM SF membe rs have been invi ted to speak at Cana dian
unive rsities, and FMSF chapters have been formed in British Columbia, Manitoba, Ontario
and Que bec . (Fals e Memory Syndrome Foundati on web page
(advicomnetl-fitzlfmsflfmsf-news) , Lyn Cockburn , "Backlas h and False Memory," in
Herinms , Vol. 10. No. 1. 1996 . Bass and Davis, 1994 .)
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they ace understandable illus ions. imp lan ted in victims ' memo ries by UI1SCIUpulous
therapists. The "false memory" approach situa tes survivors and their beli efs that they were
abused as honest, even realistic, but incorrect. Rather than attack the validity of speci fic
survivors' specific memo ries . the "false memory" theo ry is aimed at undermining the
credib ility of abuse memo ries in general . Phrases like "the reco vered memory movement."
"retractors" (referring to individual s who have retracted their earli er statements that they
have bee n abused ) and "victims of memory, " imply a reality of mani pulation behind
victims' memo ries of abuse. injury to innocent people as a result. and the chance for
victims to find a more comfortable reali ty which include s no abuse history .
To the exte nt that the langu age of "false memory" has ent ered in to the language of
the law. the experiences o f child sexual abuse survi vors. even as expressed in legal terms,
have bee n rendered increasingly suspect.
The RCMP Investigative Guide for-Sexual Offences inclu des "informa tion" for
police officers on the possi bili ty that adults reporting childhood sexual abuse may be
prompted by "False Memory Syndrome" . Officers are admoni shed to look out for traits
attributed to "False Me mory Syndrome", even as the authors ackn owledge that there i.s no
research to support the "s yndro me's" exist ence ." The language of "f alse memory" may
also be increasing ly incorpo rated into the legal discourse at the trial level; the Supreme
Court ruled in Decembe r of 1995 that complainants' therapy records may be admissib le as
I' Szaboetal,, 1997,p,60,
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evide nce in sexual assault cas es, opening the door to defe nce claims of "fal se memory
syndro me" to undermin e the credibility of victims ' memori es in court U
The legal and healing discourses on viole nce within adult re lationships are simi larly
chal lenged, by a related theory of violence as malicio us fabrication . The language of
"women's revenge" presents allegations of violence (includi ng sex.ual attacks ) committed
by me n against women as exaggerations or fabrications used [ 0 take advantage of men .
The "revenge" language prese nts women who comp lain of abuse by male partn ers as
mani pulato rs of a legal system which favours women .
Eva Saira artic ulates this perspective on women ' s nami ng of violence. in April
1999 letter to Maclean' s. She argues that the legal system sets up men as targets of
women's viciousness - if she wants to, a woman can, she conte nded. "at any given
mome nt, pick up the phone and allege that [her husband) abused her ." Following this easy
(and, it is implied, unfounded ) step, Saira claims a woman can have it all: 'There is no
need for proof - most provinces have a zero-to lerance policy in effect, which means tha t
the man is arreste d witho ut questions. If she did tha t, she wo uld likel y be rewarded with
sole cus tody and generous chi ld support payments. There wo uld also be spousal
support.'?"
n R. v , O'Connor, Supreme Co un dec ision, December 1995. From The Supreme
Court ofCanada (ww w.dro it.umo ntreal.caldocl csc·scc). provided by the Supreme Court
of Canada and the Centre de Recherche en Dro it Public , Universite de Montreal.
13 'The Mail", Maclean's April 12, 1999. P. A4.
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The 1998 hearing s of the Special Committee on Custody and Acces s received many
submissions in the language of "w omen's revenge, in divorce and cus tody proceedi ngs.
Phrases like "father ' s righ ts" an d "divorce war veterans" si tua ted me n as vic tims . and
women as malicious instig ators, of wides pread tactics of false accusa tions of abuse . 110I In
their findings on the need for a new divorce Act, the Special Commi ttee on Child Custody
and Acce ss situated the very possibili ty of domestic violence as a "co ntroversial" topic.
emphasizing the disagreement amon g presen ters about the severity of the prob lem. and
about whether men or women are more commo nly responsible."
The law's definition s of what counts as sexual assau lt ace also narrow ed by a more
limited . informal concept of what makes a "real " victim. Martha Muzychka's study of
RCMP and Royal Newfoundland Constabulary files on sexual assault reports found that
police response to women reporting sexual assault was guided by a very narrow set of
expectations defining "real " victims.
Muzyc:hka found tha t police wen: less likely to believe reports of sexual assaul t
from single mothers , married women , or women who came from what is seen as a lower
soc io-eco nomic class . Reports from complainants who were seen as mentall y disabled
were also less likely than others to result in char ges, and elicited remarks such as, "(The
~ Penni Mitchell, "Divo rced Mothers, Courts Stand Accuse d", in Henzons, Summer
1998, pp. 7-10 .
CI Special Joint Committee on Child Custody and Access, "For the Sake of the
Children: Report of the Special Joint Commi ttee on Chi ld Custody and Access," Ottawa :
Parliament of Canada, December 1998, Chapte r 5, section D.
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co mplainant] does not appear to be a very intelligent person. and I don 't feel tha:.she
wou ld be a very credible witn ess in court.?"
Renzetti found that lesb ian victims of abuse by partners were also less likely to be
taken seriously by police . The majority of the 100 victims and survi vors she interviewed
foun d the police to beof "little or help". One woman called for help only to have the
police call her a "queer devil", and tell her that she deserved trouble for being a lesbian,"
Muzychka also found that police were also less likely to believe that a sexual
assa ult had taken place when the co mplainant had been intoxicated or using drugs at the
time of the assault ."
The unoffi cial concep t of the "mode l" or "real" victim" affects how both the legal
language and the healing language are applied to survivo rs and victims . Narrow
perce ptions of "real " victims' circumstances (as straigh t, middle class, non-disab led, single
and sober) may limit police officers ' applications of the legal definitions of sexual
offences to the experiences of many or most victims, and possibly how victims and
survi vors view ourselv es.
In addi tion to denials of victims through the claims of the "real victim." standard.
survivors ' and victims ' voices may be silenced by claims , in authoritative voices . that
u Muzychka. 1991, pp. 27-28.
87 Claire M. Renzetti , Yiol ent Betrayal : Partner Abuse in Lesbian Relationships.
Newbury Park, CA: Sage Publi cations, 1992, p.79 .
" Muzychka. 1991, pp. 20-22.
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while certain aggressive sexual behaviours occur iII Canadian socie ty. the y do not really
mane r. Such claims dismiss violence with a varie ty of excuses . all with a similar the me:
that wha t happened sho uld not be seen as a probl em.
Survivors' and victims' namin g of sexual violence is silenced wh en the concep ts of
inces t or partner abuse are prese nted as humo urous. possibilities . Survi vors and victims of
inces t may be particular ly likely to see the abus e portrayed as " kinky" sex. rather than
violence. One Canadian university news paper sent this message clear ly to survi vors of
child sexual abuse. presentin g sex between adults end children as "kinky" rather than
inherently abusive . In its special Sex Issue , released at Valentine' s Day. The McGill Daily
presented readers with a "sex quiz." by which they could calcula te their "score" of sexual
experience and skill. Participants scored "points" based on their answers to each question.
with a high score as the implied indicator of impressive sex ual experience . One question
assigned experience "poin ts" basedon the reader' s age of first sexual experi ence - with
increas ing poin ts for each year under the age of pubeny. Another question assigned points
for having "done it with a famil y member .n° On prime-time 'IV . the teenag e characte rs of
"Dawson' s Cree s'tcompleted a simil ar quiz, pausing on the "family membe r" question to
laughin gly relegate the possi bility of incest to the bizarre norms of a "So uthern (US)-style"
quiz.9O
19 The McGill Daily , Sex Issue , February, 1994!..
90 Dawson 's Creek , episode aired on crv in fal1 1998.
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We also frequentl y hear viole nce against women prese nted as equally funny
beha viour. Foeformer St. Jo hn's Mayor John Murph y, as for many . domestic violence is
so clearl y understood to be a jo ke that it is an acceptab le subject for amus ing guests.
Durin g Murphy' s term in offi ce . The Evening Telegram reported tha t the mayor "may
have gotte n carried away" while describin g the benefits of life in St. John ' s to a national
confere nce in the ci ty.
"We don 't have a real bad crime rate," he said. 'Well, the odd fellow shoots his
girlfrie nd, which is und erstandable, but you can go out at nigh t without too much
troubl e" There was loud laughter at the mayor ' s comment,"
Murph y later defended his comme nts as his way of "illustra ting that we are a crime-
free city," emphasizing that he had intended a humorous speec h, and "anyway, they all
seemed to like it...on
Muzychka found that me language of sexual violence as a jo ke had an influential
prese nce in police evaluations of women's reports of sexual assa ult. In some cases. police
closed files because they felt that complainan ts were overreacting to behavi our which was
not reall y serious . They used the language of the "joke" even in their questioning of
9 1 The Evening Telegram . September 18. 1997. (Italics mine)
92 The Evening Telegram. September 18. 1997.
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alleged assai lants : "The police asked alleged offenders in one file, 'Did you sexually
assa ult (the woman) or was it more of a joke ?' Not surpris ingly, the men. taking their cues
from the ques tion. replied tha t their actio ns were intended as a joce .?" Thi s incide nt and
others were characterized by police as "nothing more than a prank." as "blown out of
propo rtion." or as"a joke gone wrong.''"
Victims ' experiences arc further silenced whe n sexual violence is. all too
commo nly, dismissed or dimini shed as "normal for those peopte't-. when the legal
meaning of the crime is media ted by a racist understandin g of the victim 's and/or- abuser 's
beha viour and "culture.' As Teressa Nahanee notes in her discussi on of the sexual assaul t
of Inuit women. racist and sexis t stereotypes of women of certai n races and cultures as
promiscuous or less emo tionally sensitive. and therefore less traumatized by assault,
pervade the history of the white justice system. One result of this atti tude amo ng judges in
the North has been that very few abusers convic ted of assaulting Inuit wome n have spent
more than two years in priso n." Iu dge Michel Bourassa publicly characterized the typical
sexual assau lt case in the North west Territories (of which most residents are Aboriginal )
as occwring
91 Muzychka, 1991. p. 26.
90t Muzychka, 1991. pp. 25·26 .
Nahanee in Roberts and Mohr. 1994. p.19S· 196.
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...when the woman is drunk and passed out. A man comes along and sees a pair of
hips and helps himself...That contrasts sharply to the cases I dealt with be fore (in
southern Canada) of the dainty co-ed who gets jumped from behind.";
Hiding the reality of sexual violence behin d racist branding make s the criminal
jus tice process an even more hostile enviro nme nt for survi vors and victims within racial
min orities. As numerous women of colour told the CPVAW panel . the legal sys tem poses
an inh erent threa t to Canadians of colour :" it is deadly the way polic e react in co mmuni ties
of co tour.?" Syst emic rac ism in Canadian society . pervasive to every area. including the
legal system, means that repo rting violence puts victims and surviv ors o f col our at risk for
further attac k. It can also mean rurning abusive me n of colour in to a brutall y racis t
system. As women told the C PVAW panel . this leaves victims within communities of
co lour in a violent trap : 'W e can brin g do wn the violence of the police on our-me n's
116 Excerpt from The Edmonton jo urnal. December 1989 . cited in Nahanee, in Roberts
and Mohr . 1994. p. 194 . More rece ntly, a 1998 sentencing decis io n by
Que bec Judge Monique Du breuil brought a simil ar racist dismi ssal of sexual violence to
national attention. Judge Dubreuil sente nced two Hai tian men co nvicted of sexually
assa ulting a woman to IS-month community sente nces rather than jai l time , on the grounds
that their vio lent beha viour , and lack of regret, was simply part of their [Hai tian] "cultural
co ntext, parti cularly with regards to relatio nships with wome n," ra ther than "a veritable
prob lem " (Ogochuckwu Okp ala, "Judgement Call s: Rape trial demonstra tes obvio us
preju dice," in The McGill Daily, Feburary 9, 1998 .)
97 CPVAW, 1993.
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heads . or we can suffer silently.-
The prev alence of racist myths in Cana dian legal and social di scourses on sexual
violence can also distort or silence the voices of survivo rs and victims of co lour within
minori ty communities . As Melba Wilson, author of Crossing the Boundary : Black Women
~ describes. the discourse of racism situates individual membecs of a
minority group as "represe ntatives of their race/culture" , such that any individual's actions .
actions. particul arly if they bear out a racist myth about the grou p, ma y be attributed to
every member of tha t race/cultur e). And this may foster an in ternal silence on problems :
Incest, though co mmo n. is not the norm i.n our communi ties. From all that I
can fmd out. it occurs about as commo nly in black:co mmunities as it does in all
other culture s and communities. But we do not talk abo ut it. In pan, because we
don' t really know how to, and in part because we learn from an ear ly age that we' re
not supposed to "put our business out in the stree t." As a black woman who has
grown up in the shadow of rac ism. I am weU aware of the costs of letting our
defences down in terms of while peop le taking advantage of our weaknesses which
may become appare nt as a res ult.t9
'It CPVAW, 1993, p. 8 1.
99 Melba Wilson, C rossing the Boundary: Black Women Survi ve Incest . London:
Virago Press, 199 3, p.9.
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Queer victims 'P", as a group. may find their express ions of violent experiences
regulated by a simil ar force of group preserva tion . As wi th other minori ty group s, any
negative behavio ur by a perceived queer may be attri buted to me whole grou p. Incide nts of
sexual violence involving perpetrators and victims of the same sex are of ten class ified as
"gay sex" cases, with no distinction drawn between the sexual assault of one man by
another and mutually cons ensual sex between gay men. Convicted child abuser Graham
lames used this prejudice to his advantage at his paro le hearing . attributing his behaviour
to "unfulfilled homosexual desires."10 1 He received day parol e. and queers received
ano ther well-publici zed round of suspicion. as Glo be and Mail reporter David Robe rts
quoted at length from l ame s' speec h. without challe nging his linking of child-molesting
with homosexuality (by. for instance . quoting a representative from any queer gro up in
response to James ' remarks).
In the face of such prejudices. many Canadian queers may feel pressure from within
queer comnwni ties to keep abuses by queers out of the public eye. Renzetti found this to
be a strong pressure among lesbian survivors of partne r abuse in the United States : 34
perce nt cited a wish to "protect the ideal of the lesbi an nation " among their reasons for
100 I have used the term "queer " to refer to lesbian , bisexual , gay, transgen dered, and
othe r perso ns who fall outside the heterosexu al and traditio naUy-gendered social norm.
Recognizing that this is not the term with which all of us identify , I have chos en it because
it appears to be the mos t inclusive term of those in use. •
lOI David Roberts, "Co ach offers apology for sexual abuses and gets day parole ," in
The Globe and Mail. October 22 , 1998.
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staying in an abus ive:rela tio nship.un
In addition to denial s of sexual violence in the languages of false memory. narrow
crite ria for "real victims," racist or homo phobic dismissals or "humour" telling us it's
"understandable," surviv ors ' and victims ' stories are denied in the language of blame.
Victim blamin g may be the most familiar and feared pan of what "everybody
knows" happens to victims who tell. It is conventional wisdom amon g feminists that a
woman who says she was raped will not be believed if people can find anythin g in her
actions to blame instea d. Victim-blaming questions such as "What were you wearin g?"
and "Why were you out so late at night?" have become wry catch-phrases within women's
group s when discuss ing the system.
Though these accusa tions may have become cliches amon g femini sts, they are not
necessarily outdated among judges. Judge John McClung offered perhaps the most
notorious recent example. discounting a victim's statement that she had bee n raped at a job
interv iew with the observati on that she hadn 't arrived at the in terview wearing "a bonnet
and crino lines." He concluded that despi te her testimony that she had refused the rapist 's
advances repeatedly, her behaviour and presence in her prospec tive employer's trailer
cons tituted an "implied consent" to sexual activity; she wasn 't raped: 01 1be case went all
lin Renzetri, 1992, p. 79.
103 R. v. Ewanchuk, Supreme Court decision, February 25 , 1999 . From The Supreme
Court ofCanada (www .droit. umo ntreal .caldocIcsc ·scc). provid ed by the Supreme Court
of Canada and the Centre de Recherche en Droit Public. Uuiversite de Montreal .
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the way to the Supreme Court. re-ope nierg the question of what consti tutes consent to
sexual activity . The Supreme Court ultimately ruled unanimously that there is DO such
defence as "imp lied conse nt" in Canadian law. Whi le Jud ge McClung' s deci sio n was
ultimat ely overturne d, he achieved a nati onal profile following his comments , incl uding a
half-page personal profile in The Globe and Mail , titled "The stormy life and time s of
Judge McClun g." The writer lauded Mc-Clung's "deep perso nal feelin g, frus tra tion and in-
your-face challenges to Canada's top j ud ges"and his "highly acco mplished life . M whi le
speculating sympathetically, noling his "tragic chil dhood" and "b urni ng ambi tion to make
good", as to why the judge may have "ssnapped. .. '0' 'This attentio n to the judge as a hero ic
perso nality maintains his blamin g language as authoritative. if currently not in favour. Th e
victim. a 17-year-o ld who was raped at sajo b interv iew, remains anonymous and unh eard.
Simi larly, if a victim benefi ts in amy way from a sex ual association with her abuse r.
she may be treated as virtuall y '\mrapable ," her accep tanc e of benefits (such as pay for
previo us consensual services as a sex worker) treated simi larly to marri age under the pre-
1983 laws, as irrevocab le conse nt This !may be especially true for immigrant women. as in
the 199 3 response to a 13-year -old Filipina victim who was raped by her 50- year -o ld
Can adi an husband and blamed for "ask:icg for it " The judge conceded that the rapi st may
have acted wrongly, bur chall enged the vi c tim's complain t on the grounds that he found
Mahoney, Jill and SeanFine, "The stormy life and times of ludge McClung," in
The Globe and Mail, March 6, 19'99 .
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her motives for marryin g the man "questionable" . 1Cl' Beca use she was able to immi grat e to
Can ada under her husband ' s sponsorship, she was accused of exploiting him when she
repo rted abuse.
In additi on to upholding dangerous appli cati ons o f the law, the language of victim-
blamin g sends the message to victims and surviv ors tha t only the "mod el" victims amo ng
us, wi th no "blamea ble" features or acti ons. can tru ly be violated. The rest of us must look
to our own actions . inactions. and very selves for the reasons we are respon sible. And, as
the healing literature descri be s, mos t of us already do loo k within for this blame .
Survivors' and victims' experiences of the system's respon se to sexual violence are
silenced many times over. In the formal legal language of sexual offences . and in the
dominant social languages (and. as we ' ve seen, too ofte n the unofficial language of the
legal process ing of sexual offence s) of denial . survi vors ' and victims ' experi ence s of
sex ual violence and of the sys tem's response, are express ible only as silence. The law
frames sexual viol ence as acts whic h. once reported and inve stigated, ma y cons titute an
offe nce against the public int erest, Ab users, their supporters. and public figures , present
comp laints of sexual vio lence as produ cts of "false memory: ' as deliberate lies or
exa ggerati ons made for " rev enge: ' as rare occurre nces in highly specific scenarios
involving "real vic tims ," as no rmal , eve n funny behav io ur , or as mere ly the typical
beha viour amo ng ..those people" in a given minori ty gro up.
1M The McGill Daily. 1993
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The healing literature frames sexual violence as an expe rience that matte rs. first and
foremo st, to the victim. It includes an understanding of violation. of trauma and of healing.
However, the healing literature, including survivors ' personal narrati ves. makes almost no
mention of the legal system beyond a fairl y general warning against expecting healing,
safe ty, or even a surviva ble experience from a legal process .
How do survivors and victims. faced wi th all of these disco uraging or silencin g
discussions of sexual viole nce. articula te our experiences of sexual violence and of the law
as we under stand them? If we take seriously the idea that the language of the law renders
much of survivors ' and victims' stories unspeakabl e. then articulating our experiences of
the legal process seems to require a ne w language, or conceptual frame work. in which
both the law and survivors ' and victims ' realities can be expressed.
To cons truct the pieces of this new frame work, we need the stories of victims and
survivors. speaking , as victims and survivors. on sexual violence, healin g. and the
meaning , to their lives. or the legal process .
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Cha pter 3-Research Method ology
1be purpose of this research project was to articulate an understanding of surviv ors
and victi ms' experiences of the legal processing of sexual assaul t. Altho ugh the literature
on sexual violence indica tes that this legal proce ss is of ten unsati sfact ory for victims . such
that most or us avoid it entirely , there are very few detai led discussions of the problems
victims experience or anticipate in the criminal justice process.
Whe n I began Cannulatin g a study into why the justice sys tem seemed so hurtful or
useless for survivors. I expected to find a large body of literatur e articulating exactly how
the legal proce ss hurts or fails victims and survivors. I wanted to study the gap I perc eived
between the language of the law and the system and Ute language of survi vors ' and
victims ' realities as we'd expresse d them.. I had fel t this gap when I asked about my own
legal optio ns as a survivor. when I was sitting in a courtroom listening to my friend testify
abo ut being raped. and when [ read legal writing on sexual assault and the process ing of
victims . I wanted to explore the gap, or differend, by comparing writing by governments
and officers of the court to writing by survi vors and victims abo ut co urt.
I did not realize , until I starte d looking, that survivors ' and victims' side of the story
had never really been told . There was very little literature that I could describe as the
voices of survivors, speaki ng as survi vors, on the legal process. Even though "e verybody
know s," at least in feminist circles, that the process is hard on victims and that most of us
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do not even consider reponing, the reasons why it is hard or impossible aren't something
we'v e spelled out publicl y.
I developed this project in order to fill in a small pan of the silence on the victims'
and survivors ' side of the story. I decided to ask some victims and survivors to explain
how they felt about the legal sys tem. and what role it had played in their own experiences
of abuse and recovery .
Who "Counts": Believing Survivors and Victims
Once I had decided to ask survivors and victims about their expe riences of the legal
process. I faced the challe nge of seeking out and listening to peop le whose stories of
sexual violence had like ly been silenced or denied, by at leas t some of the voices around
us. The literature tells us survivors and victims often rece ive negative responses from
tho se we tell about the abuse we have experienced, including friends and family as well as
poli ce officers and judges. It also tells us that some survivors and victims are more likely
to repo rt sexual violence than others .
My project was essentially a study of theconstraints and fears which prevent
survi vors from reportin g violence, and which make the legal process painful or even
untenab le for many who do report. The challenge. for me as a researcher. was to avoid, as
mu ch as possible. replicating these experi ences in my own research process . If I wanted
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survivors and victims to share with me what the y could not express to police offi ce rs or a
court. or wha t they felt tha t the legal system could Dot hear, I had to make my projec t a
different kind of fo rum from tha t provided by the legal system..
With thi s aim. I based my research on the principle of res pecting survivors' self-
iden tification as survivors. I want ed to hear how peopl e fel t abo ut the legal process -I
did not need to know exac tly what had happe ned, or to dec ide for myself bow bad it was.
or how sure I was that it had happened as described. I believed. and participants'
descriptions affirmed, that one of the ways in which the justice system is intimidating or
impossible for surv ivors and victims is simply that it defi nes what counts as sex ual
vio lence for us. Victims' experiences are divide d into criminal and acceptable parts, and
into provable and unprovable parts . As with many of the other people victims ma y tell
about the viole nce. the sys tem impose s an outside asses sme nt of what happened and how
bad it was .
Such an outs ide assessment of survi vors ' stori es. howe ver well or JXXKly reached, is
argua bly me necessary ro le of a criminal justice system. Howev er. gi ven that most victims
and survivo rs apparently choose to avoid this form ofjudgement of our experience s. and
thaf man y of those who do report are likely fa be dis sa tisfied with the results of the se
j udgements. I felt that deliberately ju dging either the troth of the seriousness of surviv ors'
stories would be harmful to my research project, on both theore tical and prac tical
gro unds . On the theore tical level. such judging was incompatible with the fundamental
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assumption of lhe project: that something, as yet only vaguely defined. about the way the
justice system works. is profoundly hwtful to survivors and victims . To impose a standard
of credibility, even one de veloped by a feminist survivor, on the stories victims and
survivors share with me, would mean assuming that nothin g about this process of external
assessment was part of the problem, There is no reason [ 0 believe this. and some reaso n to
be lieve the opposite - that fear o f being disbelieved is a commo n reason for survivors and
victims to avoid reporting.106 As a result, on a practica l level. it is unlikely that many
surv ivors or victims would be willing to participat e in a project which involved being
questioned and judged by a strange r abou t their experiences of sexual violence . I certainly
wou ld not consider it myse lf.
Respecting victims ' self-identification as victims mean t that I did not obtain, or
look for. outside "proof ' of participants' stories. The concern was raised. that I could,
therefore. be given a false sta tement about sexual violence . It is, indeed, possible, if
unlike ly, tha r someo ne migh t approac h a study like tlUsone (which would appear to offer
lime benefit from a false accusa tion) wi th an untrue Story. Whenever we believe people
we run this risk. In me case of believing people about sexual violence, public concern
over this risk has perhaps reac hed an unusual height; as Lynn Coc kburn obse rves of the
backlas h against child sexual abuse survivo rs:
106 See, for instance, Rita Gunn and Candice Minch, Sexual Assault"The Dilemma of
P iscl0sure [be OJlesrion ofCoo vi c tion . Winnipe g : University of Manitoba Press, 1988,
CPVAW, 1993, Bass and Davis. 1994 .
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"[Tjhe repressed memory debate singles out sexual abuse ...Wac veterans, onc e
referred to as having " shell shock," are now referred to as victims of Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder. Their flashbacks . or sudde n memo ries are not
ques tioned or conde mned." 107
Similarl y. the 1995 O'Connor deci sion subjected sexual assault complainants to greate r
scrutin y in court than defendants, in a ruling that ccmplainants' therapy records must be
avai lable for use by the defe nce (though not by the prosec utio n, if they support a
complainants' testimon y). while accused persons cannot be forced ( 0 disclose personal
records. lOS
We do not need to ab solutely refute the possibility of false claims of abuse in order
to choose belief over susp icio n. Even supposing that some very small percentage of
allegations of abuse are eith er inaccurate or deliberately fal sified. it is still the case that a
very large number of people are victims or survi vors of sexual violence . It is also true that.
pro bably due in large part to the speci al skepticism swroundin g complaints of sexual
abuse, many victims and survi vors have not told their sto ries in any public forum. If
creating a safe forum for the voices of survivors and victims, in a qualitati ve researc h
study, requires the risk of taking a false statement serious ly too , then that small risk is also
107 Cockburn, 1996 . p. 27 .
loa Karen Busby, "New Rape Shie ld Needed," in Herizons, Vol. 9. No. t . 1995, pp. 6-7.
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a necessary risk. The alternative is to simply repli cate a potentially dama gin g aspect of the
legal process. to the detriment of both the feasibility and the usefuln ess of the research
project.
What Counts: Defining Sexual Violence
Working fro m the premise that man y survivors and victims have bee n [old. in some
way, tha t our expe riences of sexual viole nce did oot really "count." I tried to make my
defini tion of sexual violence as clearl y inclusive as possible. While the legal defmi tion of
sexual assa ult is very broad. it is clearly a legal definition - potentiall y intimi da ting to
survi vors and victims who fear being told that their expe riences don' t matter. In my own
experi ence in survivors ' groups and services, I have frequently heard people describe
experiences which are clearl y covere d by the legal defini tion of sexual assault, but then
add. ' but it was n' t like a sexual assa ult,"
One reason for this may be that "sexual assa ult" is still identified wi th "rape," the
most well-known of the offences replaced by "se xual assa ult" in the 1983 reforms .
Another reaso n mi ght be that victims and survi vor'Sfee l pressure to dismiss or diminish
what happened to us. or that we do so in order to lessen the potential hun if the listener
di smis ses the experience. Or perhap s some victims and survi vors were hun by forms of
violence which reall y are not covered by the legal de finiti ons of sexual offences.
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In order to make the study accessible to as many survivors and victims of sexual
violence as possible, I defined "se xual violence" as "any unwan ted sexual aCL" This is
cons istent with the paraphrased definition of "sexual assaul t" used by the Newfoundland
gove rnme nt in its legal info rmation pamphlets for victims ("wh en one person force s sexual
activity, inclu ding kiss ing, fondling, intercourse, oral sex, or anal sex on another "!"). I
also listed some examp les of different forms of abuse this would include . namin g violence
expe rienced as children or as adults . violence by family, spouses (includi ng same-sex
partners). acquai ntances . strangers or others. [ specified that acts of sexual violence with
racist, homopho bic or other hate-based motivations were also included.
Listeni ng 00 survi vors and victims also means recognizing that peo ple of every sex.
gender. race , class. ab ility and sexu ally orientation experience sexual vio lence . In a society
in which each of these characteris tics loca te us, in almost every intera ction, in either a
dominant or subordinate social pos ition, survi vors' expe riences of ourselves, of being
targeted and violated, and of our relationships to the legal process, are shaped by all of
these aspects of who we are . So far. in the majo rity of the discourse around se xual
violence, the most widely recognized factor has been the role of se x and se xism in
vio lence - often. though not al ways. accompanied by discus sion of how factors such as
race and cl ass impac t on women ' s experience s of sexism and violence . Feminist
researchers have articulated violence again st women as the effect and the weapon of
109 Gov ernmen t of Newfoundland and Labrador, Women ' s Polic y Office, 199 1, p. 1.
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sexism. linking the se xist asswnptions and power imbal ances which allow and encourage
men's violation of wome n and those which deny women victims recourse thro ugh our legal
system.
Naming vio lence as a wea pon of sexism is crucial. But if sexism is positioned as
the fundamen tal tru th about sex ual violence, then we risk silencing victims for who m
sexism is a small . if any . part of their stories. Male surv ivo rs, victims who feel most
victimiz ed by the racis m of their abusers . or of the syste m, and survi vors who were
vulnerable because of their di sab ilities or the ir eco nomic depe nde nce on an abuse r should
not have to distort their experi ences to fit a model of vio lence which is onl y about sexism.
nus is another form of fragmentation and denial.
To respond with respec t to survi vors' needs, and to respond with the fulle st justice
to crimes of sexual violence . as researchers, supporters and institutions, we have to be able
[0 hear how, for each survi vor . the crime really hurt . Wha teve r role this understanding
pla ys in our responses. w hether we are conducting researc h, workin g on a crisis line ,
prepari ng a lawsuit or sen tencing for an off ender. our res po nses will be more effectiv e if
we can hear the survi vor ' s narning of the crime , along wi th the other namin gs , in other
discourses. Liste ning to survivors and victims means not onl y reaching out to survi vors
and victims of all experi ences, back grounds and iden tities . but also being willing to hear a
range of meanings of vio lence in survivors' lives.
As a researc her asking a broad questio n about survi vors' and victims ' expe rienc es of
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the legal syste m, I fe lt strongly that for this project, at this point in our gathering of
survivors' voices on Utesystem. both men and wome n should be invit ed to participa te.
Whi le me n and women no do ubt experi ence sexual viole nce. community responses , and
the legal system very di fferently, the dif ferences ma y be no greater than those amo ng
women survivors of different identiti es. With very little research available on the meanin g
of the legal system to any survi vors or victims , it is perhaps too ear ly to say where the mos t
important lines of difference amo ng survi vors' experiences of the system lie. The purpose
of this proj ect was to articul ate an unde rstanding of the legal sys tem as experienced by
survi vors and victims of sexual violence. Eliminating any ad ul t victims' or survivors'
voices fro m the picture would only limit the validity and usefulness of the picture I
produced. As a researcher . I wou ld also send the message to an en tice class of survi vors
and victims in Canada, who use or don't use the same system. tha t they ju st don't count.
Listening to survivors and victims about the system means heari ng voices tha t no
court will ever hear . Since I was wo rking from the concern that the criminal justice system
might not be adequate ly serving survi vors. and already aware that mos t of us do not report,
it was clear that nonrepo rting does not mean tha t victims ' experi ences don't matter, or tha t
victims were not strongly affec ted - only that abusers are going free . I am among those
who have not re ported ; I know that this is not because what happened didn 't matter.
It would be hard to say who is less well served by the justice system: survivors who
never repo rt, or survivors who do . To unde rstand how survivors and victims experience
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the system, it seemed equally imponant to bear from those who had chosen not to engage
with the justice system. or been rejected by it. as from those who had actuall y undergone
an entire criminal proceeding against their abusers . Because the minori ty of victims who
report sex ual violence are the ones who get "counted.. in the statistics and in public
recogni tion. I felt it was crucial to specify that for my project, decidin g not to report was
an equally valid experience of the justice system. So I also emphasized. on my poster, that
the invitation included both victims who had reported the abuse and victims who had not.
I think: tha t this was an important decision. Most of the survivors and victims who
participated had had some degree of involvement with the criminal justice proce ss., though
only one had been all the way through a trial. Those who had had less or no experience of
the system often prefaced their personal feelin gs about repo rting or abo ut justice with a
quali fier that they "d idn' t know much about the system," as if thi s made the ir feelings or
needs less valid. And even tho se who had spent a grea t deal of lime and ene rgy in the
system often hesitated in their descri ptions to question their own understanding of the
technical aspects of the system and the law . Part of my role as an interviewer was to
emphas ize that participants' feelings about the system were the real subject of my research.
and to (subtly) affum as needed tha t participants were qualified. abso lutely and unique ly,
for thi s project - to comment on the system as it had affected them. I think tha t affirming
this qualifi cati on on my poster was a good start, and may have even gaine d some
participants who might otherwise have ass umed they were not included.
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Wha t Vio lence Means : Namin g Ourse lves (and each a dler) as Survivors and Victims
I have chosen to use two terms , "survivor" and "victim," to refe r to people who have
been sexually violated . Th ese are the only terms I have encount ered. in co nversations with
others who have been viola ted.jn sexual assa ult centres and women ' s gro ups, and in die
litera ture on sexual violence.
Th ere are man y reasons why people who have been sexually violated name
ours e lves as abuse victims. survi vors, or both . For some of us, being called a victim freezes
us in the moment{s) of the abuse. reducing our entire lives and identities to that of having
been powerless. The term "surviv or" feels more empo wering because it recognizes that we
have lived past being victimized. and that we have lives whic h incl ude, but are not solely
defined by, survi ving.
For others. the term "survivor" is seen as an evasio n of the truth that we were
victimi zed. or as a pressure to have "moved 0 0" fro m feeling the effects o fvictimiza. tion,
as if these effects are all over . "Vi ctim" feels like a DlOTe hones t desaiption of what was
do ne to us, and how it still affects us.
Some people go from iden tifying as a victim durin g and shortly afte r the abuse to
fee ling like a survi vor as they gai n a sense of reco very .
All of these views are reflected in the literatur e. Both "victim" and "survi vor" have
bee n promoted as the one appropriate term, for different political reasons. In each case,
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some peop le have had their identities dismissed as "wrong".
As a researcher and as a feminist. I will not choose a single term to assign to other
people's lives . The aim of this project is to articulate some of realities of the legal system in
the lives of people who have been sexually violated - as we livcld them nus aim is not
met by defining the terms which parti cipan ts may use to describe their expe riences.
In discussing each partic ipant 's account, I have used the terms, if any. used by that
perso n. Everyw here else, r ye used the terms ' "victim" and "survi vor" interchangeably - it
seemed like the best compr omise .
Reaching Out Honestly as a Researcher
In anempting to explore this area of silence around violen ce and the legal process. I
had to ask:o the rs to lend their time. their stories and their trus t to me. I realized that there
was no way for me.as a researcher. to reciprocat e this gift. or elimina te the risks invo lved
for parti cipants in trusting a stran ger with painful stories. What I co uld do, lhough. was try
to be as clear as possible about wha t I was asking - including who I am.and wha t I
planned to do wi th the research.
In my advertisement for parti cipan ts (Appendix A). I took care to identify myself
clearly as a white woman , as a surv ivor, and as a graduat e student who would gain a
Master's degree from this project .
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I identified myse lf as whit e and female because I expected these two attri butes to be
among the mosr signi fican t to potential parti cipan ts in deciding whether or not they might
feel safe wi th a stran ger - although for differen t reaso ns. 1 ide ntifi ed myself as a woman
because I expected this to answe r man y parti cipants' first question abo ut me. Most of the
survivors and victims I bad known or read had made it c lear tha t they fe lt far tess
comfortab le discussing their experi ences of violenc e with me n. Th ese included some male
survi vors . and some survi vors of abuse by women, amo ng a majority of women abused by
men. I expected that identifyi ng myself as a woman would mean that more peo ple would
consider parti cipating .
[ identified myse lf as whi te for a less direct form of reassurance . I expec ted that
mos t peopl e reading the po ster wo uld assume that I was white; in the predominantly white
ci ty of St John's, whiteness is commonly assumed, unless one indi cates otherwise. As
Peggy Mc into sh describes. whi te peo ple do DOt see whiteness as a racial iden tity - rather,
"whi tes are taught to think of their Lives as morall y neutral, normative and ave rage.' ?" The
ques tion of "race' ari ses for mo st white people when a non -white person or pop ulatio n
comes up in discuss io n.
As noted ear lier . we can see this normalization of whiteness in man y mainstream
discuss ions of sexual viole nce , in whic h white people involved are described merel y as
110 Peggy Mcintosh. "white Privi lege: Unpacking the Invisible Knapsack/ in
independent School . winter, 1990. p.31.
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abuse rs. victims. or famili es. while non-white abusers. victi ms. and famili es are
charact erized by race and/or culture as prone to abuse .
I hopedthat ide ntifying myself as white would serve to coun ter some of readers'
poss ible assumptions of white ness as an invisible non-race . I warned to sho w that I know
f m whi te , and that whi teness . like racism. is something to be ackno wledged I also wanted
to acknow ledge tha t for peop le of co lour reading an invitation [Q discus s a personal topic
with a stranger, it is reaso nab le to want to know that stranger's race .
There are other identifiers which might have been simi larly helpfu l to some potential
parti cipants . which I did no t include . I did not, for instance. indicate either that I am a queer
researcher, even though this probably would have made the project seem much safer to
queer victims or survivo rs cons idering participating . (I did specify, in my definition of
sexual violence. that abuse by same-sex partners and abuse with homo phobic motivations
were included. )
This choice was partl y one of self-protectio n, and partly an acco mmcx1ationof
possible homophobia among read ers . As a somewhat publicly known queer in the St John's
area, with an uncommon firs t name , [ knew that identifying myself as a queer and as a
survivor on the same poster co uld mean that strangers who Icnew o f me, by name or by
sight, as a queer activist wou ld also know that 1am a survivor. Thi s was more personal
information Ulan [ wanted to give to the very general and possibly homophobic audience of
the te levision and newspaper cove rage of my queer activis m -- particularly since the poster
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offered my pho ne Dumber and emai l address. In order to prevent ei ther m y survivor status
or my willingness to meet wi th stran gers fro m being used as a weapon b y homo pho bes. I
left my queer identi ty off the poster. Unlike my membership in the do minant racial group. I
felt tha t my minority sexual identi ty was not something po ten tial partici jpants had a right to
know (e ven though some may ha ve needed to know).
As a whi te person, I belong to a dominant social grou p wi th a lorag and ongo ing
history of ignorance. di srespec t and violence toward every other (no nwtaite ) gro up. Thi s
puts me in a potential position of advan tage over participan ts which I me st acknowledge
and c halle nge . Although most read ers would likely assume I am whi te, .given no indication
otherwise. as a white person , it is my responsibility bamto challenge this assumption of
white ness and to recognize that my whitene ss may make: an impo rtan t difference to
parti cip ants ' trus t in me as a researcher, and willingness to share: their ston es . As a que er.
on the other hand, I am a member of a histori call y targeted sexual minonity. Thi s puts me at
a potenti al position of disadvantage to participan ts. Unlike my whiteness , my queerness
does not place me at a pos sible ad van tage over potential parti cip ants, co llnri buting to die
inequality of the researcher-parti cipant relati onshi p. Ins tead, it p laces me at a possi ble
disad vanta ge and dan ge r.
By all owing reade rs to ass ume , as mos t probably wo uld, that I arm no t queer, my
advertising failed to challe nge thi s beterose xism (the assumption that everyone, unle ss
prove n otherwi se, is heterosexu al) as strongly as the racist assump tion oE normalized
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whiteness. This is a di lemma which many queers face repeatedly. as we attempt to balance
our challenges [0 bererosexism with our safety needs in a homophobic world I hope that I
have compensated somewhat for this failure with my specifi c inclusion of queer realities in
my definition of violence and in my invitation to participants.
In addition to my ow n safety concerns , I also left out my quee r iden tity 50 as to be
sure of gaining suffic ient participants in a homophobic society; I was concerned that
identifying myself as quee r woul d lose me more parti cipan ts than I migh t gain. I had no
sense of how much respon se I wo uld recei ve. and I did not want [ 0 risk aliena ting
heterosexual survi vors and victims who migh t feel uncomfortab le wi th the prospect of
meeting an openly quee r person. especi ally in a semi- private se tting.
I don't know if I was righ t abou t this. No one expresse d any homop hobic opinions
during their interviews. and two people. when I asked, descri bed their sexual identities as
"queer" or as "heterosexual or bisexual." However , the only penon who volunteered that
she was quee r, or mentio ned it as a facto r in her expe riences, was someone who had met
me earlier in an all-queer COnteXL
I also gave no indication of my ab le-bodied status, allowing myself to be iden tified.
by defa ult, as nondi sab led. 1am still no t sure that this was an appro priate choice - it is not
the one 1 made abo ut being ide ntified as white by defaul t, and it may have lost me
participants. My reaso ning was that I should avoid a lengthy list of identifiers, which could
make my poster seem too "acade mic" or even "politically correct" to potential participants ,
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who might then reject the pro ject as [00 rigid. bureaucratic. or politically demanding. Thi s
was the same reaso n [minimized my co nnection to Women's Studies, once agai n trying to
avo id deterring conse rvati ve parti cipan ts at the risk of deterring minority participants.
As with the "queer" question. I tried to welcome: survi vors and victims wi th
disa bili ties . and ind ica te my willin gness to hear the meaning of disabili ty and
marginalization to survivors' experiences. by specifically issuing the invitation to "survivors
of all ab ilities."
I chose 10mak e it clear in my ad vertising, and in my thesi s. that I myse lf am a
survivor of sexual violence.
I feel strongly tha t no one has the obligation to "co ree QUIRin all situations as a
victim or survi vor of sexual abuse. But openly identifying as a victim andlo r survivor.
where and when one can, is in itse lf a c hallenge to the wides pread sile ncing and shaming of
surv ivors . [ feel. therefore. that openly ide ntifying myself as a survivor. because I can , is
deeply consi sten t with the aims and motivation of my research. For myself. it is another ac t.
like my own heali ng and recovery and my research. by which I chip at the silence and the
shame. Fo r participants and othe r vic tims and survivors who rea d my poste r, I intended it as
a message of solidari ty. as we ll as a way of showing myself in opposition to denial.
In additi on. I ho ped that indi cating tha t I am a survi vor would underscore my
mess age tha t participating would include "Nc judgement. no pre ssure ."
M y advertisement. and this study as a whole. were app roved by the Memorial
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Unive rsity Arts Research Ethi cs Review Committee.
Advertising for Participan ts
My advertising proces s was a passive one; I made the information pub licly avai lable.
within my means and perce ived need, and waited for peop le to co ntact IDe.
I advertised by distrib uting my pos ters both directly (by po sting the m in public
place s myself) and indirec tly (thro ugh comm unity organiza tions) around the St. John 's area,
and indir ectly aroun d the pro vince.
In the St . John's area , I put up post ers in locations where I tho ugh t I co uld reach the
broad es t possi ble audie nce. in place s like laundroma ts. malls , hospitals . movie theatres. and
pub lic bulletin boards . I po sted one advertisement on the Memori al University (StJohn's)
camp us (at the Women's Reso urce Centre).
I sent my poster, with an explanatory letter and a copy of my Arts Elhi cs Review
Co mmitt ee approval. to a range of conununity organiza tions, askin g the m to make it
avai lable . as appropriate. to members of their organizations and wider communitie s. I chose
organi za tions which might be mos t likely to serve survi vors and vic tims as survi vors and
victims : I sent pos ters to women's gro ups, to a survi vor 's gro up. a forum on vio lence and
j ustice , and two residential recovery programs. As well, I chose organiza tions whose
cliente le were particularly underrepresented in the literatur e, like aboriginal co mmunity
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groups. lesb ian and gay co mmunity grou ps, the pro vincial AIDS Co mmi ttee. and the
Associ ation for New Canadians - reco gnizi ng that reade rs mi ght overlap with the groups
on the first list.
Later , I can a condensed version of the advertisement as a classified ad in The
Evening Telegram for one week.
The most common way that survivors and victims who chose to parti cipa te in my
research had learned about the proje ct were through women's ce ntre s, where my posters
drew three partic ipants. Two parti cipan ts had learned of the proj ect informally through me,
and two through the newspape r ad. One participant had found the project through a poster
in a St. John' s mall .
With all poten tial participants. I avoided any appearance of "recruiting" for my
study . I tried to be clear about what was invol ved in the project, and maintain a neutral [One
toward pote ntial participan ts' dec ision-making proce ss. I enco ura ged people to take the
time they felt they needed to dec ide . emp hasizi ng that there wa s no need to co mmi t on the
spo t I also added that it was fine to support my research wi tho ut becoming personally
invo lved. recognizing tha t victims and survivors might feel a personal press ure to
parti cipate to make sure tha t the project. went ahead. In the end, just over half of the people
who co ntacted me decided to give an interview.
I realize d later tha t I had limi ted access to my advertising by not c irculating my
poster, exce pt in the Evening Telegram ad, in prisons, nursing homes, o r other institutions
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whose residents might not circulate in publi c spaces . I regre t that as a res ul t I did not offer
many survivo rs and victims the option of giving their voices to this projec t, and encourage
anyo ne plannin g a simi lar project [ 0 learn from my omissio n and conseque nt loss. I offer
my apolo gies to survivo rs and vic tims who were excluded by my limita tions ; the y deserve
better.
Choosing the Sampl e
My invitation was open ed to anyone identifying as a survi vor or victim of sexual
violence. with two stipulations: firs t, tha t parti cipants must presently be age 18 or over, and
second, tha t participants must hav e already either a) finished with any legal proce ss in
whic h the y had been involved related to sex ual vio lence in their lives or b) deci ded not to
report the violence .
These tWO stipulations were on e thical and legal grounds. As an adult interviewing
survi vors and victims under the age of 18. I would cot be able to offer them a possible
re lationshi p between equals (inso far as an in tervi ewer-interviewee relati onship may be
made equal). Nor do I have training in any particular capacity as a respo nsible unequal
confidante - I am not a teach er. a co un selor or a parent,
In addition. I would not be able to off er minors the same degre e of confidentiality
abo ut the ir perso nal experiences as those over 18; the law requires anyone who knows
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about sexual abuse occurring agains t a minor to repo rt it. with or without the victim 's
consent. Beca use of my lac k.of training as an adult interv iewer of minors. and because of
the conflict between my co ncerns and commitments as a researcher and my legal
obligations to minors facing abuse. I felt that [ could DOt ethically incl ude minors as
partici pants in my researc h.
Even with adults. there was always the possibility tha t I would have to break
co nfidentiality- a participan t might ha ve disc losed a suspicio n or know ledge that a child
was being abused . At least, in this case , I would not have the obligation to report abuse
against a participan t herself. forcing someone who had confided in me into the hands of the
system as an "al leged victim ".
I was also aware that since I was adv erti sing myself as a researcher in the area of
sexual violence and the legal sys tem, people migh t either ask me for . or construe any of my
co mments as, advice . In order to avoid any possi bility of inadvertentl y influ encing
survivors' or victims' dec isions about reporting , I chose DOl to discuss the system with
anyone who was trying to deci de whether to report. or who was curren tly engaged in the
legal process . For this reaso n. I stipulat ed that any legal proce ss related to sexual violence
in which participan ts had been invo lved must be over (completed. withdrawn or othe rwise
ended) before they contacted me .
When I began my modest adverti sing campaign, [ had very little sense of how much
response to expec t. I had planned to select a sample of respondents from amo ng those who
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called. choos ing a gro up with a range of differe nt identi ties , bac kgrounds and experi ences
of violence and of the system. I p lann ed to do this by inte rviewi ng each cal ler briefly, to
explain the project and ask basi c que stions about their backgrounds and identi ties . the
nature of the experiences they were in terested in sharing , and the extent to which they had
been invol ved with the system.
I should have tried it out on myself. In my first con versation wi th a potential
participant. after going over som e of the basics of the proj ect . I fo llo wed my interview plan
and asked the caller if she wo uld!.feel comfortable describing a bit of her background and
experience.
She said no, and made it d ear to me that in asking her to share personal detai ls about
herself and her life, over the phcee, with a stranger who might or might not can back to
hear more, I was asking for an unreasonable amount of 1IUSt.
She was righ t. Despite aU of my care to make the advertise me nt and the actual
intervi ews as safe and respectful [0 participants as possibl e. I had plann ed a seriously
disrespectful approach to selec tiI1lgparticipan ts. Not unlik e po lice officers taking a victim 's
repo rt. I had disregarded the vel ure and the cost of a survi vor's co ntribution in making the
initial call . When someone geneoo usty offers to consider sharin g a painful personal story
with you for your research, they don't dese rve to beprobed about themselves and their
experiences and then put on hold pending your evaluation, however wel l-meant,
After consulting with my s upervi sor. I change d my plan and committed to
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interviewing as many people as necessary in the orde r tha t they contacted me. The eight
people who decided. after we talked. to go ahead with the interview, compri se the samp le.
Whylnterviews
[ felt thai: personal interviews were the best method for this project, both ethically
and as a means of gathering the best data. A live conversa tion allows a researcher the most
sensitivity and flexibility to make participating as safe as poss ible for each individual
parti cipant -- within the parameters of my rote as a researcher . Unlike a written
questionnaire . I felt I could more quickly gauge what style and subject matter seem
accepta ble to an individual parti cipant, and change my approach (and apologize) promptly
as necessary.
A conversation also offers participants more control over when and how my research
enters their lives (unlike a mai l questio nna.ire, which is unpredictable in its arrival and
open-ended as to its depart ure .)
Conversations also seemed likely 00produce bene r da ta, since it is generally easier
to move from topic to topic. raise new questions. and. for most, express feelings and
experiences for which it may be hard to find the perfect words . Talki ng gives people a
chance to search for the right words . and shows where words were hard to find. Part of
listenin g to survivors and victims means listening for the unspeakable. the unresolved and
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the previously uns poken pam of people's experiences. What surviv ors and victims can 't
say, or wha t conflicts we feel in trying to define our experiences . are at least as important as
the parts that are easil y named and known.
But listening also means respecting individual survivo rs' and victims ' comfort levels
in telling their stories . In planning this project. [ had co mmitted to accepting written
acco unts from survivors or victims who wanted. [ 0 be included but who did not feel
comfortable wi th an interv iew. While one parti cipant chose to send me a wrinen piece to
accompan y her interview , no one chose [0 send only a written account .
The Interview Process
Liste ning to survivors and victims means listeni ng to their stories as they tell lhem.
The main methodological thread running through all of the interviews is tha t of participants
choo sing how [Q tell their stories .
Intervi ews can be problematic in themselves for many survi vors and victims, for the
same reasons that most of us do not report. I knew that some sucvivon and victims had
experienced questi oning about the violence they had endured as a brutal emotional attac k.
And I knew that many victims and survivors, like myse lf. were awar e that this could
happen if we reported . Indeed, a number of participants listed being questioned about their
experiences as an aspect of reporti ng that they wanted to avoid .
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I tried very hard to giv e participants the power to shape both the content and the
structure of the intervie ws. I empha sized in the ads for the stud y that participants would be
able to control the content ("you decid e what you're willing to discus s"). And when [ spoke
with potential participants, I stres sed that interview s would nor be interrogations. often
explicitly sta ting that I hoped it would be very diff erent from bein g on the witnes s stand .
I felt that no specifi c interview script could be as effective as building each
intervi ew with the participant, based on each participant's needs. I developed a list of ope n-
ended questions on participants' feelings about different aspects of the legal system
(Appendix C), which were approved by the Arts Ethics Review Committee. These
questions asked participants to conunent on their relationships to the system, rather than
asking them to describe their experiences of sexual violence. I felt that this was a crucial
aspect of respect for victims ' ownership of their experience s - unlike the demands of the
legal proce ss, in which victims are demanded ove r and over to "say what happened ."
With the exception of one phon e interview , intervie ws took plac e in community
centres. The Women' s Resource Centre at MUN and the St John 's Status of Women
Council Women 's Centre both generously allowed me to use a private room for interviews,
and parti cipants chose the location they preferred . One interview, in Montreal, took place at
a student queer centre . The interviews took place in either the day or the evening , according
to participants' choice s ( though these were somewhat constrained by the availability of the
intervi ew spaces , one of which was only available in the evening). Participants arranged
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their own travel to the interviews. Several participants raised diffi culties with getting to the
interview locations. either with the cost or the unavailability of transportation. In one case. I
reimbursed a participant for bus fare to and from the intervi ew . In a second case, a
participant and I arranged a phone interview .
[began each interv iew by reading over the conse nt form (Appendix B) with
participants . confirming that the participant understood each poin t. and emphas izing that it
would be all right for the participant [ 0 choose not to answe r any ques tion. and to stop the
interview at any time. Participants then signed the conse nt forms, to indicate that they
understood and consented to the nature of their involvement in the project, (including
consent to record the interv iew) and my commitments to them (including the confide ntiality
of their identities. the tapes and the transcripts of their interviews.)
Then I asked each participant how she would like to go through the interview. I also
(with the exception of the one phone interview) made my list of possible ques tions
available for the participant to loo k over (in most cases I was able to provide a second
copy). I felt that this was an important detail in minimizing the powe r imbalance between
interv iewer and interviewee - unlike cross-examination sce narios . in whic h the element of
surprise. and the display of notes and documents which the witness does not have. can be
effecti ve intimidation tactics . It also provided participants some opportunity to decide in
advance which questions they felt comfortab le answering. which I hope d would be less
difficult than dec lining to answ er a question already asked
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Participants chose a variety of ways to give their interviews. Most of the intervie ws
took the form of conversations on the general topic of vio lenc e and reco very . to whi ch I
added spec ific questio ns abo ut the legal process, based on my question list . Most of these
participants started by telli ng me their expe rience s of sexual violence, and then refe rred to
the ques tions afterward.
Oth ers were more highly structured. One parti cipant read and answered every
question on my list and then ended the interview. Another drafted an outline of the points
she wanted [0 discuss before the interview, and drew her statements from it. Another
particip ant wro te me a lette r several months af ter the in tervi e w, ex pandi ng on some of the
topics we had covere d in the interview.
The ways in which participants chose to share their expe riences seemed to depend
on their motivations for giving an intervi ew, the ir personal speaking styles, and their
comfort levels with me . Participants who said they had just begun to address the effects of
sexua l vio lence in their own live s, or whose main reason fo r giving the interview was to
help me with research they saw as important, ga ve relatively unstructured interviews . Those
who had been waiting for an opportunity to make a state me nt about the system tended to
give more structured, though not necessarily less painful. interviews.
Sharing the Research Proc ess
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In orde r [Q make my process as safe and respectful to participants as possible . I
emphasized in my adve rtis ing, on the conse nt form, and at the end of the interview that
participan ts had the right [ 0 see how I had written up their stories befo re I submitted my
thesis . I also offered partici pants copies of interview tape s and interview transcripts; one of
the most literal ways in which the legal process takes ownership of a victim's experience is
that victims can be required to pay for transcripts of their own testimony. I wanted to be
more respectful of the true owners of the stories they shared with me. and to demonstrate
my willingness to be acco untable for how I used them.
Not everyone want ed to see transcripts or my presentation of their stori es. One
participant asked for copies of her tapes, and one for a transcri pt.
More were interested in reading my write-up: of the five parti cipants I was able to
contact after completing my data chapter . four asked for a copy.
Whi le I felt tha t openin g my writing proces s to participants' feed back would also
make both the process and my findings more valid as a feminist study, the benefits to my
researc h were a seco ndary priori ty to the rights of partici pants . First and foremost , I offe red
copies of my findin gs to participan ts, as I had offered tape s and transcri pts, in respect for
victims' and survivors ' righ ts to retain influence over what happe ns to their stories . And I
felt tha t as pan of this respect. it was equally important to avoid press uring partici pants to
engage furthe r with my projec t. Since a numbe r of parti cipants had said durin g the
interviews that they fel t that research like mine was very important to the rights of victims
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or survivors. and even mentioned lhis as a reason for participating, it seemed possible that
my sharing of the findin gs might be interpreted as a request for possibly painful readin g
and editorial ass istance, in the name of the cause . I tried to make it clear that if participants
had any comments they wished to share, andespecial ly if they had co ncerns or comp laints.
I would be listening. But r also took care to emphasize that parti cipan ts had no obligation to
comment, or even to read my finding s. In my letter to participants who said they'd like a
copy of the findi ngs (when I cal led them), I emphasized that they had alread y made a huge
contribution - that they had made this project possible .
Although the imponance of such transparency to the integrity of a feminist research
proje ct is clear. there is also an obvi o us potential COSL Sharing my fmdings with
participants meant calling the m, in some cases well over a year afte r the interview, and
inserting myself and my project bade into their lives unexpectedly . However brief our
conversation , my call imposed the experiences they had shared and the reality that they had
shared them with a stranger for othe r strangers to read, onto their days. I regret this aspec t
of keeping my earlier commitments to participants - as nece ssary and "femini st" an
intrusion it may have been , it was sriUan intrusion, and that still matters .
Framing Respondents' Sto ries: Grounded Theory
In many cases, researchers develop their researc h que stions , data-gathering
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processes. and approaches to data anal ysis from assumption s. based on what they alrea dy
kno w, of what kinds of answers they will find, The y can choo se sys tems for categorizin g
the data, planning what thi ngs they will need to coun t. wh at tools they will nee d to anal yze
their findings, using conce pts and predictions a1ceadyin place. For this project. there were
fe w useful concepts alre ad y in place - the problems whic h I was trying to ide ntify were. I
belie ved, larg ely unnamed.
Without a comprehensive background of survivors ' e valuations of the legal system,
I had no basis, beyond my own observations, for predi c ting wha t meanings the legal
sys tem might hold for the victims an d surv ivors I would inte rview. What wou ld parti cipan ts
defi ne as the most meaningful effec ts of sexual violence on their lives ? How wou ld they
define justice? Wo uld they even want any kind of recourse through the law?
To leave participants real roo m to defin e their experiences as they lived them. I
cho se to comb ine ope n-ended intervi ews with a "grounded theory" approach to anal yzing
parti cipants' stories. Grounded theory is a qualitative research technique used where the
rese arche r' s goal is to identify and explain basic social or psychological processes.III To
co ns truc t a new understanding of a basic soci al reality, one tha t may well have been
ass umed or ignored in previous researc h, tbe researcher tries to minimize the role that
previous assump tions abou t this reality play in her analysis of the data . Grounded theory
I I I Glaser and Stra uss, 1967 , and Ann Caro lyn Carpan, Learni ng to I ive With
Endometriosis: A Gro unded Th eory Study . St John ' s: Me morial University of
Newfo undland (Master ' s in Women ' s Studies Thesis), 199 6.
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research ers acknow ledge that one of their research goals is simp ly to fi nd lhe catego ries or
questio ns by whi ch to organize the data into a theory abo ut the reality it expresses .
Researc hers look 10 the ir data for the frame work to explain it, loo kin g Dot only at wha t
lived experie nces participants describe . but how research parti cipants themselves cons truct
their understandi ngs of the wo rld .112
In grou nded theo ry research . the researcher loo ks for definitions, patterns and
conflicts within the data itself to devel op the structure of her anal ysis . So , for instance ,
ra ther than beginning with a co mplete set of ca tegories in to which to place victims' various
responses to sex ual violen ce , a researcher using a gro unded theory approach would begins
the analysis by examining the interview transcripts to see what the mes are repeated or
contradicted by the participants . As she observes a pattern amo ng victims ' responses to
abuse. the researcher notes these and then goes over all of the tran scri pts again, searching
for examp les of this newly deriv ed concept.
Of course, the pattern s ide ntified in thedata will be the ones whic h are visible to the
researcher herse lf. Co nce pts do not simply eme rge, fu lly and definitiv ely formed, from the
quali tative data. An y researcher 's perceptions of reali ties exp res sed in her data ace shaped
in part by herown con ce ptual understanding of the subject matter, including the
framew orks imposed by he r expectations, her own language and experience of the subjec t,
and her previous researc h. A grounded theory resear cher trie s to both recognize and
111 Kirby and McKenna, 1989, pp. 94-96 .
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minimize the influence of her own preformed conceptualization of her subject, through a
conscious commitment to developing her analytical framework: from the ways in which
parti cipants frame the ir Lived experiences. 1be researcher can also minimize the limits her
own conce ptualization imposes on her analysis by expanding her own framewo rk throu gh a
prior. and continuous. review of the literature. The more familiar and fluent the researcher
is with a range of perspectives on her subject, the fewer barriers her own understanding will
raise to the "worlds" constructed by others .
In this projec t. the co ncep ts which eme rged mos t decisively in my readings of the
interview transcripts were not rel ated to the legal concept s in which the system is usually
describe d (like the legal definition of sexual assau lt. the stages of reporting and possible
outcomes ), but rather to feelings inspired by parti cipan ts ' experiences and perce ption s of
the legal system.
Some of this framework of survivors' experiences o f the legal system overlapped
with the bas ic concepts of the healing literature about sexual violence. (like denial. guilt
and other feelings common to victims. or the roles of being believed, and of abuse being
acknowledged in survivors' processesof healing). Howe ver , the themes of participants '
stories were unique in that they linked feelings about sexual vio lence and healin g in their
lives to feeli ngs abou t justice and injustice. protection. recognition and the role of the
crimi nal justice system in their lives . In discussing their perso nal responses to violence, the
responses of those around them, and the respon ses, an tici pated or experienced, o f the
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criminal justice system, respondents articulated their experiences and needs in terms of
violation. denial versus validation. shame versus understanding it wasn ' t their fault, and
helplessness versus power. I have used thesethemes [0 frame their stories as eight peop le's
lived experience of the sys tem 's treatment of survivors .
Writing Victims ' Stories: Language
Part of listeni ng to surv ivors and victims means wri ting the reali ties parti cipan ts
shared in a langua ge which is both res pectful to and compatible with their own lan guage in
tellin g. In my effort to wri te this proj ect with respect for parti cipan ts. I ha ve deviated in two
ways fro m the tradi tion al formali ties of langua ge obse rved in the writing of a thesi s.
First, I have chose n to use a slightly less fonnaJ.tone in my own wri tin g, in order to
make it less formally distant fro m me voices of my research participants. Parti cipan ts
expressed themselves in different voices . including different degrees of formality, different
forms of grammar and different ex pressions. In general , their language was much less
formal l:han the langua ge I have used in my writing. I have DOt attempted to adop t their
forms of express ion, or to ma tch them in their informality; I recognize that the sort of
info rmal mode of exp ression commonly used in conversation is not the mos t effec tive style
for an academic paper . I also ackn owledge the important dif ference between using a
sufficie ntly formal style to loc ate a work in an academi c conte xt and using formality to
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create unnecessary distance betw een an academic work:and the informal expression wi th
which most of us live and share the stories of our lives.
In the interviews which provided the data for this project. parti cipants and I spoke
informall y. While they are qu oted here as they spoke then. I. as the researc her. have
expressed myself much more forma lly, creating a differenc e between our voices which is
not only one of style. but of authority. The purpo se of formal language, in academic work.
is not mere ly to make the work stylistically familiar to the acade mic reader, or consistent
with oth er work - it is a mean s of gaining authority .
In fODWj o f Writi ng an academic handbook. Stewart and Kowler explain that the
pro blem with "inappropriately informallanguagc" in academic writing is that 'you
undermine your authority as a writer."!" While I do not wish to undermine my authority as
a writer. I am aware that my authority, insofar as it comes from my formal style. comes
from not sounding like my part icipants. Since partic ipants' lived realities are the basis for
my own analy sis. I do not wis h to undermine the authori ty of their expressio ns in order to
(argua bly) advance my own by unnecessarily widening the inherent inequi ties of the
researcher-participant relationship.
To minimize this dis tance between the express ions of parti cipanu and my own voice
as researcher. I have chosen to use what seems like a mini mum degree of formal language.
I I I Kay L. Stewart and Marian E. Kcwler, fonDS of Writi ng · A BriefGujde and
~. SCarborough: Prenti ce-Hall, 199 1, p_113.
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in an ane mpt to achiev e both academic authority and readability and minimum distance of
posi tion between parti cipants and researchers. With the help of my supervisors. I have
made a number of chan ges from the original . much less formal . writing of this work,
achi eving what I hope to be a bette r and more consistent balance of formal and infonnal
language .
Whose Stories Are Told : The Samp le
Eight people chose 10share their experienc es with me. in interviews ranging in
length from 20 minutes to 3 hours. Another seven people (four men and three women)
responded to the ad for the study, but did DOl decide to give interviews.
Seven of the respo ndents arc women. One respo ndent is' a transgendered person.
identifyin g as biologicall y female. but not with the feminine gende r.
The respondents range in age from 21 to 56. with half in their twenti es .
1be majority of participants identified as white; 6 people identified themse lves as
white , and one as Indian . One perso n did not want to give identifying information.
One perso n iden tified as a lesb ian. one as bisexual or heterosexual and five as
heterosexual. One perso n did not want to give identifying information .
Half of the participants referred to some experi ence of disability in their lives.
One person has a psychiatti c disability , and one person a chronic physical disability, while
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two others referred to disabling condi tions in their lives resulting from abuse.
Four people described their class background as lower class . T wo others identified
as having a middle to upper clas s background. I was unab le to obtain this informatio n from
two participan ts; I did not ask about class background durin g the interview s. and was
unable to reach them later.
In every case. the participants described abuse by peop le known to them. In two
cases , the perpetrato rs were husbands. Three were peop le in a posi tion of trust and
authority over the parti cipants; one participant was abused by a babysitter. another by a
counsellor. and a third by a teacher. And three particip ants were abuse d by people they
knew informally and casuall y: one by a neighbour. one by a cla ssmat e and one by cas ual
acquaintances.
All of the perpetrators mentioned were men or boys . And while only the one person
of colour participati ng menti oned that her abuser had been white , none of the other
participants mentioned the race of their abusers .
Some of the least discussed forms of sexual violence remained undiscussed among
these victims and survivors . None of the participants told me abo ut any experience s of
abus e by women, incest, or ritual abuse . And none told me about abuse by a same-sex
partne r, by an abuser sharin g the victim's minority communi ty or identity, abuse within an
institu tion, or abuse by a person with influence over their immigration status.
It is sad but not surprising that no survivors or victims spoke to me about these most
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hidden forms of abuse. Whether those who participated chose Dot to, or were unable (0
share their experie nces of these forms of abuse, or whether none of the victims and
survi vors of these forms of violence chose to speak about it to a stran ger , their experiences
arc not directJ.ydescribed in the small picture I have framed of victims' and survivors '
experiences.
Thi s picture was always a small one, capturing some part of the lives of eight
peop le. [have tried. throu gh a groun ded theory approac h and a co mmi tment to equal
acknowledgement of everyon e ' s experiences. [0 keep the frame as wide as the picture could
fit - not narrowed by an exclu sive definition of who counts as a victim or what counts as
abuse. But there are ho les in the picture itself.
TIle absence of male survivors. and of aboriginal survivors of any gender. are two of
the mos t obvious holes . Unlike some gro ups of which there arc very few me mbers in
Newfoundland.. where almost all of the partici pants found the srudy, it is like ly that a
numbe r of aboriginal survi vors or victims did see my ad.though no ne chose to give an
interview (though they may have been amon g eose who call ed). And it is highl y unlikely ,
even without makin g ass ump tions about the men who called but didn't parti cipate, that no
male survi vors at all sa w the ad . It was advertised in the province' s main new spaper , posted
in publi c spaces used by peop le of all genders , and in both men's and women' s public
washrooms around the city . If we believe the statistic s that around one in six men are
abused at some point in their live s, then a great number of men should have been exposed
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to the ad. Given recent disclosures abo ut abuse of boys in institutional settings alone in
Newfoundland (such as the Mount Cashel orphanage. the Whitbo ume Boys' Home. etc.), it
is sadly unlikely that Newfoundland is an exce ption from these statistics.'!'
The absence of many kinds of stories of sexual violence leaves another bole i.nthe
picture. Without any survivors ' or victims ' stories of incest, of ritual abuse. of abuse by
women , by same-sex partners , by other members of the same minority gro up or community,
by hus bands or emp loyers controlling their victims' immigrati on status , and of othe r violent
realities which our society and our sys tem most desperat ely do not want (or want
prejudicially) to believe . our pictures of violence and survival canno t name the whole
problem And our limited knowledge cann ot flnd the whole solutions.
These are holes in this picture, which other researchers must find a way, safely and
slow ly, to cum into a space which survivors' and victims ' voices can fill. Until then. we can
all work. toward that goal by naming and remembering the holes. I have tried to do so. For
all me survivors and victims who do not find their lives anywhere in this picture, I can only
say that you belong here (00.
114 Sean Fine, "Mount Cashel hearings revive Ute past for men haunted by painful
memories," in The Globe and Mail. November 13, 1989. Philip Lee, "Now more man 20
Mount Cashe l boys plannin g to sue," in The Express, August S, 1990.
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Ch apter Four - Research Finding s
All of the survivors and victims who shared their stories with me had bee n stro ngly
affec ted by at least one experi ence of sexual violence . Although their expe riences with the
legal system varied. all of these survivo rs and victims felt dissatisfied wi th the ju stice
sys tem as they'd experienced it.
In eve ry case, the survivors and victims who spoke to me had known the person or
people who violated them The perpetra tors were casual acquaintances. class mates and
neighbour s. They were counsellors, teach ers and babysitters. And they were husbands.
None of these survivors and victims turned to the legal system immediately afte r
lhey had been assaulted.
The responde nts' experiences of vio lence and of the justice system took place in
several diff erent provinces . includin g Briti sh Columbia. Nova Sco tia and Newfoundland.
Respondents' Experiences of Sexual Violence
Josephine!", 27, was raped by two me n afte r a party at the men' s ho use , 7 years ago.
The men had met Josephine and her friend at a bar . and invited them back to their hou~e .
1IS Josephine , S., Willow , Sandi , Reid, and Susan are identifie d by pseudonyms which
they chose. Maril yn is identifie d by a pseudonym which I chose. Bonni e cho se to be
identifi ed by her own first name .
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After Jose phine had fallen as lee p in a spare bed, in a roo m where a third roommate was
sleeping, the two me n raped her . one after the other .
Ne xt thing I know , this guy comes into the roo m and starts cra wlin ' all over
me. I was practically as leep and he came and jus t son of rudel y woke me up. And I
told him no. go aw ay. wha t're you doing? I didn 't eve n know who he was, I co uldn 't
even see his face . it was dark . I was freaking out.
And the guy in the other bed woke up. I said, "Will you help meT' And he
said. "My dear , there 's nothin' [can do for ya". And he j us t turn ed over and went to
sleep!
I couldn't do anything, I was pinned ...
When he was fini shed, he left, and [ was jus t son of curled up in the bed
there. An d not five seco nds later, his friend came in. And he sai d, " If you move, I'm
gonna beat the shit ou t o f you" .
The one thin g that made me like, not even pani c. like I totall y stopped and
jus t said, OK.go numb . was when he said, "I' m jus t go nna stick it up your ass if you
don't shut up." I just wen t weak.I just wanted to throw up .
...When the second guy left the room. [ didn 't do anything. I acted as if it was
a bad dream - I just went back to sleep in this strange bed .
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In the morning, when Josephine got up. her friend. the rapists . and some roomates
she hadn't mel were all in the livin g room. She and her friend called a cab , and le ft.
And nobod y talk ed abo ut anything. it was like it never hap pened. To this day,
myself and [my friend ] have never talked abou t the who le exp erience, ever. We're
best friends, and I still never brough t it up to her .
I kinda gel angry abo ut it sometimes, thinking, "Why didn 't you help me?MI
mean, the apartment was n't tha t big. She had to know they were somewhere. But,
you know, she was passed out. whatever .
For a long time , I just buried it. you know, never talked abo ut it, never did
anything about it.
Josephine never considered reporting the rapes to the police.
The though t of ever pres sing char ges never en tered my mind. because as far
as I was con cern ed. I shouldn't have been there to begin with - it was stup id of me
to go back to these guys' house .
You kno w, I'm feminist and all this, and I know that' s wrong. I sho uldn 't
think that way but you can' t help it -- when it's you...
And I think that wou ld be the point they would argue in court , you know? I
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mink they'd say. "wby were you there to begin with ? What were you asking for ?" I
think they would lear that apart. __
I didn 't have an answer for why I was there , you know ? That's wh y [didn't
repo rt it, cause mal que stion woul d come up, and f d say "Oh, I was drunk at a
party" . I never had an answer foc why I was there . o ther than that.
Seven years later. Josephin e feels tha t she made the right dec ision about reportin g.
Lookin g back. I' m glad 1didn ' t report it. Because I think if I had woke up the
next day and went "Oh my God, I'm going off to the police", they probably
wou ld'v e tore me apart . I proba bly wouldn 't be able to lalk about it now. It' s bad
enough I wai ted this long to come forward. but I think I probably woul d be tom
apart even more if I went thro ugh tha t...
It took me this long to come to those terms where I'm almos t on strong
ground to say, "Yes , it happened to me.and I'm not ashamed of it. "
Josep hine described herse lf as having been "a victim first," who had then taken "a
long time to become a survivo r."
S.• 21. was sexuall y harassed and beate n repeatedly by a classmate when she was in
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junior high..S . didn 't feel like there was anyone she could turn to for he lp, at home or at
school. She didn 't feel comfortable tclling her paren ts about the sexual haras sment.
Maybe my parents never meant it to be this way. but they also never made it
very comfortable for me to go and talk to them. It could have gone against me, in the
sense that rather than dealin g with "Why did that person do that to me?" it would be
more like "WeU• why did I go there?" TIlls did happen [ 0 me:once .
And many thin gs in an Indian househo ld especiall y are very much kept under
the rugs.•.You know these thing s are not spoken about, you know these things are
not do ne.
Just recently my mother was saying to me, when I said somethi ng about how,
you know, I've been bea ten up by people and whatnot.. .My moth er's like "Oh. what
is it with you? You're always saying stuff abou t how you got bea ten up and this and
that. but you never say anything to me... We were there, you co uld have gone in and
said this."
I said. -I couldn't say anything to you..how could [ go up to you and say this?"
You know, bow, all of a sudden when something like this happe ns can the kid be
expected to go to their parents , when they've known all along tha t they're not
supposed to talk about these thing s?
It's a closed enviro nment that way.
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At school, where the harassment was taking place. S. cou ldn't talk to anyone either .
A boy in S.' class regularly taunted her with sexual comments, beat her. and assaulted her
sexually. Cla ssmates saw her being attacked. and no one spoke out.
This guy. he just grabbed me one day and pushed me up against a locker , like
lifted me up...he pushed me against the locker then my head bashed against it kind of
thing. well, not very much. not very hard, but..H e went and he lifted up my
sweatshirt so he could see my breasts ..
And there were peop le that were around there. but nothing got done .
Without a way to voice her problem at school or at home, S. resigned herself to the
threat of being attacked.
I tried to do whatever I could to avoid it, but I couldn't. It was just inevitable.
And so it's like once he starts beating me, I just had to let it go . Almost like . "Just let
him finish beating me up and then he'll go away". I mean , it's a sad thing to say. but
that was true.
Eventually. the school respon ded to the violence . when S was forced [0 report an
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incident.
He tried to beat me up near Torbay Road MaU...right up in back:of it, like the
hilly pan of it. That ' s where he knocked me down and tripped. me up and did
whateve r to me...the back of my pants had been made dirty from the mud I was
basically thrusted against. So [had to get a differe nt pair of pants, I couldn 't very
well sit down in class with that. That is the only reaso n I had even gone to complain
in the office. reall y..So I was kind of forced to report that, right ?
And then what happened was, because this guy was notorious for having
done so many thing s before hand..il was almost like. he did one more bad thing he
was going to be suspended So wha t happene d was [the principal] said. "OK. well
we're gonna give you detention", you know, blablabla . And the guy didn ' t show up
for detention. so that was it, he was suspended..
I know the principal wanted to expel him. but unfortunately he hadn't . you
know, "done enough" - like according to the books. you know - to get him expelled.
Not only was her attac ker minimally punished. but some of her schoolmat es
criticized S. for complaining at all.
Once he got suspende d, I remember some of the people in my class
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saying.~See. this is what happens when you complain ," you know, "Why 'd you have
[0 go and get him suspen ded ?" ... So I can almos t see why even if somebody wanted
to complain . and they were well-meaning , they co uldn 't, •• It was the peer pressure
thing, right'? This is what I think is lhe real problem now.
More recently, when S. was sexually harassed in her workp lace. she faced theS~
pressures, and me same silence .
I reall y felt like I couldn' t do very much abo ut it . I don' t know so much if it
was because of the legal system or whethe r it was the circums tances surrounding my
environment overall . I had my parents to think of.•• I don 't know how much the legal
system could've helped or impeded me, reall y.
Like Josephine. S. does n't see the legal system as a possib le source of help in deali ng
wi th the sexual violence she faces . For S ., one of the big problems is privacy:
Telling the police means so many more legal entanglements and
bureaucrac y.•.It's almost like the minute you tell them you've lost your privacy, in
many regards. So what if the ge neral public doesn't know? Your famil y members are
gonna come to know.
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Because of this, S . has never cons ider ed going to the police for help wi th any situa tion that
migh t arise . And right now, as when she was in juni or high. she still fee ls she has nowhere
to turn.
I reaUy feel like I can go nowhere, if I'm to get harassed again. As long as I'rn
aro und he re, I can 't do very much ...
Even though my brother wo uld be fairly supportive. I feel a kind of shame in
speaking to him on this matter. I know he's a bit more reali stic abo ut these things,
but I would fee l great shame e ven tellin g him..
Around here , I don 't think I could talk to anybody, reall y.
Willow, a 30-year-old woman with schizophrenia. has been se xually abused more
than once by a person in a position of lIUSL She was abused by a Christian Brother, and
"nothin g was ever done about it. because there was DO evidence" . She shared more with me
about a second pe riod of sexual abuse - this time by a counselor who was supposed to be
he lping be r deal with the previous abuse. At first, the abuse was disguised as a part of
Willo w's the rapy session s.
He used to ge t me to mas turb ate for him and tha t. An d [ thoug ht it was part of
my therapy. righ t? I'm alre ady in th erapy, he' s my co unse lor.
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...(When ] I hesitated. the guy said, "Willow, I'm marri ed . There's nothing I
have n't see n before". So then 1 proceeded [Q lift my blouse and sho w him what the
Christian Brother done to InC.••
There was no boundaries betw een us, and tha t was the big thing , right ? He
broke down all of the boun daries betw een us.
Thi s co unse lor also assa ulted w illow repeatedly in his car .
He wou ld pick me up in his car- like go down the street lookin g for me,
right? And he'd pick me up and he'd takeme place s. secluded places. and he'd give
me back massages.
And he'd say. "Willow, do n't tell anybody we're see ing each other. cause the
next thing you know this whole townll have us in bed together. If I wanted to have
sex with you. I would've do ne it a loog time ago ."
__.The lates t sexual assault. like be took me up on Quidi Vidi gut. And he said.
"Willow, lift up your blouse, le t's see what you gOL" And I said to myself ,"( don't
like this ," So I lifted my blouse . he saw what I had, he said - I could've sworn he
had an erection, and he said. "Ob Willow, I didn ' t know your boobs were so big."
And then he, then he - See, I was wearin g an old pair of leggings that day,
righ t? And there were holes in the cro tch. Cause when you' re on soci al assistance,
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you can ' t really affo rd to do your dirty laundry very often...I'm a clean person. but I
try to spare my clothes . But these were an old pair of leggin gs, right, but they were
clean, right? I should 've wo rn my dress that day. but that might'v e been worse .
Because I mean, he put his finger in the hole , in the crotch the re. righ t. and said "I' m
not doing anything bad to you now, Willow.....Then he pu t his fingers inside my
leggings. and I screame d.
And tha t's when it hi t me like a bowl of hot water in the (ace: "Thi s is wro ng.
He's been leadin g me on all alo ng ".
And then he paned me on the head and he said, "Do n't tell anyone, Willow. I
love my family· .
Looking back. Willow is more able to see how her counselor's beha viour was
mani pulati ve.
He hoodwinked me , is what it was I think he misrepresented the nature of
the act to me. He knew [had a disability He pre ys on young wome n with
disabilities and poor wome n.
When Willow decided to repo rt the abuse, a year later, she found tha t having a
disab ility also meant she wasn't seen as a beli evable victim
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I kind of knew when it happened. you know, that I wasn 't go ing [Q have much
cre dibili ty because I have schizo phrenia, right ? I mean . it's nothin g for any shyster
lawyer to say "Well, you know , she's delusional , she's probably in love with this
man, she wants to break up his marriage . She has se xual fantasi es about guys in
positions of power," that type: of thing, right?
And the police made it clear to me lhat my sc hizophrenia was n't gonna hold
up in court...There was a really nice constable took:my statement. but then he
warne d me that my schizo phrenia would come out in co urt, right ? I mean. I would
be put through hell .
WiUow didn ' t regre t not go ing to court, but she felt stro ngly that the system needed
to change the way it handled complaints like hers. because . as she po in ted ou t. "Disabled
women are among the most sexually assa ulted, the most abused membe rs of our society,"
Willow also want ed her abuse r to be punished. She believed that. be had abused
oth er women. and said she was still " hoping and prayin ' that someo ne will come forward ."
Sandi , 21. who grew up in rural Be. was sexually abused as a chil d. by a babysitter .
She rep ressed her memorie s of the abuse for a long time.
I didn't tell anyone exactly what had happened to me until I was about fifteen
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years old. When I finally did bring it up. it was after a major flashback, after seeing
my abuser. And everything came up for me.
I e nded up in this co unse llor' s offic e. and [ended up telling her, the first
adult. about what had happened [Q me as a child . And her response was that she was
going [ 0 have to go to the police with this informati on .
It scared me off . and [didn' t see her again . And [ ac rually went back:into son
of withdraw al for another cou ple of years . Until the issues came up again .
When Sandi began to deal with her memories. she had to strug gle with a feeling that
she couldn ' t "prove" what had happened to her.
I real ly wish I would have wrote thing down as much as possib le. I feel as
though that would've bee n a hu ge part of somehow proving that this happened to
me. Like as soon as I started remembering. oh Jshould' ve wrote down the date . and
I should' ve you know, wrote extensive things about who I talked to . and what they
said and what I said. and. ..
I feel thi s sense of. "Well. I should've remembered, you kno w? I should've
reme mbered not only the incident for all thoseyears. but I sho uld've told someone, 1
sho uld' ve documented thin gs o ffici ally ." [ deal with fee lings of gui lt abo ut that
so me time s.
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Eventu ally, while preparin g to leave the coun try for a year, Sandi deci ded to tty to
document wha t she could with the police in her town . Her con tact with the police felt very
unsafe:
I walke d into the police detachment and I sai d "I need to tell you somethin g. I
do n't want to tell you everything now, and I' m nor ready to tum this into a big deal . I
jus t wanna ope n a file" . You know , jus t have this on recor d.
I was taken into a back room which was jus t horrible and frightening and
di sgusting. One bare table and two chairs . and it smelt like piss . It was a really angry
roo m to be in. there were swear wo rds scra tched on the tab le . I did not feel safe..J
basical ly ju st wan ted [ 0 get my name down and my abuser's name do wn and then
leave. And just come back when [ wanted to.
And I remember fillin g out the form. and I reall y felt alone. I felt so alone
when I was doing tha t.
Sandi left the country for a year . Soon after she came bac k, she moved 10
Vancouver. lea ving her police report behind. In Vancouver. Sandi began looking for a
counselor to help her continue deali ng with her abuse . She couldn' t aff ord to pay for
co unselling, so she tried to appl y for governme nt help, through the Criminal Injury
Compensation program. Thi s process made her feel more alone than ever .
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I got this form. and urn.I remember just reading it and crying , and just feeling
really angry.c.They were lumpin g together like. "Have you bad y OUT car stolen?" and
you know, "What were the injuries accrued '?Emotional, comma. financial . comma,
whatev er, whatever."
And ( just felt like. wai t a second. it's not a matter of someo ne breakin g into
my house, for Quist'S sake, like this isn' t, this isn't the form for me. I don ' [ fit here : '
I got the sense of not fittin g and not knowing what to write down . And feeling like
as soon as I started writing I'd be incriminated. for having written anything .
...As soon as [ got that form from the government I was just, felt frozen..•
And I avoided it for a long time . I was very afrai d of it.
When Sandi began reading secti ons of the Criminal Code dealing with sexual
violence. she felt again that she just "didn' t fit". this time because she couldn't remember all
of the de tails by which offe nses are ca tegorized in [he Criminal Code .
[ felt like I couldn ' t fit in. I couldn't fit into what they had set out for me.
What they had listed and ho w they had wonte d it. I mean . for Chris t's sake, I had
issues about memory ...
I had very specific memories about the incide nt itself, to a certain point, and
then there was blackness. I don 't remember after that. .. There were other things I was
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foggy on: when did it take plac e, how old was he? We were trying to figure out how
old he was by just wha t linle we knew , what we co uld find out fro m peo ple ...
It' s sort of like these images I ha ve of students running up to a board to see if
they've passed an exam -is their name on the list or us their name not on the list?
Yeah. an eXaIIL •.Ir does feel like an examination.
Af ter she had. begun to deal with her childhood ab use e xperience. Sandi was
sexual ly harassed in a movie theatre . Thi s time. she was able to defend herself .
It was almo st as if he symbo lical ly became the prev ious abuse r, and I was not
gonna let him get away. And I c hased him out into the lobby...
I ju st felt a sense of powec. like . you know , "r ye got you. you slimy jerk," you
know. But in a sense I. I felt like shit, you koow : I kno w this isn 't wha t I want. 1
know there's a bigger one out there... and I can 't comer him like this."
Sandi caught the man and call ed the police . Thi s time.she felt supported by them.
Thi s really grea t woman co p came into the office and I was given a space in
the theatre...She was so recep tive, she was really into my needs, she's like "What do
you nee d right now '?", you know, "Do you want your paren ts to be here'?" ...She was
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just so receptive, and it was grea t to have he r there .
Although she felt empo wered by co nfro nting the haras ser and calling the police .
San di was still hesi tant to go furth er in the legal process. She was afrai d of losing contro l.
Once I handed tha t doc umen tation over...ouce I gave that to them it was out
of my hands . And I would lose co ntrol comp letely. And I woul d be a commodity for
the m to use...
And I was ready to leave the coun try . And I thou ght. "I can ' t because like,
I'm leaving the country and tha t' s important to me right now, I wanna get on with
my life ." So I lcft the country ... Came back, co ntacted the po lice and I was told my
case had expired, like a loaf of bread . That I had left the country and [the case's
expiry) was my fault.
Sandi decided later not to purs ue pressing char ges agains t her first abuser . Before
deci ding , she 'd called the poli ce in her home town to find out her op tions . The perso n she
spoke to was n't encouraging.
She told me how the y were understaffed, underpaid, bla bla bta, and that
basi cal ly I shouldn't even bothe r for a year, because the y wouldn't get to it anyways .
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And tha t. she said "I hate to say this, but to be hone st with you. these cases aren't
trea ted well." [ mean here ' s someo ne in the system. basically saying, " think twice
abo ut this......
I kind of felt scared and silenced, Like "Grea t. well. that's it . It's over." You
kno w, nothing more to be done.
Sandi. like Willow, is finished with the j ustice sys tem, without see ing her abusers
puni shed.
Maril yn, a 56-year-old mother of five, shar ed two incid ents whic h occ urred during
her marria ge and separatio n from her husband - a con text which Maril yn described as ~
very. very messy".
[My husband] was raised in a family where his father was a mini ster. and his
moth er was a high school dropo ut... Very very passive. dominated. you know , in a
fundamentalist religiou s settin g.. She was just his little echo. whatever he said she
would say back.
And [think, as time went on, that's where my husband was really comin g
from. And as time went on, he got more and more con servative ...
I didn't get the divorce . as it finally turned out ..• He got the divorce . We were
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separa ted for a year and a half . or two. Got back toge ther again. Here . it's still even
much deeper than all that - I'm not telling you everything.
I had to stay in the famil y again to take care of my kids . Beca use he's DOl:
tha t good of a pare nt, and there was still There was abuseoccurring.
Marilyn told me first about an incident which happened after she and her husband
were separa ted, which she had onl y begun to think about aroun d the time we talked.
[II] happened as like a urn, almost like a rape. But it was my, my ex-husband.
It's very complicated. because we'd been separat ed and so forth. And ah, then ...Yon
know, we met, or I wen t [0 see him.or knew he was going past, or something like
this . And urn.I tried to talk to him, and then ended up in. in this kind of a thing.
Whe n we had been separa ted for quite a while . actually .
...[1]1was a very poor kind of all, connec tion. and a tremendously hurtful
thing ... [1]1was like this gave him sort of more of a way to be all. much more
dominant, And not listeni ng to me. at all . Like, if I was there . I was just
there ...Which had. never happened before, not like that, ..
And then he got up and said this didn 't mean we were getti ng back together .
Marilyn didn 't initi ally identi fy this incident as violence. Od dly enough, the first
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suggestio n of this possibili ty came from her husband . after he'd told his lawyer about it.
[HJe told me that his lawyer had told him now that that would leave him
vulnerable if I wanted to use this incident in court, as, urn. cruel ty...
I really didn 't see it in that context at the time. But his lawyer told him that I
could've defini tely used it. Which put a spin on it that I migh t not have really
connected up. had it not been that he did tell me that quite soon .
Overwhelmed by the separa tion. divorce and custody proceedin gs, Maril yn still
was n' t ready to deal with what had hap pened.
I had so many other things to deal with . I didn't really struggle with that until
much later . And try to put that into perspec tive at all...The issue with my children
was much more overwhelming than eve n what happened, how it affec ted me.
An earlier incident, during ber marriage. was easier for Marilyn to define.
My husband did assault me, and hit me wi th a stick. And that was a very bad
situation. And ah ...I went [0 a physician and had pictures taken of my bruise s, i[ was
very serious...But it's hooked into , again, what I was doin g with my kids .
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[ kind of flipped ou t, and gra bbed something that was there, which ended up
bei ng a ski pole , that had been hanging on the wall.. . And I reall y went out of line ...
And I, uh, hit my boy who was twelve. I was aying [0 get him ready for a
music fes tival. and he just, you know , really drove me around the bend....It's a long
process of layerin g. or where lhings don 't work, so you adjust and you tty harde r
and harder to make the famil y work.
And aa , tha t was really unfortunat e, because I was punis hed for that.; [My
husband] was outs ide and came in . And he took the stick:away from me and beat me
with it.
And tha t definitel y was an assault. Now, I did not ch arge him wi th assault.
because , out of tha t incident, he reported me as being abusive to my son . So it was
extremely comp licated. An d, trying to make the family work: for so long, I was not
really centred...
He never saw what he did to me as bad. He saw it as teac hing me a lesson.
leaing me know how it felt ..
But whe n he did that. [ fel t he was totally snapped-..Now tha t'Sdefini tely
violence, definitely vio lence.
Maril yn hied to find help in her community to deal with her hu sband's behaviour .
But through the end of her marri age. the separation and divorce . and prolonged custody
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battle, she felt very alone.
I was raised in a famil y where . you kno w, if you got in any trouble it must'vc
been your fault.. I mean. any getting a speedi ng ticke t, or gettin g pulled over by the
policeman beca use you didn 't have your sea t-bell 00 or some thing would just - a ll.
my pare nts would jus t fain t! God lived in the courthouse. or at the bank. . I had no
support behind me for gettin g in the predicament that I did.
The community around her in St John 's offere d little support for Marilyn or her
children.
[W]he n we went to talk [Q anybody. or do anything, they flipped right out.
Plus. nobody coul d deal with it. Plus. they had no perce ptio n of it. I mean, you know
wha t happened with the Mount Cashe l kids. Just nobody wanted to deal with that at
the time, no matter what these kids said. Th ey went to the police, they we nt to Social
Services . they wen t to everybody. And nobody would deal wi th it. And that' s kind of
where I was too, right around that time period.
And the community just wouldn 't deal with anythi ng like that. So it was all
your fault, you know ?
Then, my ex-husband is an associate professor. So of course he had his sta tus,
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you know ?...It was just eas ier to paint In: as the prob lem, right ?
...And [my soci al work er] told me later that my ex-husband, through his
lawyer , had the Waterford co nnection read y. Th ey were gonna come ou t and just
simply lake me to put me in there... And [my social worker] sto pped it .
And when I would tell any of my women friends - and certain feminists-
they ju st. they were, you know , flabbergasted. And were terrified. and I co uld tell.
Maril yn lost the figh t for custody of her children, who were given over to her
husband. As she described. when faced with stories of violent behaviour by both pare nts,
the court cho se to believe that one was innocen t, and one guilty; her family' s situa tion was
R SOmessy . and awful. that it was ju st easier for people to look at him and discard me .RAnd
so the system fai led the whol e family.
Reid ,ll' 23 . is the only person in this study to have gon e through the justice system
as a minor . The:process began for her when her teacher's sexual relati onship wi th he r was
re ported to the police. Before tha t, Reid hadn 't thought of what bad happe ned to her as
wrong :
116 Reid did not want the provi nce in which the experi enc es she described took place to
be identified.
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Whe n I was fourteen. and I was in junio r high. ther e was thi s teacher , Alan!",
who was really attractive. All the girl s really liked him. and all the guys idolized
him. And he had coached me in gymnastics for grade eigh t and grade nine . And then
at the end of grade nine. we had developed ah., an intimate re lationship. Not sexual ,
but definitely intimate. And then . yeah, at the end of grade nine we started sleeping
toge ther . An d then he wen t away for the summer, and whi le he was gone I decided
that this was too confusi ng - [ had to lie to my mom, saying whe re I was, and it just
got very confusing. So when he came back. I told him that I didn 't want to be
togethe r anymor e. So that was fine . Thoughou t the nex t year, we continued to talk
as friends .
At the time . I didn 't feel particular ly scre wed up by the experience.
Two years later. I told my mother what had happe ned. She became very
upset, and went to speak to a psychologist, and [old him everything that had
happened. And then whe n she was done . he said."Well. you realize I have to report
this. because yo ur dau gh ter was a mino r."
There fore , the state too k ove r...
I don 't kno w if my Mom knew or not, be fore she spoke to the psychologist,
whether or not - At one poin t, she told me "No, I didn ' t know that he was going to
have to report it", and then la ter she said, "Of co urse I knew ". So I' m not sure .
Reid ' s abuser is descri bed under a pseudonym, at Reid ' s requ est.
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Regardl ess, I do n't blame her for anything. But anywa y. it was not of my will tha t it
was reported.
Once the police were called.Reid los t all feeling of con trol. She didn't reall y know
what was happening :
I don't reme mber anybody deciding that it was important that the victim
should know anything about the legal system. I don 't remember anyone really laying
out for me what was going on.
Then Reid lost her privacy.
One of the parts that was the worst was that (Alan ] started telli ng peopl e who
the girl was ! The media couldn' t print my name or anything. But as soo n as he was
charged be starte d telling people . and i t was a small enough city tha t peo ple talked .
And as well teachers had suspected that we were sleeping together when I was at
the schoo l. So as soon as they knew he was being charged. with suc h and such in
this time period. they knew it was me.
Whic h is anomer lhing that was really stupid - that they knew and they
didn't say anything. That the who le thin g coul d 've been avoided.
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Soo n everyo ne aroun d Reid knew that she was ~the girt " in the case - and she
became a targe t of publi c disapprova1.
1was blamed for it, as the little slut that wrecked that poor teacher ' s career.
And he was the nice guy that finished last. There was some support in the
community, but mostly I jus t heard bad things. I heard really awfu l stories abou t
myself that weren't true . I actually didn't go to school for the las t month of grad e
eleven beca use it got so bad...It went on for a long time . It' s o nly bee n the last
co uple of years that I can go back to my home city and Dot fee l lil::e everybody' s
starin g at me and talki ng.
All of that could' ve been avoided if he had bee n told that he could not give
my name ... The media couldn ' t tell peop le. Idoo 't know wh y he was allo wed to give
Whil e Reid was strUgg ling to cope wi th the rumoun and blame. she received yet
ano ther blow, this timefrom Alan ' s union .
The Teachers' Federati on decided that the fact that he was charged criminally
wasn' t enough. They had [ 0 have their own trial to see if they should take away his
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teaching license .
I had to si t in their vers ion of a courtroo m. in front of people I didn't know, in
front of him . and talk about penetra tion and things like that . I think that's hard
enough for any woman , let alone a sixtee n-year-ol d !
One of the hard est pans was that once again. Reid didn ' t have any say in what
happened to her .
I had no contro l. Th e morning of the Teachers' Federation trial was the day
after my boyfriend's grad uatio n. I knew I was going to his graduation party - I
didn ' t wan t to have to get up at six o 'clock in the morning , drive all the way (to the
city} to be at this trial .
So, being sixteen. I thought, "Well. they'Il just change it." So I phoned the
lawyer, and told him . And he kind of laughed. and said in a kind but assertive voice.
"Reid, that ' s OUt of the question." So it was very clear to me that I had no control
over this. They were DOt.in any way, going to accommodate whate ver wishes I
might have had.
The same way that Alan took fro m me what he wanted. never questioning
what was good for me, so did the Teachers' Federa tion take what they want ed . J was
jus t supposed to follow along like a good girl.
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Bonnie, 37. was marri ed for eight years to an abusive man , in Nova Sco tia. She
moved from Newfoundland to a rural Nova Scoti a community to live with her husband ,
once they go t marri ed. It was only after they were married that her husband became
abusive.
People don 't know, unless they're in that situatio n, that it just. it starts out
fine. You marry some body and they're nice as can be, and just after you got married,
they switc h. they turn around.
He go t me away from all my-friends, all my family , everybody that [ know.
And he just starte d changing overnight. And what can you do?
First it was just little things. And he'd say.t'Oh, I'm sorry." And if you didn't
want to have sex, he'd beat you around the head. and go ahead and rape you anyway.
It starts so slow, and then it jus t kee ps on you, saying "Oh, you're so fat,
you're so stupid, you're a stupid Newf," you're this. you're that. No one else would
want you, so it's just as well for you to stay in that situ ation.
I didn't get marri ed until I was twenty-eight. And I figure d, oh wow, marriage
was forever. Stupi d, I know .
During the marri age, Bonnie experienced nume rous physical injuries from abuse,
including five miscarria ges she attributes to being beaten during pregnancy. When she
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needed medical hel p, she drove herself to the hosp ital . It was during one of these Dips that
Bonnie had her first co ntact wi th the legal system.
When I went to the hos pital one time with my ribs broke, the nurse took me
into the room and she sai d. ' Tve had enough of this. you're being abused ". Th e poli ce
were on their way.
1hey came in. and the y talked to me, they told me that there was a place in
Halifax that I could go to if I want ed to . And that they co uld make arrang eme nts,
they'd call the police near me. ButIjust got them to banda ge up my ribs and I went
on home .
Bonnie di dn't see repo rtin g the abuse as an option. Like Reid. she lived in a small
commueiry, where word traveled fast,
It was such a small co mmunity, everybody kn ow s everybody. And the police
were friends of his family. And I was like. well . what amI suppo sed-to do here?
What am I suppo sed to sa y? It'll all get back: to his fami ly , and the n his moth er'U
say ,"Ob. she 's a liar. she 's this. she's that.."
You know , I was al ways trying to seco nd-guess, and I was always afraid, as
soon as I went home, that he'd beat me again . Especially if he found out the polic e
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were there .
Bonnie reached the decision to leave the marria ge after spending seve ral mon ths at
home in Newfoundlan d, on her docto r's orde rs .
My docto r and everybody knew [ was being abused. i.I was go ing to have a
major operation on my bowel. And the y didn 't think that I would be able to handle it
unless 1went home and relax ed for a couple of months .
So I had to take a leave from work. and I came home here, and relaxed. And I
dec ided well . f m better than this. I deserve bette r than this. f m going to ge t out of it-
After mov ing back to Newfo undland, Bonnie consulted a lawyer about press ing
charges against her husband She was soo n discouraged from going [ 0 court.
I went and saw a lawye r. an d they said,"Well. you know, this is going to be
hard [ 0 pro ve."
And I said, "How's it gonna be hard to prov e?" I said, "All the reco rds are at
the hospital. They will re lease the records . And the police have been at the house,
two or three times. There'sproof of that."
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But. you know, he said I woul d've had to have been on the stand. And I
would 've been drilled and dril led and drilled And my whole life wo uld've been
bro ught up...
He said it was so overwhelming to go and try to do it. tha t he thought I didn't
have the strength to do it. And I didn't.
No charges were ever laid against Bonnie's exhusband. At one po int, Bonnie's
lawyer used the threa t of charges to ensure her husband 's coo peration in the divorce
process. In this last struggle against her husband. Bonnie felt that the legal system was on
her side:
He wouldn 't pay his lawyer's fees . so that the divorce wouldn't go through.
beca use his lawyer wouldn 't put it through until he paid .
So then I had to go thro ugh Legal Aid in Nova Sco tia, and they put an
injunc tion into the courts 10 get the lawyer to release the papers. And my lawyer had
gone to (my ex·husband's] lawyer and told him.if you do n't release the papers . she is
going to put him in court and testify of all the abuse. you know, everything that he
had done to me.
Cause they had a copy of just thirteen things that he did to me, and when the
lawyer took them, both he and his secretary were both crying .
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And as soon as the judge got the papers, he knew me , and he passed them
right away. [My ex-husband] had been sent a summo ns to appear in court. and I
didn 't have to appear in court.
In that case , lhe,.. reall y he lped IDe.
Bennie's divorce became final j ust before we talked. two years after she started the
process . Now she's living on taer own in Newfoundland. and trying [0 "ge t on with life".
Just before the interview, she'd had her seco nd date since she was married. It's not easy for
Bonnie to trus t people, especially men. but she's working on it.
You've got to try not to think that eve ry man is like the person that you were
with. Actuall y, I reall y mink. I reall y thought for a lon g time , wh y would anybody be
nice to me, you know...:But f m startin g, I have realized that I do dese rve iL. You
gotta try. and if you can't, you just try again. Yau JUSt keep on trying.
(Surviving abuse] makes us stronger foe swvi ving anything. I don't think
there's anythin g now I w ouldn 't survi ve.
However. Bonnie faces anoth er challeng e to her survi val. Ap paren tly as a result of
an unusual medical conditio n. :she has deve loped tumors in her bowel, her stomac h. her
back and her head which doctors attribute to her husband 's beatings. She is no w unable to
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work. and may need more surg eries .
I've got a brain surgeon, a neurosurgeon, a back surgeon . I've got an
orthopedic surgeon., a bowe l surgeon ...Every six months I have to get the light to
loo k at my throa t and one up my bum. To see how big the tumours are getting now,
agains t my bowe L It's from being beat up.. .
When I get bad news from the doctors. of course I sit down and cry. and I
say why me, what did I ever do to deserve this? You know, but I say. well, yougotta
get on with your life.
...The doc tors told me r wasn't gonna make it to be thirty -seve n. I turned
thirty-seven in February.
Susan, 27, was sexually abused as a child. by a neighbour . He use d to stop Susan on
her way to or from schoo l in St. John 's. on a regular basis.
I used to take a shortcut, and this person would be there waiti n' for me,
and .Andifhe wasn' t the re in the morning on my way to school, he'd be there in the
evening ...Either way, you know, he got me, and it used to happen like two or three
times a week. You know? If he didn 't get me in the morning he'd get me in the
afternoon on my way home from school...I' d try to avo id him, but sometimes, you
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know, it couldn't be helped.
Susan told her mother abou t the abuse, soon after it started. when she was seven or
eight years old . When Susan ' s mothe r confronted the abuser, he denied it, and Susan 's
mother believed him.
He said. "Nc, my dear, I wouldn't hurt your girls for the world," And you
know. tha t was it.
1be abuse continued for years. and had a profoun d effect on Susan 's.growing up:
Even though physically I was a child. emotionally and mentally I was an
adult•. I can' t remembe r ever being a child. Like I look at pictures at home and I
said."That's not me." Even though the picture that 's there is a picture of me, around
the time that I was being abused.
Susan's behaviour also changed as the abuse went on.
There's a lot of strange things that used to happen as I was growing up and
going throu gh elementary schoo l and junior high ...I used to get in a lot of trouble in
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junior high, it was my secon d year , in grade eight, and even in grade seven. I was
always hanging aro und wi th the wrong people. It was like my attitude changed. like
I didn't care anymor e. Wha t's the worst that could hap pen ? You know, me being sent
to the principal 's office. You know, gettin' strapped . Yo u know, getting detention or
bern ' suspended for two days - that was nothin g! That was jus t - you know , I've
been through worse . You know, 50 I just reaUydidn 't care.
Susan was also hosp italiz ed twice in her laic teens, for "nervo us breakdowns.R She
has seen so many psychi aai sts that she has "lost count." Whe n we spoke. she had recently
bee n dia gnosed with post -traumatic stress disorder . as a res ult of the abuse.
Afte r her failed attempt to get help when she was eigh t, Susan kept the abuse a
secret for years. even thro ugh her breakdowns. Shenever forgot it. but she pushed it [0 the
back of her mind. " It was always on the bac k burner. JUSt simme rin", just waitin ' to be. you
know, caught fire or something. Like fa t, just simme rin ' aw ay there, and then all of a
sudden it ' s so hot that it catche s rue. And that ' s what happe ned,"
Susan's need to deal with me abuse "caught fire " when disc losures about sexual
abuse at the now notorious Mount Cas hel orphanage became pub lic. She was on the
mainlan d studying journalism at the time , so when the story broke, it was constantly being
fo llowed and discussed around her . And this was more than Susan could stand.
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Everywhere I looked. where I was in broadca sting , there was no way to
escape it, and I had to deal with it...I jus t had to leave schoo l and come home ...
Like everyw here you turned around, the media was , you know , Moum Cashel
this or Mount Cashe l that , wheth er you turned the radio on, or the TV , or you know,
just in passing by, you know, having a coffee or something. At the don ut store
someone' d make a comme nt abou t Mount CasheL .I would keep everything to
myself , said, " Ifo nly they knew," right ?
Susan finally left schoo l and came home to St. lohn ' s. Soon afterward, she told her
sister . and then her mother again. about the abuse. This time, she was believ ed, but no one
knew what to do next . Susan's mother called their family doctor for help and advice.
After that, we all seen the family docto r [to] get advic e. And he said yes, to
report it to the police. but to think about it, that it ' s not a ve ry ligh t deci.sion...He
said, if he is char ged, you gotta go to preliminary hearings, you know , just the basic
idea. And he told me not to get my hopes up and stuff like that. You know, because
the justic e system works in mysterious ways.
Susan made her decision quickl y; she didn't want to wait until she could change her
mind and back out of repo rting. "The next day, I was like, "While I' m on the topic, I may
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as well do somelhi ng about it. cause maybe next week or next month rn say no, I don't
wanna do it,"
When the case went [ 0 trial. there were four charges against Susan ' s abuse r. Susan
testifi ed at the preliminary hearin g, and at the trial . Throughout both hearings, including
cross -examination. she never changed any detail of her testimo ny. In the end , however, the
judge disregarded all of Susan' s testimony, because of a contradiction between hers and her
mother' s. Susan testified tha t most of the abuse had occurred when Susan was walkin g to
or from school. which she did almost every day. Susan 's mother testified that her childre n
had been driven (a school everyday. She told Susan later that she hadn't reall y unders rood
the question. when she was being cross-examin ed.
She [Susan 's mo ther] said, "Susan. I was so confuse d that," she said. "I
didn't know what to do ." You know ,like I mean , that' s not such a light topic. You
know, and sometimes you get caught up in feelings and emotions andyou don 't
know what you' re sayia' half the time.
Susan 's melber later realized that she had been mistaken, and Susan ' s sister
confirmed i t. but it was too la te. The abuse r was acquitted of all four charge s. Susan was
devastated .
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I remember whe n this perso n...was acq uitted of all four charges. firs t thing I
did was I left the building . And there's a wall go ing down to Water St, from
Duckworth SL to Water S t. And I punched that wall , brick wall . as hard as I could, I
was so angry. I didn ' t know how else to vent my an ger . I mean.I co uld 've , could 'v e
went over and strangled him. But tha t wouldn't do any good. So I ju st left. I jus t, I
didn 't know wha t to do. I jus t left and I punched the wall as hard as I cou ld.
And then I w as go ne fo r a cou ple of hours an d no one co uld find me. And
then I finally did go horne ...And I ju st went down stairs. ne ver said no thin ' to
anybody.
And my aun t came dow nstairs to my roo m. I was ge ttin' my pills ready. I had
them all lin ed up. I took the co vers off and I was ge ttin ' them ready. An d she too k
them. And I was cryia" , bawling, do ing it all. and I said. "This is the only way out.
The only way DUL .. ..
I was ex pecting at leas t he 'd be found [guilty] on one charg e, anyway.
Whe n we talked.Susan was still strugglin g Dot to give up. "[ feel torme nted and
everything, like there ' s no help the re for me, and I just feel helpless and hopel ess, and
like ... I don 't deserve to liv e: '
One new hope had just appe ared ; anoth er person had made a complaint against
Susan 's abuser. Shc said th at while she wouldn ' t want to tcstify ag ain , she ' d go down to
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watch another abuse trial. "J ust to let him know that I didn ' t forget about it, You know,
sure him down."
In the meantime , Susan was hanging OD, trying to "think pos itive", and live "one day
ala time" ,
Respondents' Experience s of the Justice System
Each of the survivors and victims who spoke to me had expressed disappointment
with the legal system as an option for dealing with sexual vio lenc e. They described
inhibitions. discoura gements and fail ures at many differe nt po ints in the system's respo nse .
Naming the Violence
Before even considering reporting the violence tha t they 'd experienced to the
police . each of these survi vors and victims had had to strugg le with the question of whether
or not they really had bee n the victim of a crime. Calling what happened a crime was not
easy.
For many of the respo ndents, these doub ts came dire ctly from the source of violence .
Willow. Marilyn. Susan, Reid and Bonnie were all [old. durin g their expe riences of abuse,
that they were in some way respo nsible for what happened to them. Thi s affected how lhey
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themselves saw what happen ed.
The most common experience among these survivors and victims was not for their
abusers to deny tha t the violenc e happened. but for abuser s (0 deny that it was violence. For
Willow , Marilyn, Susan and Reid, the perpetrator had prese nted what happened as
something both people had done together - ra ther than something that one person had
imposed on the other. Each of these respondents. in different ways, seemed to have
believed what they were told .
Willow 's therapist presented his ear lier abuse of power as therapy . Although Willow
was uncomfortable with some of his demands . she complied. beca use she trusted tha t as her
therap ist, he could only be suggesting activities that would help her: "I thought it was part
of my therapy . He's my counselor."
Later. when he began to assault her in his car, Willow's abus er described this
activity as "seeing each other", and begged Willow not to tell his wife . He told her that he
wanted to "keep seeing her" on the only day that he didn 't assa ult her after picking her up.
When [ got in the car with him, nothing happe ned. He was right nice to me.
and he said he wanted to see me every now and then, right ? I think he told me,
thou gh , not to go phonin' him at his house. because his wife might get suspic ious .
Told me not to phone him in the nighttime . his wife had a day job .
He re-eame d my trust.
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Maril yn' s husband mad e a similar statement, sugges ting that what had really
hap pened was a mutually consensual sexual encoun ter between two former lovers. At the
end of the incident. "he got up and said this didn 't mean we were getting back together."
Marilyn is still unsure whether or not she defines the incident as a rape .
Sus an ' s abuser made her feel like she, an eight-year o ld. had ini tiated the abuse. She
was already confused abo ut what was happening , and whether or not something was wrong.
This perso n was saying, 'Don' [ teU anybody! Thi s is our little secret ." And
the way he said it, he didn 't threaten to hurt meat anything . But the way he said it
was like it was all my doing . he neve r had no part in it. I was the one that was doio '
it to him, you know ?
...1didn 't know what was goin' on with me. You know . I didn't know if this
was normal. or does this happen to everybody else ...
To add [Q Susan ' s feeling of co mplicity. her abuser gave her money after molesting
her .
I think me reason he gave me money was beca use my family wasn 't, well, my
fami ly was low-Income. You know . my father worked as a security guard. that was
the last job he had befo re he died. Before that he worked as a taxi driver. so he real ly
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didn't get paid a lot. So we didn ' t have a lot of money for things. We never got
anything new. Everything was eithe r hand -me-down s or seco nd-hand. Thi s DOC time
that we got new skidoo boots. we were all so excited. sloshing around in the snow
and right proud of our new boots ...We Dever ever got new clothes .
And he knew that. He knew that . And that' s why he used to give me money.
Reid. too, saw herself as a participant. ra ther than as a victim. in her abuser's
behavio ur. When Reid ' s teacher began a sexual relationship with her. Reid. 14, believed
that she was consenting to a mutual and equal rela tionship. Even after her teach er was
charged with breach of trust. Reid wasn 't sure that he had done anything harmful to her.
And when her communi ty turned against her for "seducing" her teacher, Reid felt their
blame as if she had actual ly initiated their sexual encoun ters:
I felt like, "w ell, my best friend Kim wouldn 't have slept with him, Paula
wouldn't have slept with him. but [ slept with him. I owst be a slut."
It was only later, when this teac her was caught OD a trip with a grou p of female
students in ano ther province. in violatio n of his suspensio n from teaching, that Reid began
to question the nature of their "rel ationship":
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I had some ridiculous roman tic notion tha t I was speci al . and tha t's why this
happened between him and I. And then to find out tha t he had snuck his way back
into teaching . and was poten tiall y in the position to do it again, the n all of a sudden
that took away any specialness that I felt.. ..Th en I was angry.
Bonni e 's abusive hu sband also made her doubt that what he was doing was actually
wro ng. He didn 't den y that he was hurting her . but plante d doubts on a deepe r level; he
made her fee l that she just didn ' t deserve any better . His abu sive behavio ur starte d with
humi liatio n and verbal insul ts. the kind of abuse tha t, as Bo nnie said. "starts slow", and
grad ually wears down a pers on ' s sense of self-worth . "No o ne else wo uld want you, so it's
jus t as well for you to stay in that situa tion.~ Bonnie staye d in the marriage for eight yean.
While many of the respondents felt comp licit in. or deserving o f, abuse , some fe lt
clearer tha t what had happened to lhem was wrong - but not very important, Both Maril yn
and S. disco unted their experiences as not very "se rious", comparing them to other
situati ons which they fe lt "counted.. more as sexual vio lence .
Marilyn ranked her own experiences of violence, givin g heavier weigh t by far to the
experie nce which invo lved physical assault with a weapon. She described the first incid ent
she rela ted, as "almo st like a rape ", but "complicated" to define . And w hen she described
the secon d incident, in which her husband beat her with a stic k, she repeatedly emp hasize d
that she considered this one to be "v iolence. Definitely vio lence ."
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In a simi lar vein, S. began her interv iew with a warni ng that her experiences weren' t
of the "worst" kind:
My situa tions haven 't really been as concre te as say . wha t man y othe r people
may go through. right, and I kno w for a fact there are people who have gone through
far worse than , you know, what I have gone through...
And some respondents had trouble naming what happened as a crime because their
associatio n of the crime to themselves was tenu ous. Josephine and Sandi both considered
what had been done to them to be a crime. when they were abl e to consider it at all.
Although they knew that they had been abused. they could not always connect this
knowledge to their presen t lives.
Sandi said, of her experienc e of child sexual abuse, "I haven't got it all figured out,
and I sometimes forget even though I know." When Josephine heard about the study, she
didn't even think of herself .
I didn 't automatically associ ate myself with your study . I saw [your pos ter]
and I thought, "Gee. I know some body who could participate in that study. My friend
has this happen to her . she co uld be a great person for that study. "... Even though I
was raped, I put it on to my friends. I'm still pointing the finger, you know ? At
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somebod y else .
For Sandi. namin g her expe rience was hard.even after she remembered, because she
didn ' t hav e the words she needed. None o f the informa tion she gathe red. including the
Crimin al Code. gave her a name for the parti cular form of abuse she'd experienced .
The term Sandi fmall y foun d was "digital rape ", And finding it made a big
difference :
The firs t time I actually heard the term "digital rape" was from my counselor.
I'd never come acro ss that term before. because eve n the way ra pe is portra yed is
very lik e. penile-vaginal. Eithe r that or it's used metaphorically, like "the rape of the
world ", or you know , "the cro ps were raped ", or whate ver .
And so for me it was nice . actually comforting that I found some termi nology
that I felt like. "that's basically it".
For these survi vors and victims . there were a number of di fferen t chal lenge s to their
simp ly naming what had happened. to the mselves , as a crime . Uncertainty abo ut whether
the y had parti cipated in the violence, or whether they had any right not [0 be treated
viole ntly, about wheth er the vio latio n mattered, or their own ackno wledg eme nt of the
experience made namin g what happe ned as sexual vio lence. eve n withi n the ir own minds. a
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comp lex and ofte n tenuous act.
In addition to the strugg le to narre wha t happened as a crime to themselves . most of
these survivors and vic tims fo und res istan ce when the y tried to talk about the vio le nce to
the world aroun d them.
Mo st of the respondents had tried to find some kind of support as surv ivors and
victims within the ir enviro nments; they looked to friends. family , communi ty servi ce
provid ers or local media for validation and help. TIley were met with disbelief. silence
and/or b lame .
Amon g the most common fears these survi vors and victims experi enced following
sexual abuse was the fear that peop le the y told would not believe them. This fear guided
Susan, Willow, S.• and Bonni e in their d eci sions. at various times, not to speak to friends or
fami ly about the abuse. Susan and Marilyn found their fears were proven right : when they
[old. the people around them didn't want to belie ve them. Disbelie f, and the fear of it, bad
lasting effects on respondents' safety and sense of support.
When Susan first told about the abuse, as a child, her abuse r swo re to Susan' s
mother lhat. he had Dever touched Susan . Her mother believed him, and the matter" was
closed,
..•You know , that was it . [mean. back then you'd believe an adult more than
you'd believe a child - you know , "Oh , they' re just makin' that up ", and whatever.
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My mother said. "What was [ supposed to do? [ conf ronted him and he said
no, he wouldn ' t hurt my girl s for the world."
The abuse continue d for years, and Susan never told anyone else . Even after Susan
became an adult, and the abuse had ended, she was reluctant to reach out again . " I wanted
to co me forward for a long time" , she said, "but [ was afraid to. I didn 't think anyone would
believ e me."
Othe r respo ndents weren't able to tell anyone, because they didn 't feel that there was
anyone around them who would listen .
S . never did tell her parents abo ut most of the harassment she faced - because for
her and her family, it just wasn't something to be talked about. She sees this attitude as pan
of her family' s Indian culture : "In an Indian household, you gorta keep quiet about
everything that goes on, not eve n just [vio lence).. Many things don 't get discussed as
ope nly." S. feels that this is reinforced within Newfoundland's small Indian comm unity, in
part because it is a small minority in the pro vince.
[ think the minute an Indian woman goes and speaks out her mind abou t any
sexual harassment or discriminati on , [ can jus t see all the tongues wagging, all the
people that 'll be ready [0 drag you down ..•
Maybe it' s because they ' re also in a smaller place. There aren' t that many of
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us, so maybe that' s another thing tha t would make them feel inhib ited about being
more open anyways.
S. also finds it difficul t to talk to anyone outside the Indian community about her
expe riences. because there is so much of her life that outsiders wouldn't easil y understand.
When I try to get coun selling. I guess I also run into the cul tural probl em.
Beca use while people can be quite sympath etic . when you're counselling somebod y,
you need to get an overall picture of what that person ' s going through, to help them.
When you' re talking to somebody who' s from a completely different back gro und.
and you 're not aware of that person ' s culture, it ' s gonna take you that much longer.
They may not understand . you know, why are my parents acting in a given way? Or
why is my communi ty a given way?
It would be so much more difficult for them to understand. so it' s almo st like
you gotra explain thaL
The attitudes within her family and her Indian conununity. and the lack of cultural
a~areness among outsiders means that for the momen t, S. has no comfortable place to
speak:abo ut her experiences of violence . She said that she expected things (0 stay this way
unti l she moved away from Newfoundland.
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Marilyn's friends hip network:was equally unreceptive. Lik e the "closed
enviro nme nt" S. descri bed, Mari lyn' s generall y white middle-c lass community, based
around her church. was not a place where you could talk about se xual violence . Maril yn
descri bed this social circle . whi ch she shared wi th her husband. as :
...a social setting where peo ple are perfectly O K, they' re chatting and their life is
pleasant...And they know you' re in pain, and so on. But af ter a mo nth or so, they
don't want to hear about it ! And so you're really required to playa role and be fine .
Tho se peop le are not peop le that get divorced!
Whe n Marilyn went to her local women ' s centre for hel p, she found. again . that
people didn 't want to believe her .
I think they tho ugh t I was a hysteric, or maybe a li ttle bit off. People didn 't
really know what to thi nk. Most peo ple. when I told them nweh of what happened -
and I could never tell it all- just thought it was so horri fic . they ju st - Like I' m
saying , no one could reall y deal with it.
Like Marilyn, WiUow feels that the prevailing attitudes of her abuse r's midd le and
upper class social network - that "people like that" don 't commit sexual assault - put her
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at a disad vantage. Her abuser is a born -again Chri stian . wealthy and prominent within his
church . A poor woman with a me ntal disability, Willow suspects that her ab user preys on
other women who. like her. are in a vulne rable soci al position.
He lives in a big house in a bigshot neighbourhood. He preys o n young
women wi th disabilities and poor wome n. that type of thing .
Altho ugh Will ow went to the po lice to report the assau lts. she didn 't confront her abuser , or
tell anyone who knows him abo ut the abuse.
Like Willow, Bonnie feared that if her husban d 's family heard that she had
co mplained about the abuse. they would take his side. tellin g everyon e "she ' s a liar," To
prevent this further attack on her . Bonnie had to forgo reporting the abuse to the police -
friends of her husband 's family .
Most of the survivors and victims in this study were not believed when they told the
peop le around them about the abuse they 'd experienced - or they kept silent to avoid
disbelief . But for several people, the prevailing response , or the one they feared, was
blame . Instead of being told that the abuse couldn ' t have happe ned. or that abuse in general
did not occ ur, Josephi ne. Reid and, in one context, S. heard a different message ~- that
abuse was the victim's own fault. Like disbeli ef, this message of blame had a profound
impact on the respondents ' understanding of what happened . and on their opti ons for
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getting help .
Josephine didn 't tell anyone about the rapes for years afterward, becaus e she didn 't
think peopl e would be supportive . Although she eventually told two trusted peop le about
what happened, she doesn 't plan to tell man y more . She expec ted, and still expects, that the
peopl e around her would blame her for being raped - ques tioning her behaviour that night,
and choices afterward.
They'd ask you why you didn 't report it, they 'd ask you why you were there
in the first place. You kno w, those are the two questions I don 't feel comforta ble
answering. Becau se there is no answer other than "I was there, it happe ned. " You
don 't need to ask why, I was ju st there , OK?
Reid ' s experience, afte r peop le found out what had happened to her , was muc h like
the reaction Josephine feared. People blamed her for her teacher' s behavi our , and it hurt.
Reid said several times durin g her interview that neither the violence she experienced nor
the two separate inquiri es into the incidents hurt her as much as her community' s response.
When I hear the word "high school", that' s what I think about. ..I don 't
think about wonderful partie s and dance s and thing s like that. I think about everyone
talking about me , and everyone callin g me a slut. And I can tell you, one hundred
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percent sure, that the fact that every one talked abou t it ...the co nsequences of that
were far worse, left way more scars, than did the experience in the nest place, as
well as the trial.
Intellectuall y, I could say 'These are idiots. these are people who don 't know.
l didn 't do anythi ng wrong." But in terms of really heart and soul. what I felt? I fe lt
like a slut. I fell like I did do something wrong. I felt like, "Well. my bes t friend Kim
wouldn ' t have slept with him, Paula wouldn 't have slept with him, but I slept with
him. I must be a slut."
And I think I internalized that. So I started acting like one . I completel y
rebelled, and I became this angry little thing that swore constantly, hated everybody .
And I started sleeping around like craz y. And I engaged in all kinds of self-
destruc tive behav iour . from smoking all kinds of pot to not going to work.
While Reid was angry that the courts had not prevented the perpetrator fcom
identifyin g her as the complainant, she was not surprised by the reaction onc e people found
out .
I was blame d for it, beca use of the way our culture views male and female
sexuality ...The myths of our soc iety are so powerful that even women themselves
believe that female sexuality is dangerous to mankind.
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S., who was also blamed by her peers when her abus er was punished. shares this
opi nion.
It' s almost like yo u can 't blame the legal sys tem when your society's scre wed
up ...I mean, one of my friends, she gor raped by four guys, while she was in junio r
high. And then when she tried to bring it up, the teac hers were like "Yeah, well it' s
your fault for looki ng pre tty" .
At the same time, as an Indian woman, S. has found that in some con texts , her peers
are very ready to see her as a vic tim of sex ual violence . Although they stood by and ignored
a white boy assaulting her, and blame d her whe n he was puni shed, S.' peers , like the
dominant white North American culture in general , have been much more willing to belie ve
in violence against women as a prevalent problem within Indian culture:
There is that brand{ing] of eastern culture that goes on. You know , "Oh yeah,
it's India, land of female infan ticid e". "Do n' t they treat your women reall y
badly ?"Yo u know , this type of thing . You get a good bit of that.
My broth er had to deal with it last year, amo ng some of his friends. They
started asking, How do yo u treat your sister, like do you have thi s reall y patern alistic
attitude. are you reall y demanding with her?" It was jus t ass umed right away that he
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trea ted me badly . And the y wouldn ' t really listen to him.
I' m Like, "Excuse, me , but have you watched a HoUywood film latel y?"
s . fee ls that this racis t s tereo typing is an additio nal motivation fo r Indian
communities in Nonh America to maintain silence about abuse .
Peop le in the comm unity itse lf will start saying stuff about that person who
goes and comp lains. like "O h here, this is ano ther fine way to bri ng us down in the
community. Th at whole idea is like "TIns is why our culture gets put down all the
time." So you will. you know , probabl y feel a bit more inhi bited abo ut saying certain
thin gs.
In North America. I can sort of see it being easier [Q say a white perso n did
something than if an Indian person did it,
When we talked about telling peo ple about sex ual violence, most of these survi vors
and victims spoke of not being believed, bein g told it was their fault. or of not having
anyone they could talk to about it. But seve ral people also had some positiv e experiences
with people they told.
Josephin e told a friend, and then her boyfriend. that she ' d been ra ped. years after it
happened. Each person ' s reac tion was instru mental in her coming to terms with the rapes
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for herseff
The first guy I told. a real good friend of mine. all he did was listen. He didn't
judge me. he didn't say "what?" or "when?" or "repeat tha t." He just listened, and it
was so comforting. And I never felt judged. He just listened, and said."It's okay, n' s
okay:
And the seco nd time, I told my boyfriend, and he was totall y enraged. He was
like "Well God, why do you think it was your fault?" I guess he served the role of.
you know, making me realize that okay. it' s not my fault.
So yeah., suppo rt is importan t
Bonnie and Sandi both found support through counsellors. Bonnie attended an
in tensive day therap y program at Lemarc hant House, a publicly fun ded treatment centre in
St. John ' s. The program helped her "not to be passive anymore" -- Bonnie developed her
self-esteem, learned self-de fence , and was able to talk:to a counse lor. and work:through
traumatic memories of her husband' s abuse .
One memory stands out for Bonnie, of a time when she reall y needed support. and
got it,
One day there was a guy there dcin ' woodwor king, hammering in legs. And it
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sounded like a shotgun going off to me. I just turned around and 1walked upstairs . I
didn ' t know what I was dotn' , until my counsel ee came up after me and started to
talk to me. and he said, "What' s wrong?" I said. 'Th at just brought back a memory .
that I had buried in my head, of my husband chasing me up the meadow of our
house. shoo ting a gun off at me, a twelve-gauge shotgun," And he took me upstairs
to my other counselor...
It was just so wonderful to have them there to be able to help me cope wi th it.
Cause I had buried it for so long. Until you can co pe, you bury it.
Sandi had trouble finding a counselor who could help her. She didn 't have much
money to pay a counselor. and knew that a counse llor wihc was hostile to queers , or who
wasn't informed about sexual abuse , wouldn 't be of any help.
Erst I started off at the school. they had a Ihuge waiting list. [ wasn' t sure if
their counsellors were queer -pos itive, I wasn' t suse if they were versed in survivor
issues . And I had a big issue with just, you know, being at school. at classes. and
then walking into tbe office, you know. The fear o f someo ne seein g you go in, and
wanting some privacy.
After a really frustrating process , I fou nd &. therapist whose secre tary basically
outed her to me. I was real ly pushing, you know, "Is this perso n queer-po siti ve?".
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And the secretary jus t said. "Well, she' s a lesbian . does that help ?" And I was like
" Yes ! Get me in there! " She was at the YMCA . and slidi ng scale, and [walked into
the office and [ just knew thi s was it. [ feltreally comfortab lc and safe . The re was
tons of litera ture eve ryw here . and poste rs, things I had never seen be fore . about
where I was coming from as a survi vor.
Sandi also found a survivor's group . through a women 's centre in her town, which
made a huge diff erence.
The women' s centre is where [ met other survivors for the firs t time. out
survivors. And we were able to vent our anger toge ther and talk:abo ut how we felt
as survivo rs in this country. and the system. And we co mpared notes and stories, on
how we had been treated or mistreated or not treated at all. It was reall y
empowering . And I think tha t that is one good example why women' s centres are so
important, is that they do pro vide a safe space, usuall y, for people to come and share
these stories for the first time .
Amo ng the survivors and victims in this study, support from the peo ple around them
was unusual. and not necessaril y the respon se they expec ted . Almost eve ryone had
experienced a negati ve attitude from someo ne they told, or decided agains t tellin g, abo ut
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the abuse . But for those who found it. support from friends . famil y or counsellors made a
substantial di fference to their ability to deal with their expe riences of violence.
Telling Autho rity
The police o r the process of making a poli ce repo rt, represented another obstacle fo r
man y of these survivors and victims. Both Josephine and S., the two responde nts who
cho se to comp letely av oid th e legal sys tem, said that the y wanted to avoid dealing with the
police. They envisioned reporting as a process of insensitive questioning and cold
bure au cracy.
For those respondents who did have en count ers wi th the police. the proc ess was
often insensitive, uncaring. or downright hosti le to their needs .
Jose phin e wan ted to a void the police statio n itse lf, which she pictured as an
intimidating environment. as muc h as the insensitive questio ning she expected. For her.
"e ven so muc h as seeing a uniform woul d be intimida ting" , let alone ..this cold police
station with uniforms and guns at the ir side ..."
S . pictured a simil ar ly "cold" atmos phere. dominated by a bureaucratic approa ch
which ignores the feelings of the person going through it.
[ don' t think [ co uld call thepolice . [ just don 't think: [could deal with them. ..
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You can't just go throu gh lhis bureaucratic questionin g. I mean somebody 's gone
through so many things. and they stan trying to take medic al reports and things like
that, afte r all of tha t! I realize why they would do it, but my God, when people are
questioning you left and right and then you have to go for a medical report and
everything... It seems almo st cruel in some ways. Jreall y don 't know how people
who've gone throu gh it ha ve been able to. I think. there needs to be more compassion
in there somehow .
For those who did deal wi th the police, Josephine' s and S.' images of the process
might not seem far off the mack. Willow, Sandi, Reid. Bonnie and Susan all spoke with the
po lice about their experiences of sexual violence. While they each had differ ent
experiences. no one found it easy .
When Susan reported her abuser to the police. the hardest pan was actuall y saying,
in specific detail, what he had done to her .
I couldn ' t name:the parts of the body. I jus t said "here" or "tbere" or
whatever. but the police officer had to know exactly what I was talking about He
said he needed to have the right words in order for this to procee d further . So I had
to name the different parts of the body, and I found that reall y hard . I mana ged to
bring up a word here and there , and it took abou t five hours .
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For Sandi. pan of the proble m wi th calling the police was the image she had of what
the police were for . and cared abo ur -. a list thar didn't include her fears for her safety.
When she found out that her abuser was now livin g in the same town , and was a friend of
her cous in. she was afraid. She felt, though. that she had no way to explain her fears [0 the
police.
I wasn't sure if I should call the police . You know, would it even ma tter,
calling the police and saying "Well, you know, I'm kind of afrai d, but I do n't reall y
know if anything' s gonnahappen, I don 't really kno w if he knows I know.....
I also fel t like I didn' t have the right langua ge. I mean, when you watch TV
shows, people who arc dealin g with the police are like, they have a mission , they
know what they want. It ' s almos t like they have a scri pt. Well . they do have a script,
for Chris t' s sake ! You know ?
It see ms like there are certain cate gories you're gonna fit into. "Thi s
happe ned to you. We' re gonn a take these measure s. These steps." And I just felt like
I don't even barel y, I'm tryin g 10 figure out wha t happened to me.
When Sandi did make a repo rt about the childhood abuse, she found the police
station itself was a hostile enviro nme nt. She felt un safe in the "horrible, frigh tening and
disgustin g" room where they took her to give her statement, and left very soon, feeling
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"very alone."
Bonnie recei ved mixed reactions from the police. She saw police officers , always
male, severa l times. in two provinces. followi ng violence or threa ts by her husband. On one
occasion . des cribed earlie r. when a nurse cal led the police to see Bonnie at the hospital. me
officers encouraged her [0 use police and shelter services to escape from her husband.
Another time. when Bonnie's husban d had raped her . they didn' t lake it serious ly at all .
'There was one cop : 'w ell, he's your husband, you 're supposed to have sex with him!' ...
Bonnie never suggest ed pressing charges against her husband. and the po lice didn 't either.
Willow seemed to have had the most positive interaction with the polic e. Unlike
Bonni e' s experience. Will ow fel t that the police believed her - even though they
discouraged her from pursuing charges against her abuse r, beca use of her schizophrenia.
The RNC belie ves me, but it' s just a manerof gettin' the evide nce...
There was a really nice con stabl e took my statement, but then he warned me that my
schizo phrenia would co me up in co urt. It wasn't reall y positive. but he did the best
he could do, righ t? It was as good as what I coul d expect. I mean the RNC were
good to me . And I do have schizophrenia. and let's face it, the RNC face people
with schizo phrenia every day. But I think the RNC knows I' mtryin' to make
something of myself now.
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When I asked how reporting cou ld be handled in an ideal system. all of the
respondents had sugges tions for improving police response. Th ese cov ered most aspects of
the process, includin g the locati on, the se x of the officers . the nature of the questioning, and
who could be questio ned on the survi vor's behal f.
Jose phine. Reid. Susan. Sandi and Bonnie aUemphasized the difference that dealing
with femal e officers. and lawyers. would make to their sense of safe ty . As Reid put it, " if
you have to talk about penetration and.you know , asexual act, you do n't wanna be sitting
with a guy talking about it!" Sandi agree d: "I was just not wanting to talk to a man about
this ."
Jose phine felt strongly that reports shou ld be handled awa y fro m the other business
and formal atmosphere of the po lice statio n. Equally importantly, the interviewing officers
shoul d make the interview safer by showing respect and a willingn ess to belie ve the victim.
Of course they' re gonna ask you question s. So [ think the most important
t:hing is that they go in the re with an open mind. you can sort o f fee l that they' re
respecting you.
s . questioned the fundamental sttu cturing of the process aroun d the direct testimony
of the victim. She felt that askin g vic tims to speak directly to strange rs abo ut the painful
and intimate details of sexual violati on was an unnecessary stre ss. She propo sed instead
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that the victim te ll the details [0 a tru ste d frie nd or family me mber . who could then convey
them. at least initially to the police . "so if the victim doesn' t feel like they can go and call
the police directly, then if they have someo ne, say guidance counse llors or social workers
or even loved ones through whom they can speak, that would make a big diffe rence."
Going to Court
When we talked about the court process itself. many respondents expressed similar
fears Or experiences of a hostile environment.
As with talkin g to the po lice. most respo ndents sai d that it wou ld be difficu lt or
imposs ible for them to talk pu blicly abo ut the abuse, and to answer detailed questions about
the most personally painful aspec ts of the abuse. Reid described being questione d about her
experie nce - which, unlike other respond ents, she saw as consensual at the time she was
questio ned - as "possibly the most intrusive experience I have ever had."
Even worse . for many respond ents. was that in court. they would face questions
from someo ne who definitely wouldn't believe them - the abuser ' s lawyer. Many
respo ndents feared that this would be a hurtful attack on their memories. their motives. and
even their mental competence.
When Sandi started to write about the abuse. she imagine d every word of her
statement being used against her in court .
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I staned fillin g out page s and pages of what I thought the damage s were to
Ole. And it was reall y empo wering. but [ thought. " I don't wanna give this to them !
There ' s no way I'm go rma gi ve this awa y!"lbis mak es me so vulnerab le , to hand
this over. Once again . it' s down to havin g every word scnatinized:"What exactly did
you mean on page 2 when you used the word 'son or!' Does that mean it sort of
didn't happen?" All these fears were going thro ugh my head .
Willow believed that the defence would not even need her state ment about the abuse
- her medi cal records as a mental patient would be enough to discredit her comple tely. "It's
nothi ng for any old shyster lawy er to say, 'sh e's delusional . she ' s probably in love with thi s
guy..: "
Even if Willow ' s credi bility wasn 't comp letely undermined by her schi zophrenia,
her medical records contain other infonnation tha t can be used agains t her . Willow's sexual
fan tas ies . including violent sce narios . are also on record.
I gotta be hone st with you..my fantasies include bondage. right? It ' s in my
medical reco rd about my real fantasie s - something out of~
Carotina!"... It ' s very coounon among wome n who have been sexually
I II Doro thy Allison. 1992. A nove l whose main character faces sex ual abu se as a
young girl, which is intense ly po rtrayed.
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assa ulted. ..1l9
The RNC would see my records , say. "Yeah. she had sexual fantasies about
being raped by this guy'•... And let' s face it, this guy got mo ney. He can hire any old
shyster lawyer to mak e me look like an old whore.
Susan. who went thro ugh the entire tri al proce ss. said tha t " i f I had it to do over
again. I wouldn 't. " Compared to the struggle Susan faces to stay ali ve and cope with post-
traumatic stress disorde r and the other effects of the abuse on her life . she found takin g the
stand "te n times harde r... I mean, it' s hard enough livin ' your life every day, tryin ' to deal
with your abuse. but when you' re actually tellin' the story. you' re reliving everything that
ever happened to you."
Susan was stunned when. after testifying at the preliminary hearin g and two days on
the stand at the mal. all of her painful testimon y was invalidated by one mistaken
reco llection on the part of her mother .
The judge said he had no doubt tha t this person abused me, but he had to
I I' When she read the draft of this chapter, Willow wanted to add tha t while sexual
fan tas ies about violence arc commo n among survivors and victims of se xual violence. they
do not indicate tha t a survivor or victim has feelings of love or attra ctio n for the abuser. or
that a vic tim wanted to be abused. Bass and Davis. and the Royal Newfoundland
Co ns tabulary Association. amo ng others. also make this point (Ba ss and Davis. 1994, pp.
27l.74 . 425-426 ; RNC, 1992 . p. 135).
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acquit him because my mothe r 's testimony contradi cted mine ...
I don 't think the justice system really pays attention to the victim. They don 't
take into account, you know , how serious these crime s are - you know, how could
some one make up a story like that? Over the years, my story still hasn 't changed.
And it won't change. Because what happened to me happened to me.
Sandi was afraid that her own story might be similarly discounted. The rise of the
"false memory syndrome" movement. and the ongoing conflict over the validity of
survivors' recovered memories of abuse. made her cautious about subjecting her memories
to any public judgement.
All of a sudden abuse became a term you would hear in the media ...the word
"abuse" was out there , like "Yes, there are some things that are definitely not
OK "...these articles started coming forward, and there was all sorts of backlas h, and
false memory coming up ...I felt like . "I know I fit in here somewhere. but I'm taking
two steps back from this. because it's like stepping into the line of fire .
For others, testifying meant opening themselves to being blamed for the abuse .
When Josephine thought about testifying in court about being raped. she expected that her
behaviour and choices that night would be attacked.
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As much as they have the righ t to ask, and need to kno w the story, I always
assume that they tty to trace it back to the victim. 1bey'd look for fault in me as to
why it happe ned, and try to blame me. Tha t' s the image I have of wha t wo uld
happen. There ' d be millions of questions to try to find a flaw in my story . or
something wrong with my action s.
And then it goes back to "wen.there was somethin g wrong - I shouldn ' t
have been merer'I was really drunk, and if I'd had a bit of sense that nigh t I
probab ly wo uld' ve said DO, I'm no t going back to this party . I think that was my
mistake. as much as I didn 't ask to be raped or anything.
...If it was like in the movies, where this stranger breaks into your house and
you know, jumps in to bed wi th you., well I mean of course I would've bee n total ly
outrage d. would' ve immedi ate ly reported it. But because I was in their house .
because I had been drinkin g, I' m sure they would ' ve kept thro wing me ques tions as
to why I was there.
And Bonnie. whose lawyer described the process to her, pictured a similar sce nario ,
in which she would be "on trial" :
You're put there , and it' s like they're blaming you. And you did nothing. It' s
like it would be my fault, and I'd have to prove why I let him beat me , why I let him
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rapeme, lower me [0 some thing lower than human, lower than a dog.
Perhap s worst of all . for many respondents. their abusers would be present through
all of these questions and attacks . Josephine. Bonnie and Willow all knew tha t they could
never testify in front of their abusers .
Bonnie still becomes afrai d when she sees a man who resemb les her ex-hus band.
She doesn' t want to be anywh ere near him ever again. and said that she would never press
char ges if it meant going to court. "because even just being in the same room with him
now, I woul d freak ."
Josephi ne too, would feel threatened if her abusers were "e ven in the same
buildin g", She didn 't think she could ever testify abou t the rapes with them listening: "It' d
be too nerve-wracking . I'd feel like they werejustjeerin g at me."
And Willow felt that her abuse r could make her feel assa ulted all over again. by
leering at her in the courtroom, reminding her that he knows the intimate details of her life.
Ldaresay I wou ldn 't be able to face this guy in court. because he'd probably
give me one funny look...Proba bly give me a sexy look. then he 'd say something
about the guy I was in love with years ago. right? And whisper something to his
defe nce attorney, abo ut my fantasies and that.
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For Reid. who did have to talk abo ut the abuse at a hearin g with the abuse r present,
his presence was one of the worst pans of the process.
I felt like [ was the one doing thi s to him.. I felt like I was looking him in the
face as [ was stabbing a dagger in him..
And the other pact o f it is. that it jus t, it, I'm nor sure if I can articul ate this,
but here ' s the man tha t I had sex with. that was being charged. tha t was charged
criminally. and it wasn 't enough that [ had to ope n my close t for everybody. But to
hav e to do it in front of him t007 And to talk. fairly publicly abo ut sexual acts that
occurred between him. and L in fro nt of. you know, in front of him! That was
humi liati ng. Tha t was yucky , that sucked. So there were two as pects of it,
humili ation and the fee ling that I was hurtin g him by doing this.
O verall . these survivors and victims saw the court process as yet anoth er situation in
whi ch they ha d little or no control over what happe ned to them..
For Reid. the whole proces s was outsi de her uodecstan ding or co ntro l. No one told
her what was going 0 0.. or asked how she fe lt about it, She descri bed her in volveme nt as
"being pulled by invisible strings ."
Sandi also found that the system had off ered her no considera tion fo r the impact of a
trial on her life .
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I call ed the police branc h in my hometown and said, "loc k, I' ve been in there.
I' ve open ed this, I wanna know wha t the status is. Where:is it? Have you done
anything wi th it, or you know, what are my options?"...
She basically co nfirmed my me.said " Yeah. if you come in here and give us
all that you wanna say about this, then it will be out of your hands to a certain extent,
and yo u could be subpoe naed at any point." And at tha t poin t I'm living across the
country . She ' s like. "And not only that, but it could be a year until we ge t [ 0 it,"
Susan said that the court proc ess was like another round of abuse.
[A]fter being in the courts and everything, you feel, feel victimized over
again. You know, out of co ntrol. you can ' t control anything. like, the decisio n's in
someo ne else ' s hands and all youcan do is tell your story. Really. And everything' s
left to the system.
Marilyn described the process of reporting. seeking legal advice and co mmunity
support, as an emotionally fragmenting experie nce.
When you talk to these people. you give a little part of yourself to them The
only part that they kind of can work with . And somebody else you give anomer part
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of yourself. And it was just horrible...You' re shattered. you' re fragmented.
Getti ng Justice
In addition to the hurts of being questioned and attacked on the points where they
were mos t vulne rable. the prese nce of the abuser and the lack o f contro l, man y responde nts
identified anothe r seriou s prob lem with the legal process - tha t eve n if a victim could get
thro ugh the trial , no "justice" would be done.
Whe n I ask ed these victims and survi vors [Q describe j us tice as they saw it, they
descri bed a range of dif ferent outcome s. They shared one element in common : none of
lhem felt that they had received justice through the legal system
Most respon dents felt that justice would o nly be served if their abusers came to
realize tha t what they did was wron g. and changed their behavio ur. 10 additi on. many
wanted them to be puni shed. And for some. it was equally important to have the courts ,
and socie ty, ackno wledge that the abuse had happened and that it was wro ng.
WiUow and Susan would have felt some sense of justice if their abusers went [Q jai l.
Willow saw jail as a place whe re her abuser would be punished. because "do wn in the pen,
they don't put up with men who sexually abuse disa bled wome n with disabilities, right? So
they'd put him in PC." If he was isolated in protective custody, hated by the men around
him, Willow thought that her abuser might think about his acti ons, and realize that "just
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because he got lots of money and he' s a born-ag ain Chri stian don 't make him God ."
Susan would have been satisfied if her abuse r had bee n found guilty on even one
charge .
The re was four charges . agains t him. and four of the charges were serious,
you know . And I figured even if he was found guilty on one. I' d be happy. If he was
found guilty on all of them, I' d be like on clo ud nine . Like I do n't know if this is
because I want to get back at him. like if it' s revenge fo r like -Like I wan t to punish
him for what he ' s done to me. Like he ' s real ly screwed my life up...
You know, when I took my abuser to court. it fe lt righ t to me, becau se you
know , he was finally, I thought, would ge t what he rightfu Uy deserved. and that' s
you know, to spend time in prison..Beca use when you' re in prison, there 's not much
else for you to do bu t think. So like. I mean , if this person's in jail. be' s just locked
in. l mean.be' s pro babl y to think to himself the reason why he 's in there, and wha t
he did. ..
Bonnie felt that there was only one way that her abuser could learn how wrong his
beha viour was. and the justice system would not do it.
Justice isn't supposed to be able to do what I wan t done ! I'd like for
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some body to beat him and rape him, like I was. Ov er and over and over and over
again . l ust so he ' d know what it'd feel like . That would bejusti ce for me, yes.
Seco nd best, Bonnie said. would be if her ex-husband was charged wi th lhe abuse,
but only if it co uld happen without her having [ 0 go to court.
Josephine also felt tha t the syste m doesn' t adequately punish rapists. She said tha t
even if the legal process was chan ged so that it felt safe r for her to report and testify, she
still wouldn ' t bother , because " they would probably ge t probation or some thin ", a tap on the
wrist. And they'd never feel like I felt tha t nigh t, so there 'd beno payback for them, as far
as I' m concerned ."
Josephine would have liked her abusers to serve jai l time . but also to be made to see
tha t what they did was wrong, Jail tim:: alone woul dn ' t be enough:
They gotta learn it was wrong. you know? They should have to go to classes
or something. and be, they should be told that you know, it's wro ng and mat they
have to learn why it' s wrong.
Because they probably didn' t - Th ese two guys. I mean. they probably felt
like they had the right. I was at their house , I was a piece of furniture for them, they
could jus t go on in and take over. I mean the y' re obviously, they obviously did it, so
I don 't think. they were thinki ng the nex t day, 'Oh gee, that was awful , I shouldn' t
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have done it."
I mean, even the guy in the room - "There's nothin ' I can do"? Db, [see!
Thi s happened before or something, did it? This is something you acc ept around
here , righ t? ..That whole thing of "thi s is my right ", I mean you have to, they have to
learn that that' s not their right, you know ? I wonder if they've done it to anybody
else. .Because . hey. it happened to me, I'm sure they could ' ve done it [Q others .
And I don't think: sittin ' in jail would change that behaviour.
Reid, whose abuser did serve jail time, felt the same way . She felt that the minor
sentence that her abuser received. along with the loss of his teaching license, was enough of
a punishment for his crime. But she was angry that he wasn't also given any kind of
mandatory therap y, to try to change his behaviour. She felt that the court missed the real
problem.
Thee weeks. and he lose s his teaching license. and that's it! That' s how they
dealt with the guy. a guy who had clearly demonstrated that there was something
emotionally wrong with him. He wasn't forced to see a counselor. He ju st spent his
three weeks in jail and lost his license and kaput, they were done ... Those three
weeks solved nothing .
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Reid' s abuser was later ca ught teaching in another pro vince , at a schoo l that had not
chec ked his references. He was caught by a fluke; while driving a bus full of female
stude nts on a field trip, he was pulled ove r for speedin g.
For S. too, changing the perpetrator' s behaviour was a big part of justice. She didn' t
feel that abusers necessarily need to be punished for punishmen t' s sake, as long as their
behavio ur changed. She ran into the boy who had abused her. years tater. She found tha t he
had changed his atti tudes and beha viour toward women , and wis hed him no furthe r
punishme nt.
Marilyn cou ldn ' t imagi ne any justice. for women, co ming out of the present system.
She described the entrenched misogyny among lawyers. judges, and couns ello rs in the
Newfo undland system as "such a deep cesspool that, you know , you could drown in it."
No ne o f these survivors and victims felt that they were able to receive justice
lhrough the legal system.. Whe n it failed them, several respo ndents had consi dered taking
the law into their own hands .
When Sandi gave up on getting j ustice through the system. she thought abou t a
numbe r of ways to create justice for herse lf outside the law. In the end. she had to give up
the idea in order to put her own safety and healing first.
I went throu gh a real ly strong couple of months fantas izing abou t taking the
law into my own hands. And what that would mean, and um, I thought abou t various
hands .
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things . everything from like. ca using, you know, creating violent acts to happen
myself. or confro ntation. And I came acros s that term "confro ntatio n" in the
survivors' guide, whatev er it's called. Courage to Heal . I started exploring the idea
of confrontation outsi de the legal system and what that wou ld mean ...
I thought of all sorts of things. I thought of calling, [ thou ght of showi ng up at
his house. [ talked to my parents about these sort of fantasies. or these desires I had,
and they were very supportive. Actually. they said. 'Look. we feel very
disempowered too . And if you want to have some son of confrontation we'll be
there with you, whether it ' s going, showing up at his houseor whatever."
So that was good, but at the same time. I was, I was paralyzed. I was
frightened. like [though t. "Well. that' s all fine and dandy, but then who's gonna
guaran tee my safety the week af terwards?" You know? So is it worth it. it that even
worth it? You know , and as far as I was concerned, this guy was a maniac . Like he
was Dot mentall y sane . And co uld commi t violent acts .
Sandi was also concerned about legal repercuss ions of taking the law into her own
I asked the Legal Aid person, and they laughed with me on this, like, "Yeah.
because then...he could tum around and like. file a complain t agai nst you! You'd
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have to be really careful", she told me explicitl y, "You woul d have [0 be extreme ly
careful abou t how you wen t around this .~ You know , you can 't - On one hand, this
Courage to Heal book sa ys all these glorified stori es about how women march into
their abuser's workplace and scream it in their face . But the reality is somelhing
comp letely different. I mean.I was afraid, on the other hand. of his turning around
and like slapping me with assaul t charges or something like that, you know?
Now that Susan ' s abuser has been completely acquitted. she feels that "me only
thing that wou ld be justice for me would be vigilante ju stice ." Unlike Sandi . Susan
acce pted that this wou ld jeopardi ze her safety and freedom It was some thing she
considered when she was fee ling self-des tructive .
I told my doctor. you kno w, I felt so bad Like lately. I to ld him.you know, I
wouldn't have to think about i.t twice . It' s hard for me to ge t a gun . Or anytxxly,
really . I mean.you know , you gona be registered and all this . But i1'S not too hard
for me to ge t a co uple do Uars worth of gas and a lighte r. You kno w. I've though t
about that...l 'd like him to suffer . And I' d be there warchi n",
[Going [ 0 jai l] wouldn 't' ve been an option cause I would have killed myself
too . It would' ve been a murder-suicide . That ' s the only way I'd do it.
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A Better System
The deepes t and most urgen tly needed changes these survivo rs and victims
ide ntified ce ntred around the need for survi vors and victims [ 0 have more co ntro l over what
hap pened to them in the criminal justice process. and for the system to fee l safer for
survivors and victims.
Reid . who testified as a minor. would have felt safer if those in charge had seemed
[ 0 car e more about her needs.
Even something as simple as aski ng "Arc you O K with this?" or "How do
you fee l about this, do you need anything?" I think that somethin g as simple as this -
- mere ly gi ving the victim as space [Q express their tho ughts and wishes - wo uld
have given me more of a sense of agency.
Another very simple way to help prevent the experi ence fro m spiralling out of a
victi m' s control, she added. was to make a realistic effort to protect victims' pri vacy. The
defendant, as well as the media. should be forbidde n by law to Dame the comp lainant.
Otherwise. Reid emphasized, in a small comm unity , restricting the medi a is " lik e puning a
lid on a bucke t with a hole in itl "
Susan felt that she should have had some input into the handlin g of her abu ser ' s
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case , panicularly how the case was prosecuted. As the complainant, it was all out of her
hands .
It' s like once the victims go to court , they don' t have rights ..J wanted to
appeal the decision, but - I mean , I got nathio ' [0 lose. you know , I mean this
penon was found not guilty on all charges, so I bad nothin g to lose . But I had
everything to gain . You know . And [the Crown Prosecutor] decided it wasn't a good.
idea. that there was no new evidence or whatever.
And he made the deci sion. which is the worst thing. I mean, you got no
contro l, I mean you're just assigned a Cro wn Prosecuto r. you do n' t deci de who' s
gOM3 handle the case .
Because at the time: I wanted, I think it's Cathy Knox ? I think she ' s the one
that dealt with the Mount Cashel. And tha t's who I wanted. cause I fee l more
co mfortable with her , with a femal e anywa y... But the perso n I had. I mean, he was a
male, and...And like I still don' t understan d why he didn 't wan t [ 0 appeal it . You
know ? A t least he coul d app ly to appeal it, you know, but he never even bothered.
Th ese survivors and victims also felt tha t the legal system should become a safer
place for victims and survivo rs. Th ough most thought this was unlik ely. they felt that a
better legal system would place more limits 00 the ways victims could be made to feel
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vulnerab le and afraid in court.
FIl'St. several responde nts questioned the need (or victims to appear in court at all.
and suggested that they could testify on video . and the video co uld be shown in court so
that. as Josephine said, ''you wouldn' t have to be eve n in the roo m to talk about it: '
And if you did have to appear in court. Josephine added, court could be made into a
much safer environme nt.
I would hope that you could be in a quiet room with the othe r lawyer, not up
on a stand, and not in front of all these witnesse s and people. and have a chat. And
sure , he's gonna ask tough questions. and try to break your story , but I would hope it
would be in a safe environment. I think it should be in a smal ler room. off to the side
somewh ere with a couch, not up on a stand in this big hearing, you know ? Becau se
for me, I already felt like I was singled out, and I don't think I'd wan t any more
spotlights on me after that.
Susan suggested that the court provide victims with advocates or suppo rt people just
for them,
They should have something related to the court that deals specifically with
abuse issues. You know, cause it ' s not easy telling your story up on the stand. And
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you need someon e. Even if your family's not there to support you, you need
somebody there .
In addition to these changes to the courtroom environment. respondents agreed that
victims should not have to testi fy in front of their abuser(s) . As Bonnie said, "How do they
expect somebody to go and face this person in a courtroom, when they have beat you and
they have raped you and they have humili ated you?"
Many respondents urged for changes to how a survi vor ' s cre dibility can be
questioned in court. Susan felt that it shouldn' t be so easy to "disprove" a victim's
testimon y on the grounds of minor inconsistencies or missing pieces of the story. She felt
that the court should take the diffi culty victims and others face in remembering and
testifying into account .
The judge said he had no doubt that this person abused me, but he had to
acquit him because my mother's testimony contradicted mine. But he did say he
believed me!
[ think the law has to be changed. when it comes to personal injuries,
especially emotional. You know, because some people can 't think straight, or they
can ' t remember everythin g. They need to understand what a victim goes through in
order to come to the point there , at that moment.
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Marilyn also mentioned the difficulty of reco unting a painful story in what the court
wo uld consider a comple te and acc ura te manner. Beca use in the telling, she said, "You' re
shattered, you' re fragme nted ...When you tell your story. you know, you can 't think:of
eve rything. And chrono logy gets turned around.••"
Willow felt that there should be more limi ts 0 0 ho w a victim' s me ntal heal th history
can be used against her in court.
I think there sho uld be clamp s put on defence, unscrup ulous defence
attorneys who get paid big to make the victim look bad ..J think if the medical
records say mat "she ' s a credi ble witness" and that "her disability does cor negate
her credibility" you kn ow, then they should be admitted. Bu t like havin g these
medical records say "O b yeah.she' s had sexual fantasi es about thi s guY'and all
this ...
In addition to safety and credibility, some responde nts emp has ized the importance of
simply being ackno wledged as important contributors to the process of justice . For Reid,
What would have made it a much more tolera ble - not pleas urab le or even
pleasant. but tolerab le -- experience. would have been if somehow I had been given
the sense ... that this was for me ! That this was for me, and all the young girls in the
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future. You know . And that they wanted to bear my side. and that wha t I had to say
was impo rtant. It wasn' t jus t evide nce.
Susan. too , called for a more humane treatment of victims:
I' d like to see the court system handle these cases delicately. You know ? Like
it seems like ir's jus t a business...And it ' s not there to help either the victim nor the
accused. I don 't think. Especially the victim.
Overall. these surviv ors and victims wanted the legal sys tem to become a process
that wou ld recognize and respond to their needs . Most of their points centred around
making the process less brutal for com plainants : offering safer contexts for reporti ng and
testifying , offering comp lainant s more contro l over the process, and simply treating
co mplainan ts and their stories with respect and a willingness to believe .
Responden ts wanted a system they saw as cold. bureaucratic. disbelieving and
victimizing to be transformed into a process that was open to them and their sto ries. A
system in which. perhaps . justice could be served.
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Cha pter Five - Analysis
Sexual violence renders us profoundl y unsafe . Being viola ted tells us that we are not
in contro l of what happens to us , that we can be used by others and what we want does not
matter. As the healin g literature articulates, being vio lated tells us tha t the wor ld is not the
way we tho ught it was .
As respo ndents described. violation shows victims we are powerless objects. "a
piece of furni ture" for others to use or des troy at will. It tells us that we de serve it, that we
have no more rights than "some thing lower than a dog." It tells us we can ' t count on being
free or happ y, and tha t we "do n' t deserve [0 Live."
Survivors and victims in this swd y described the impact of sexual vio lence in these
ways . They descri bed being helpless to prevent physical vio lation; they were pinned. they
were smaller and younger, they were taken by surpri se. In seve ral si tua tions . the abusers
had weapons. or threa tened wo rse violati ons if their victims didn ' t comply,
They described being terrified and powerl ess.
Th ey described being h umi liated and ashamed, and not wanting anyone to know.
They described being degraded and dece ived, feeling that they were bad peo ple who had
somehow brought the abuse upon themselves .
Th ey described feeling "di sgusting" and "tower than a dog:' The y described feeli ng
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gui hy, and being blamed. eve n vilified. by the people around them.
Th ey described havin g no way to understand or speak: about what was done to them.
In relating the ir experiences, many of these survivors and victims emphasized. often more
heavily than the abuse itse lf. the injuri es of not being believed, and of not being able to
believe themselves. about the violence .
They described being discredited. and staying silent because they knew no one
wo uld believe then The y described being treated as crazy. and feeling craz y. because they
had no other name for post-trauma tic stress symptoms , or beca use no one else saw what
they saw happenin g.
In each perso n's case. life af ter the violence was not the same. Many had had to
strugg le to understand what had happe ned as violence. and to name it out loud .
Sandi and Susan had to wait years to be able to affum tha t the abuse had even
happened. Sandi needin g to forge t the abuse altogether . and Susan silenced by denial from
lhe adults around her .
S. couldn't talk about wha t had happened to her because she didn 't have a way to
speak abou t it, or someo ne to heat .
FoeWillow, Marilyn and Bonni e. the challenge was 10 believe that what had
happened was wrong, desp ite abuse rs, community and internalized messages insisting that
thi s was normal , or thai perhap s the victim was simply crazy .
For Josephine and Reid , und erstanding and healin g were weighed down by guilt and
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blame . Josephine strugg led silently with her feelings of guilt and respons ibility for being
raped.. while Reid was forced into blaming herself by recri mina tions from her entire
community.
In their efforts to survi ve. [ 0 reac h safety and to respo nd to the violence in their
lives. none of these victims and survivo rs fe lt that the legal sys tem had been very helpful.
Some had avoided the system co mpletely; others had tried. to use the system and found it
failed them. Each respondent emphasized. in her own way. tha t the system was not a safe
place. And the most hurtful aspects the y identified within the process were strikingly
similar to the hurts of sexual violence itself .
Respond ent s' concern s about the proc ess seemed to cluster around two ways in
which sexual violen ce makes victims vulnerable. Their namin g of what happened as a
crime was often shaky , complica ted by feeling s of shame . confusio n and guilt They were
afraid of having this naming shake n furthe r by denial or dismissal by authorities, or had
already been hun by the syste m's disbe lief.
They also expres sed co ncerns that the procedures for co mplainants co uld be in
the mselves intimidating, intrusive and disempowering for survi vors and victims.
Naming and Denial
For these survivors and victims, saying that they had bee n sexually violated was not
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an easy or obvious response to the sexual abuse they experienced . None had responded
immedi ately to the abuse by saying. even lOthemse lves. this treatment of them was wrong.
or that the perpetrator had committed a crime. Rather. they had repressed their awareness of
what had happened.. They had dismissed what was happening as part of a normal marriage.
a healthy relationshi p, or a legitima te therapy session . For almos t every respo nden t, naming
the crime came later. and as a struggle against their own de nial , guilt or shame . As the
healing literature described. these survivors and victims faced these barri ers to naming the
violence from within and outside themselves .
Disbelief comes at survivors from all angles. We internalize dis belief . often because
our abusers have told us that nothing happe ned. Like Willow , we may be "hood winked " by
abusers, especi ally those in a position of profess ional power ove r us. who manipulate us
with co nfusio n and lies abo ut their intentions and behaviour . Or. like Susan . we may tell
abo ut the abuse. and find that the people around us simply believe the abuser over the
victim. especially an adult over a child.
We internalize disbelie f when. as for Maril yn. our families or co mmuni ties maintain
that "peo ple like us" are not abusers. or don 't get abused.(These attitudes can co ntribute to
more than one pattern of abus e, if, as in Marilyn' s case, a victim of abuse is also behaving
ab usively.) We internalize disbelief whe n, as for S., such possibili ties are just not
discussed. We internalize disbelief beca use peop le tell us that what happened to us is no big
deal. or even that it is "normal ." Like Reid, we may not unders tand that we are not in a
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po sition to truly consent to wha t's happening - that the situatio n is not as equal as it loo ks.
Or. like Bonni e.,we may be psychologically bea ten into beli eving that there isn't any abuse
tha t we do not deserve.
We internalize disbe lie f because we hear fro m me media. fro m our peers and
men tors and even from ju dges . that peop le. especially wo men, who say they ha ve bun
sexually as saulted are like ly to be lyin g. Like Josephin e . we alrea dy know, righ t afte r an
assa ult. that we can 't simp ly tell peo ple what hap pe ned ; the painful truth is something we
have to prove. And . as with Josephine. we may instantl y know a numbe r of coun ts again st
us if we try. We internalize disbeli ef . especially when abused as c hildre n. becau se our lives
depe nd on it. Like Sandi and S usan , we may need to repress some or all awareness of
abuse. until a time come s, e ven decades later , when it is safe to Imow what ha ppened. And
for those of us who are abused again as adults, the effects of early abuse may make it tha t
much harder to co unt what happened this time as a crime.
Finally, we internalize disbelief because when or even before we remember that we
have been abused, the False Memory Syndrome Foundation is there waiting, with loud
attacks on the validity of any victim's memories. Faced with such denial. man y of us , like
Sandi, withdraw from "the line of fire ."
For these survivors and victims and othe rs, as the healing li terature affirms, part of
the injury of sexual abuse is a disbeli ef in our own perceptions of reality,"and in our own
righ ts as people .
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Survi vors and victims need the belief and concern of others . We need to have our
perceptions that we were violated and that this was wron g - which ma y have taken us
yeat'S to ackno wledge ourse lves - vali dated by others . As res pondents emphasized. this
recognition. more than anything else, woul d fee l like justi ce. Thi s was the jus tice that
respo ndents who chose to repo rt. like Will ow and Susan. were see king fro m the system.
and the justi ce that o thers wished they co uld find. They needed more than anything [Q be
believed. Instead, the system off ered ano ther round of damaging denial - this one with all
the offici al authority of the sta te .
The survivo rs and victims in this study confirmed "common knowl edge" that we are
se ldom believed in the justic e system -- and that the system's denial can be prof oundl y
hurtful. Most respon dents fe lt stro ngly that they had not been, or wou ld not have bee n.
believed about their experi ences of violence. For Jose phine and Marilyn, who chose to stay
away from the system, one major-reaso n was that they were afrai d no one would belie ve
them. Sandi took yean to approach the system because she could not beli eve herse lf . She
still struggles to stay strong in her kno wledge of what happened. not to "forget even though
I know." Willo w, who decided to report her abu ser to the police. was to ld that altho ugh [he
offi cers believed that she' d been assa ulted, she was not credi ble eno ugh to make a court
case worthwhile. She had suspected thi s would happen before she re pon ed. knowin g that
because she has schizophrenia, her credibility was "shot." Bonni e was warned away by her
own lawyer. who told her tha t by the system's standard s, she didn 't necessarily have "proof'
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that she hadbeen abused. Earlier. police had dismi ssed her complaint of se xual assault.
telling her that she was "suppo sed to have sex" with her husband. And Susan, who went
thro ugh the entire trial proce ss, got the same message from the judge ; he told her tha t he
believed that the defendant had abused her. but that her testimony was n't credible enough
(due to the contradic tion betw een Susan 's and her moth er ' s) to justify findi ng her abuser
guilty.
Resp~:mdents were clear tha t disbeli ef from the system was as hurtful as the denial
they'd expe rienced as pan of the abuse uselt. For some . the message rece ived from the
system was almos t identical to the messag e they had heard fro m their abusers : that the
abuse hadn't really hap pened, that the abuse was jus t a normal part of marri age. that
perhap s the victim was just confused or del usion al about what had hap pe ned. And it hurt
them in the same psycholo gical place.
Th e system perpe tuates denial agains t vic tims when victims are told, as Bonni e was,
that wha t their abusers are do ing is a "normal" and pri vate affair . Like: man y survivors who
are abusedby their partn ers , Bonnie felt. for roost of her marria ge, that she deserved the
many abuses her husband heaped on her . Her husband' s attac ks on her se lf-esteem, coupled
with her feeling that "marri age was foreve r," made it easie r for her to belie ve tha t the abuse
was just what happen ed in a marri age than to arti culate that her husband was doing
something to her that was wron g and that she didn't deserve. And so she endured - and
only barel y survived - eight years of violence be fo re she was able to leave.
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The system reinforced this message of denial . When Bonnie did tum to the police.
she got the same message that she heard at home: "He' s your husband - you're supposed to
have sex with him." Bonnie had attempted to name being rape d as violence; the police
officer dismisse d it as normal sex between a husband and wife . And Bonnie went home .
Like Bonni e, many others who are abused by partners and spo uses have been
convinced that the abuse was normal or fair. The CPVA W Re port acknowledges that for
many wome n facing domestic violence. the possibility of lea ving becomes as terrifying as
that of staying, as the abuse come s [ 0 seem "inevitable." The cumul ative effects of abuse
"undermine a woman 's self-confidence. courage, self-esteem and voli tion." As one woman
told the pane l, the deepest hurt of abuse can be that it no longer seems like anythin g is
wrong:
The real dama ge is to your understanding of yourself as a human being. ( believed
there was something fundame ntally flawed. that I was missing something that other
wome n who weren 't being abused had.l20
Thus , for many survivors. as for Bennie, naming the abuse as abuse is lhe grea tes t
challenge of all in the struggle foe survival.
As with Bonnie, other survivors of abusiv e relationships have encountered denial
CPVAW. 1993, p.35.
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and even mockery from police . Women survivors and victims speakin g to the cross-country
Canadian Panel on Violence Agains t Women repeatedly told of polic e officers telling them
that their cases were not serio us, accu sing them of wanting charges "out of revenge.... and
just re fusing to lay charg es .tn
The atti tude that violence in a marriage is not a public concern has a long history in
Canada. where until 1983. rape was defined as forcible intercourse by a man with a woman
other than his wife .III Women who were abused by their husbands simp ly could not name
what happe ned to them as a crime ; the law denied their naming co mpletely. As then-Justice
Minister Pierre Trudeau said in 1967. "the state has no business in the nation ' s
bedrooms.v'P Given as an argument for decriminalizing homosexuali ty (which theTrudeau
government effected in 1969) . the underlying division of the public concern from citizens'
priva te business clear ly places all perceived sexual behaviour betwee n partners outside the
public concern. The most compelling justifi cation availab le was not that homosexuali ty
wasn't wrong. or that it wasn 't hurting anyon e. but simply that it was abou t what happened
between sexual partne rs. Like anything else in the bedrooms of the nation. the state had 00
business interf ering.
The literature is clear that despite groun dbreakin g changes in the law, many
CPVA W, 1993, pp. 215- 216.
Robe rts and Mohr, 1994 .
Steele . Sco tt, "Co ming Out," in Maclean 's, May 16, 1994 , p.41.
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Canadi ans still view prob lems withi n a marri age or partnership as private business. Women
in the C PV AW survey had been [old by religious leaders. fami ly members and friends that
they shouldn 't complain abou t their partn ers ' abusive behaviour . Of ten, they were told
instead to chang e their own beha viour [ 0 make the marriage work.12.& Above all, they were
told it was no one else's business. As former St.John's Mayor John Murphy demonstrated in
1997 . vio lence in relationships is still not only private. but funn y business . By
distinguis hing the "understanda ble" behaviour of men who shoot their girlfri ends. from
"real crime" in St. John's, Murphy both maintained the separation of the "bedroo m" from
the sphere of public concern, and presente d murder in the bedroo m as a permi ssible and
amus ing private habit.
Poli ce response seems to reflect this view that domestic viole nce is not a public
pro blem. In Newfoundland. a 199 3 srudy found that ten years after police officers were
directed to lay charg es in do mestic assaul t cases , tess than 25% of ReMP office rs and less
than 5% of the Royal Newfoundland Constabulary mentioned lite policy as a factor
infl uencing their decision to lay charg es . Abo ut 45% of both force s reponed having
rece ived no training on lite chargin g dircctive.1U
Wome n who do can the police, like Bonnie , may or may not rece ive any recognition
that their partn ers' abuse is. at least pot entiall y, a crime . The possibility that their naming
lU CPVAW, I993.
115 Lacey and Women 's Policy Offi ce. 1993.
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will be vali dated, beca use the law provides for it, is a significan t differe nce in victims'
options from the total denial prior to 1983 . But the separation of "bedroom- behaviour from
the sphere of public concern still limits our naming of the problem. among police officers.
commu nities and families. and of ten. as with Bonnie, within victims themselves.
As a result of messages from many directions suggesting that they deserve abuse.
either because they provok e it. or simply as part of their relationships. the way out for
survivors and victims of abusive partners will remain longer and harde r than it has to be.
Some wil l never make it - abou t ISO are known to have been kilIed in Canada each year
by their male partn ers.126
This is the imp act o f denial.
Th e system perpetuates deni al against survivors when survivors who repo rt are
disq ualifi ed as complainants simply beca use they have mental disabilities . The system
perpetua tes prejudice against disab led people, especiall y disabled wome n. by giving them
up as "non-credi ble ." Police and prosecuto rs accommodate (and probably o ften echo) the
perceived prejudi ces of judg es and j uries when they scree n out victims whose disabilities
make the m less respected, less unders tood and less belie vable in an ableist society .m
Man y mentall y disabled victims are less believable, in the system and in the society
New informatio n on violence in same-sex relationships may be fonhcoming in the
resul ts of the First National Survey of Les bians, Gay Men and Bisexuals in Canada,
to be released in 1999.
CPYAW, 1993, p.67.
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which produced this system. As Jame s Robb DOtes, the dominant attitude toward people
wi th disabilities in general "has fluctuated from the hostile to the patemalistic." ll:t One need
only ride a public bus past a mental hospital to witness the level of overt discomfort and
hostility the nondisabled public feel toward those seen as "crazy" or "s iekos." The RCMP
Investigative Guide suggests tha t part of being "cr azy", for women. is to make faIse
allegations of sexual offe nces . Offi cers are also warned that conditio ns such as "difficulties
in their personal lives" or "a history of men tal and emotional probl ems " are common traits
amo ng females who make false alIegations. l29 Yalenti -Hein and Schwartz list among the
myths about mental retardation tha t people with mental retardation are "childlik e. generally
Inco mpe tent and stupid by nature ." In addi tion to other social disad van tages people with
mental retardati on face as a resu lt of these nega tive stereotypes. these myths "constrain
their participation as witnesses in the legal system and serve to devalu e crimes agains t
them "130 And as Kelly Scott found , in her study of women with physical di sabilities in
post-secondary educatio n, the nondi sabled publi c often do not even di stingui sh between
UI James C. Robb, 'The Dilemma of the Mentally Disabled Sexual Abuse Victim," in
Developmental Disabilities Bulletin, Vol. 18, No .2. 1990. p. 1.
129 Szabo er al, 1997, p. 66.
uc Denise C. Valenti-Hein and Linda D. Schwartz, "Witness Competenc y in Peop le
with Mental Retardation: Impli ca tions for Prosecution of Sexual Abuse," in Sexuality and
Disabili ty, Vol II , No.4. 1993 , p. 291.
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physical and mental disabiliti es. "as soc iating physical disability with mental incapaci ty." m
Walter Co les. an RCMP offi cer . notes that the Canada Evidence Act equat es I
witne ss "w hose me ntal capa city is challenged" with a chi ld unde r 14 . In either case , lhe
Act requires an inq uiry to determine "whether the perso n understands the nature of anoath"
and "whether the person is able to communicate the evidcnce : ' U2As Cole s observe s. this
section allows the defen ce to attack tbe credibility of any me ntall y disabled person , ora
physically disab led person who cannot communicate in a con ventio nal manne r'!' . In a
society in which disab led peo ple in gene ral are discredite d as inte lligen t or individual
perso ns, it is easy to see how the simple fact that an alleg ed victim has a disab ility, however
relevant or tangential to her cap acity to give evidence, may be a use ful tool for the defense.
In many cases, police and prosecuto rs themselves arc not able to understand oreven
hear the experiences of disabled victims because they lack the education. experience a:
reso urces to really listen . Rese arc hers have conunonly found that disabled women facing
violence often have nowhere to turn; neither transiti on houses nor police stations had Ihe
neces sary physical structures, services or trai.n.ing in place to make their services truly
acces sible to all. In particular. the Roeber Institute: points to the " absence of prot ocols
1)1 Kelly Scott, "wome n, Disability and Educati on Research Project." in Canadi an
Woman Studies. Vol. 13. No.4. 1993. p. 94.
In Walter Co les. "Sexual A buse of Persons With Disabilities : A Law Enforcement
Perspective," in Developmental Disabilities Bulletin. Vol. 18. No. 2, 1990 , p. 37.
m Co les. 1990 . p. 37. 38.
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relating to handling comp laints concerning victims with disabilities," From gettin g up the
steps ro findin g a sign- language Interpre ter to telling one's Story to someone who does n' t
understand ho w a particular mental disab ili ty may (or may not!) shape diffe rences in how a
perso n co mmunicates . the response to the needs of a mentally andl or physically disab led
victim de pend on "in dividual police knowledge about what ste ps to be taken and who to
tum to for ass istance,"!"
The RCMP Investigative Guide briefly mentions the different needs of some victims
with disabili ties. within the category of interviews deserving "speci al co nsideration," for
which there is no specific protocol. Offic ers are advised to call in "appropriate
profes sionals" as needed . How to decide whe n this is needed. and who to call. is left to the
officer's potentially uninformed judgement.U5 In a society in which mo st disab led people
are trea ted as seco nd-class citize ns, this will never be enough.
It is no wonder. then, that people with disab ilities remain especially vulnerable to
violence; surely abusers know , as Willow sugges ted that her abusive therap ist knew, that
they don' t have to worry about victims telling . Even if the ir victims name the abuse to
themsel ves. they probably will not be taken seriously - if they even have acces s to the
proces s. It is also no surprise that most vic tims with disabilitie s are unlikely to try to
13<' Roeber Institute, 1993, in Ticc ll, 1994 , pp. 42-43.
us Szabo et al, 1997, "Bas ic Case Management", p. 38. Examp les include individuals
who "are mentally challenged, have cereb ral palsy, are deaf. mute and/o r blind, speak a
diffe rent language" and "wi ll not talk free ly."
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approac h the police . antici pating , as the Ontario Women 's Direc tora te, CP VAW and others
have found. that they wo n't be heard as credi ble victims. u6
10 its perpe tuation of prejudice agai nst the disabled. the sys tem has silenced Willow
even more effective ly than her abuse r. Willow struggled to name her therapist's behaviour
as abuse. resisting his power to make her fee l confused and crazy . And she succeeded,
reco gnizin g that he had manipula ted her. and that her fee lings tha t somethin g was wrong
were right
When she look this know ledge to the system, the system told her that she wascrazy .
or at least too potentiall y crazy for anything she said to be believable. The system could not
send a d eare r, more sweeping message of deni al; whateve r is done to her . and however
clear ly. cons istently and courageous ly she tell s it, Willow will never be "credible" enough
to be worth the court 's time . Willow's voice. like lhe voices of many other victims wilh
various disabilities . will never count And unless someone more "credi ble" witnesses or
complains o f abuse by the same person, abusers who prey on disabled women like Willow
will be free to find more victims - victims who can neve r fully name: abuse in their own
voices .
'This is the impact of the system 's denial.
The system perpe tuates de nial of survivors and victims when polic e office rs, lawyers
and jud ges are allowed to maintain and perpetuate racis t and homophobic assumpti ons,
U6 Ontario Women ' s Direct orate, 1993, in Tieoll , 1994 , CP VAW, 1993, Chapt er 7,
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These attitude s show when excuses are made for abusers based on their alleged "cultural
influences" or "preference." They show as well when members of the system minimiz e or
dismiss violence on the grounds of suppose d racial andlor sexual charac teristics of the
vic tims .
Needless to say. victims and survivors thus dismissed receive no validation from the
system that some thing wrong was done to them..Mino rity victims of abuse may be doubly
silenced: by the system's hostility, and, as S. described. by pressure from within the targeted
conununity not to voice problems that couId "bring us down." As a result, huge numbers of
survivo rs and victims in Canada will never come near the system because they expec t to be
disqualified or attacked again because of who they are. Their abusers will go free and may
con tinue abusing .
The system perpetuate s the denial victims face when victims and others testifying
about abuse are held to an unreasonable standard of accuracy - under fire. Respo ndents
had a strong sense, whether they had been to court or not. that if they went to court they
would be "drilled and drilled and drilled " by the abus er(s' ) lawyer, questioned about every
aspec t of their lives in an effort to catch them in a lie, and that their stories of abuse would
be discounted .
Indeed, the case against a sexual abuser , from the decision to investigate to the
decision to char ge to the ultimate ruling on the abuser's guilt, depends primarily on the
credibility of the victim. In most sexual assaul t cases, unlike many other kinds of crimes,
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the victim 's statement is the only "evide nce" agains t the abuser . If the victim doesn't seem
sufficiently credi ble, by the system 's standards , the system does not have to take her "case"
to coun.lf the police do not believe the victim. they can close their investigation. Further,
if. as with Willow, the police do Do t expect the court to believe a victim. they can
recommend agains t laying charge s to the Crown . (Victims like WiUow are then told, at the
same time . that the police believe them. and that there is no "evidence" of what happened to
them. )
Added to the current socie tal willin gness to disbelieve survivors on almo st any
gro unds . this system sets up virtual ly an y aspect of a survivor's certain ty, memo ry and even
character as a profitable target for defence lawyers. Some specific areas , like the victim's
sexual history. ace res tricted.!" The Supreme Court has ruled tha t a victim's pas t sexual
behaviour is Dot an accepta ble defe nse . in itse lf. to sexual assault, Therefore. the defense
may only ask abo ut a victim's sexual history if he has success fully argued to the judge that
unusual circumstances make it relevant.
Almost every other aspect of a victim's life is fait game for ques tioning, and any
uncertain ty casts dou bt on the victim. As a result, victims must undergo a highly personal
1)7 The 1992 'Rape Shield" law (Bill C-49) amended the Crimi nal Code so that in
sexual assa ult cases, a complainan t' s sexual history may not be used by the defense to
suggest that the compl ainan t was more likely to have consented to the alleged assault, or
that she is less worthy of belief , Ifdefe nse lawyers want to raise some aspect of the
co mplain ant's sexual history on some other grounds, they must prove to the judge that it is
relevan t to the trial and worth the invas ion of the complainant' s privac y rights . (Bill C-49,
reproduced in Roberts and Mohr . 1994 .)
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quiz about their own lives. under the abuse r's eye and with official belief or de nial at stake .
Belinda Lyons evokes the possi ble breadth and brutality of such questioning in her
poem · 50 we're going to court again ." She describes the rapist's lawyer
gruelin '
about my father
my mother
my high school
my friends
my degree
n the french fries i had for lunch
yes orno
di d you or did you not
go 10 the pharmacy on january fourth 1990 1 131
Susan , too , was cross-examined at a preliminary hearing and a t trial , and said with
pride that "I never once changed my story," But her clarity of memory and strength under
cross -examination weren 't enough to counterac t an Inco nsistenc y between her mother's
13a Belinda Lyons. "so we' re go ing to court again, " in June Iordan's Poe try for the
People, No Vo ice NoC hoice No Co untry ' Is Th is Wh at We Wan t? Ber kele y, CA : Poe try
for the Peo ple, University of California Berke ley, 1996 .
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testimony and her own . For the judge . the possibility that Susan 's mother had simpl y
forgotten how her childre n had gotten horne from school more than a decade earlie r (a
detail which had been unimportant to her at the time), hut that Susan had remembered it
correctly because it bad been a facto r in the abuse, was insufficient exp lanatio n for an
inconsistency between witnesse s. Her mother's inaccuracy made Susan's testimony suspect.
and her story was deemed insufficient grounds to convict her abuser . Susan's naming of the
abuse she had suffered was give n no more weigh t than her mother' s reco llection of a
perceived minor detail of Susan's life at the time of the abuse. Thi s rulin g was devastating
for Susan; it was the final and official refusal to acknowledge the abuse that had affected
almos t her entire life. Thi s was the last in a series of rejections Susan faced when she tried
to say tha t something was wron g.
When Susan's abuser first began to molest her, when she was eight years old. she
was confused abou t whether his behaviour was normal or wron g. He preyed on her
confus ion. giving her money to make her feel comp licit, and encoura ging her to keep
"their" little secret. It worked; Susan hid lhe money and kept the secre t. She believed him
that the abuse was "all my doing .M
When Susan decided to get help, she [Old her mother about the abuse, expecting her
to make it stop. But when her abuser denied it, her mother believed him and the abuse
continued for years. Again. Susan got the message that nothin g was wrong with what was
being done [ 0 her.
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The third time Susan tri ed. to name the abuse came in he r twentie s. af ter teenage
years of self-des tructive behaviour and several nervous breakdowns. and after the world
aro und her had begun talking about child sexual abuse as a result of the publi c disclosures
abou t abuse at Mount Cashel. Thi s time. her family believed her, acd she pushed herself
toward the system right away , Susan went to court hoping that her abuser would be found
guilty on even one of the four charges against him, that he would finall y "get what he
rightfull y deserved. " and. she hoped. think: about what he'd done . Instead. she was told that
as convincing as her testimony was, it just was not good enough "evidence" to convict
someone. Once again , Susan had named the abuse and it didn 't matter. She went home and
tried to kill herself - afte r al l of her failed efforts to name the abuse and be validated, this
felt like "the only way out" o f the suffering the abuse had caused.
This is the power of the system's denial .
It is not surprising that survivors and victims avoid the system's disbelief. In
addi tion to the awaren ess tha t reporting is unlikely to lead to the outcomes we need (like a
sentence or rehabilitation for the abuser( s» , many survivors and victims just can ' t handle
any more disbelief.
The system also perpetuates denial when convic ted abu sers are given meaningless
puni shmen ts. In the criminal ju stice proces s, a judge (or judge and jury) makes two
judgement s of the alleged abu ser' s behavior: whether or not he committed the crime(s) in
questio n, and what punishment the crime (s) merit. For most of the survi vors and victims in
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this study, both the convi ction and the punishment of the abuser were important goals. TIley
felt that if their abusers were co nvicted. the judge would be sending an important message
to both the survivor and the abuser , validating the survivo r's naming of the abuse as a
crime . An acquinal sent the opposite message : the victim 's naming of the abuse was
deni ed again.
Many of the survi vors and victims in this study felt an equally strong need to see
their abusers punished in a way that was meaningful to both survivors and abusers. While
their views on appropria te pena lties varied from retributive rape to non-puni tive
counselling and education. they all had the same goal: for the abuser to leam that what he
had don e was wro ng.
Thi s might be seen as the ultimate validation of a survivor's namin g of her abuse as
a crime; not only is she supported in her own efforts to reconstruct her undemand ing of the
world in a self-positive ligh t. as Herman describes . but the person responsible for shanering
her previous understanding of her safety is himself made to accept the survivor 's naming
of the crime . In this view , it is understandable that many survivors hope. however
fruitlessly , for their abusers to acknowledge their crimes as crimes ; short of undoing their
abuse. this is the closest an abuse r could come to countering the injuries of violation.
disempow erment, denial and blame . It is perhap s not surprising that two of the seven
respo ndents whose abusers were not punished had considere d taking the law into their own
hands. forcing their abusers to be negativel y affected by their crimes - throu gh being
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powerlessness. if not through remorse.
Conversely, many respondents saw abusers ' lack of remorse as perhaps the greatest
invalidation of their naming of the abuse . Josephine said she would never go to coun
because she didn't expect her rapists to receive a real punishment, one that would change
their view that "they had the right" to rape . Reid, whose understanding of what happened as
abuse came long after her abuser's conviction. began to feel that she'd been used when she
heard that he had been found, in violation of a court order. in a position to abuse again . It
didn't bother Reid that her abuser had only been sentenced to three weeks in jail . hut she
was hun and angry that no measures were taken to change his willingness to exploit young
girls. Because nothing changed his attitude. she said, "those three weeks solved nothing ."
In this case, the system named an abuser 's behaviour as wrong, but without any
accompanying pressure for him to change . In this respons e, the system failed Reid. her
abuser, and, with the contributing failure by an incautious employer. another entire school
full of his potential victims .
Finally, the system fails victims by its denial where victims are also abuser s.
Although they were not involved in a criminal justice proce ss, Marilyn and her children
were affected by a different formoC denial in a custody proceeding: the court' s choosing to
believe one of two allegedly abusiv e parents. Both Marilyn and her husband had behaved
abusively during their marriage: Marilyn toward her child and Marilyn's husband toward
her. Married women who hit their children. and allege abuse by husbands are very far from
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the characte ristics of the "mode l vic tim" Muzychka described amo ng Newfoundl and
po lice. It seems poss ible that this vie w also undermines the credi bility of wo men like
Maril yn in related legal proceedings. if their situations are excl uded fro m a narrow
perce ption of "real" victims and "real" offenders . As Marilyn said. 'in the end it was just
eas ier to deci de that I was the crazy one ."
As Marilyn said. her situation was "mess y." If the syste m had believed both Marilyn
and her husband about abuse, perhaps neithe r would have gotten full and unsupervised
custody of their children. By treating one party as innoce nt and the othe r (perhaps not
incidentally the woman) as "crazy," the decis io n failed the whole family. Mari lyn' s
childre n were left in the custody of one of the ir two abusive parents, with no recognition of
this abuse .
In a society which offers only limited recogni tions of any form of abuse within white
middle-class families. legal responses to situa tions in which a vic tim has also been abusive
may be a particular chall enge. When Marilyn's family went through custody proceedings
in the 19805, she felt abo ut every as pect of her situa tion that "no body knew wha t to do with
iL"
Since men. the laws on sexual vio lence have chang ed, and new charging poli cies
have been imp lemented to deal with domestic violence in general . But ther e is stilllinIe
recognition mat victims of abuse, or even women in general . may be abusive. Th e 1997
RCMP Investigative Guide for Sexual Offe nces acknowledges the po ssib ility, advising
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"special consideration" for cases in which alleged victims "are offen ders themselves." But
as with its other "special" categories of victims, there is no protocol, only the suggestion to
seek outside esststance.!" Other families in situations simi lar to Mari lyn ' s may fare no
bette r.
Naming and Guilt
The system also perpetuates ano ther of abusers' most harmful messages to victims:
that the abus e is the ir own fault.
Many survivo rs and victims are painfull y vulnerable to blame abo ut the abuse we
have suff ered. As the healing literatur e describes. feelings of se lf-blame may reach
surviv ors both from within, as a coping response to viola tion , and from abusers. family and
community. With the addition of authoritative voices like those of j udges. police officers.
and even some psychologists blaming victims. it is almost impossible not to capitula te to
the question of our own guilt . As Josephine. said. "you can't he lp it-- when it's you ."
Josephine, like many other survivors. had to struggle with feeling that it was at least
partly her fault that she was raped . Int ellectually. she knew. as a feminist, tha t rape was not
the victim's faul t, but she still felt tha t she'd been "stupid" to go back to the rap ists ' house.
She was afraid that anyone she told about the rapes would agree tha t her action s had
IJ9 Szabo er al, 1997. p. 38.
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brought about the rapes - especi ally the police. While Josephine felt that the men who
raped he r had committed a crime. and shoul d be punished, she also knew tha t heari ng
anyone question her actions or sugges t she was to blame would "tear me apart." Her own
feelings of guilt made her too vulnerable to being blamed by omen.
Josephin e is far from alone in feeling gui lty . Most survivors and victims blame
ourse lves in some way. at some point. for the violence we experie nced.!" As Bass and
Davis point out, the alternative. admi tting that we were unable to avoid being vulnerable
and being violated . can beeven more painful. 14 1 And as Josephine articulated, "knowing
better" - having heard, and believed strongly about others. that sexual assault is not a
victim 's fault - does not make the guil t and shame go away. Josephine is only now
starting to feel that she is "almost on strong ground to say "Yes. it happened to me, and I'm
not ashamed." She nev er will risk:the blame of a police officer or a lawyer in court.
Josephine is also far from alone in her deci sion to shield herself from further blame;
fear of being blamed keeps many survivors and victims away from the police. Gunn and
As noted earlier, the guil t and shame commo n to survivors is acknow ledged
in virtuall y every work created to help survivors, from self-help books for survivors, to
perso nal stories by victims and survivors to manual s for crisis-line volunteers , curses,
doctors and therapi sts. to the information pamphle ts produced by women 's group s, victim
services and police , to some police manuals on sexual abuse. See, for exampl e,
Governme nt of Newfoundland, Women 's Policy Office, 199 1, Royal Newfoundland
Constabulary Association, 1992, Bass and Davis 1994 , Oksane, 1996 .
141 Bass and Davis, 1994.
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Minch found, in their survey of victims' use of the Manitoba justice sys tem. that among
victims who hadn 't repo ned, 69 percent had strong feelin gs of guilt about the assault, 14l
If surviv ors and victims do not feel guil ty followin g an ass ault. shame and self-
blame can be instill ed in us af ter the fact by those aro und us . As with Reid, who was
ostracized by her town as a "little slut" when her teacher was charged with sexuall y
exploiting her . this blame can hurt as deeply as the original abuse. For Reid, being blamed
by her community made her blame herself as she neve r had before. se nding her into a streak
of self-destructive choices. She said clear ly tha t the consequences of being publicly
condemne d as a "slut" had "left wa y more scars than did the experience in the first place."
Th e system also exacerbates survivo rs and victims ' feelings of gui lt. As Josephine
anti cipa ted. surviv ors who report will face ques tions about their behaviour. including what
the y had expected to happen. what they had said, whether they had resisted and how, and
whether they had been drinking or on dru gs. I" ] In court. the survivor will face questions
aimed dire ctly at her most ashamed and gui lt feelin gs. as the defence tries to di scredit the
1.01 Gunn andMincb. 1988. p. 39 .
1.0 The RCMP Inves tigative G uide for Sexual Offenses notes in its "acq uain tance
sexual assa ult" module that amon g other characteristics. victims "f ee l guilty and
embarrassed abou t the assaul t." and tha t "p ublic bias against victims occurs whe n tnere is a
victim-ass ailant rela tion ship ." (S zabo e t al, 1997. "Acquain tance Sexual ASsault. " pp. 2.
23 .) Th ere is no direc tion for officers to respond to a victim's feeli ngs of guil t. or to take it
into acco unt in the wordi ng of que stions. O ne exception stands out. how ever: a model
scri pt for intervi ewin g victims of acquain tance sexual assault (o ne of several such models)
includes an officer saying to the victim, " it wasn't your fault. "(Szabo et al, 1997,
"Acquaintance Sexual Assault," p. 11.
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survivo r's memory of even ts, or to suggest tha t she had actually consented to the abuse . As
we have seen, she may well be strugg ling to answer these attac ks in fron t of a judge who
has already dec ided. like lu dge McClung. that most victims "ask for" sexual violence .
If victims are already snuggling, as most of us must, at some point, with shame and
guilt over the abuse. this new onsla ught may be more than we can surviv e . Probably , as
Gunn and Min ch's findings suggest, many of us know it, and. like Josephine, we neve r
repo rt. We can't handle any more blame.
A "Cold " Process
Respondents repeate dly described the legal process as "cold" - treating victims as
"case s," without taking our feelings or needs into account, By dehumanizin g the victim.
negating her personal privacy , causing he r to relive the violence repeatedly and taking
contro l of the entice experien ce. many functions of the justice system repea t, or threaten to
repeat, invasions that survivors have already experi enced at the hands of our abusers .
Anothe r Dehumanization
Like sexual violation. the legal sys tem dehumaniz es victims. Respondents described
being trea ted as "evidence' . or as "made out of stone" - anything but as human beings
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who are there in response to a traumatic experience. The process inclu des no recogni tion
that sexual violence hurts - that any "case" is one which almost auto mati call y entai ls a
"complainant" who has been deep-ly traumatized.
As Sandi related. the process of describing the injuries of abuse can be degrading.
when a survi vor has to argue the very concept that sexual vio lence is uniq uely painfu l:
I jus t remember reading [tlae Victim Compe nsatio n form] and crying....they were
lump ing toge ther like, "Ha ve you had your car sto len?" and you know, "What were
the injuries accrue d? Emo tional, comma, financial. comma. whatever, whateve r..."
And I jus t felt like, wait a seco nd, it's not a matter of someo ne breaking into
my house, for Christ's sake , Thi s isn't the Connfor me.
In many ways, the system's approac h to victims repo rting sexual assa ult isn't very
diffe ren t from the way it processes mos t other crimes. Whethe r a victim is reporting a
stolen car or a sexual assau lt, the s teps to follow, and the princ iples guiding them are
essentially the same. The victim m ust contact the police , give a statement and answer
questio ns, and wai t to see what the police and the Cro wn decide about charges . If charges
are laid, the victim will testify in co urt about what happened , and be cross-examined by the
accused's lawyer . Th e accuse d, of c ourse, will beprese nt for thi s testimony. Th e judge or
jury will decide whether they think: the acc used is guilty of the crime. If they decide the
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accuse d is guilty, the judge will decid e on a sentence.
The problem, as survivors and victims have articulated over and ove r, is that for the
victi m. sexual assault is not like car thef t, or eve n like other kinds of viol en t crime . And as
Susan said. " they need to understand what a victim goes through in orde r to come [to
court]."
Th e ru les of the system (and often the people who enforce them ) do no t seem to
recognize wha t victims go throu gh . In its bas ic design . the process, jus t like an abuser ,
functions without regard for surv ivo rs' and victims ' need s. Surv ivors and victims in the
sys tem are simply not trea ted as if the y have bee n hurt . As if they have, as they stated. been
sex ually violated. As if it hurts .
Responde nts identified a number of ways in they felt that the system ignores victims'
needs . As they explain ed, this disre gard for their needs and realiti es as victims hurt the m.
and in some cases deterred them comp letely from the proces s.
Th e syste m ignores survivors' needs when survi vors ace given no choice about who
will hear our stories . Almost every respondent felt stro ngly that victims should have a
cho ice whether to tell their stories to a man or a woman . The absence of this cho ice was a
freq uent safety conce rn amo ng both responde nts who had reported and those who hadn 't,
Sandi. Bonnie. Reid, Susan. Josephin e and Mari lyn all felt that survi vors should be able to
choo se to speak: to female or male po lice officers and prosecutors ; they all felt that they
personally would be more comforta ble with wome n, and. most signifi can tly. that women
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would be more lilcely to understand what they were going through.
The chance to talk to wornen mean t a great deal to these survi vors' and victims'
feeling of safety in the sys tem. Wh ether they were describing the positive imp act. like
Sandi remembering the "really great woman cop" who stood out as "so receptive" and
"reall y into my needs ," o r the negative. like Susan 's feeling that a woman pro secutor might
ha ve fought harder to co nvict her abuser, the y all e mphas ized the genders of the peo ple
they dealt with as an important part of their stories .
S. felt tha t surv ivors should not be asked to tell their stories to strangers of any
gender . For S., if she eve r decided to report abuse. the prospect of telling a painful perso nal
experience directly to any stranger wou ld be too harsh. an "almo st cruel" treatment. She
sug gested that victims be ab le to choose a trusted friend or counselor' to hear and passon
her statement. and to relay questions and answers between lite victim. and police.
Other victims and survi vors ha ve ex pressed this need for the people to whom they
tell their stories to "ge t it " : to be ab le to trust somewhat that the peo ple hearing your story
unde rstand where it hurts . Fa. mo st of the survivors and victims in this stu dy , the gende r of
an officer alone made an important difference in lheir leve l of trust, Many women of colour
and aboriginal wome n told the CPVAW surve y that one reaso n they avoided the system
was the likelihood of having to tell their storie s to white . pro babl y male . officers.'"
For some of these survivors and vic tims, safety may mean simp ly speaki ng to
CPVAW. 199 3. pp. 8 1·82, 85. 2 13.
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someo ne they expect to be able to relate to their situatio n. as someone who may have been
victimized. in the same way. or who faces the same kinds of prej udice. For most. safety
concerns abo ut talking to police seemed to centre aroun d avoiding those who m they fell
would beunsympathe tic. even potentially abusive. The y ex pressed their safety needs as not
wanting to talk [0 a man , or to a white person .
Many police force s have made efforts to train officers to a greate r awareness and
sensiti vity about sexual vio lence , sexis m. racism, and other reali ties of marginali zed
populations. If offic ers goi ng through these programs become more aware and able to
express greater sens itivity towar d victims. the victims who report sexual vio lence will no
doubt benefit. But for man y. the change that would truly make reporting safer would be to
have access to officers who don't feel (and often rightl y) like pot ential abusers by virtue of
the ir race or sex , or by their prejudi ces . Respondents said clearl y, and their voices are
echoed in this by other survi vors and victims , that in order to fee l safe repo rting , they need
to be telling their stories to someone they might be able to trust. as well as someo ne who
can really hear .
Further, the syste m ignores survivors' needs in making mos t survivors come to a
poli ce station to access the system. For many survivors and victims , a police station fee ls
like anything but a safe enviro nme nt for painful disclosure s . Josephine envisioned the
police station as "intimidati ng," in that it would be full of gun s and unifo rms . She felt the
same way about courtr oo ms , and said that any kind of formal se tting woul d make it harder
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and scarier to talk about be ing raped S. too felt tha t the "cold" atmosphere of a police
station would make everything harder .
Sandi . who started a report at her local police detachment, did feel comple tely
unsafe there . She was both intimidated and repelled by the room to which she was sent,
which she described as "an gry" and "disgusting." She left quickly . and never went back.
Even for those of us with the least historical reaso n to fear or distrust the police. a
police station is not necessarily a safe setting. Just stepping into a police station makes us
aware of our unequal power in the face of uniformed , possi bly armed, and most of all,
officially legitimated. auth ori ty. Like our abusers, police officers can physically overpowe r
or intimidate most of us. Th ey have the power to confine, control, and even kill civi lians
with very little immedi ate censure . This power confro nts us when we come to disclose -
and probably relive - some of our most disempowerin g experiences. The result may be one
more reason why many survi vors and victims do not feel safe to report abuse . and why , like
Josephine, we "don't see it as a healin g precess ."
Police may be able to reduce the trauma involv ed in reporting with simple steps to
minimize victims' sense of being overpowered. As parti cipants suggested. conducting the
interviews as much as possible outside the police statio n, or makin g rooms available which
feel less impersonal, institu tional and multi_purpose '•S (less, as Sandi suggested, like
145 Some police forces already acknowledge these safety needs . The RCMP
Investigative Guide currently encourages the use, where available , of "soft rooms " designed
for interviewing children and sexual assault victims, ide ally with a separate entrance and
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ho lding cells). would make a subtle bu t important difference .
Responden ts did nOIobject simply to the authority of police officers; they sought. or
might have sought. under safe r condi tions . the power of the formal co mplain t process . They
were concerned about being surrounded by guns and unifo rms. to being left in rooms full of
graffiti and piss. to an "angry" enviro nmen t.
The system also ignores victim's needs when it forces survi vors and victims into a
room wi th our abusers again .
The image oCthe abuser(s) had a strong and immediat e impac t on respondents' sense
of safety and sel f-belief. In many cas es, respond ents became upset or "creepe d out" during
the interview, j ust imagining seeing the abuser again. let alone in co urt . Many felt that they
would not be abl e to testify abou t the abuse in the abuser(s )' presence . Willow and
Josephine both knew tha t their abusers coul d undenni.ne them wi th a look - they would be
humi liated and derailed by them "jeering", or giving seductive signals. Reid. who had been
questioned in derail about her teach er's sexual exploita tion in the teacher' s presen ce, found
it utte rly "yucky" and "humiliating." And Bonnie avoided court in part beca use she was
simp ly afrai d to be in the same roo m as her ex-hus band again - for any reason.
It is hardly surprising that seeing those who perpetrated traumatic attacks on us
ranks high amo ng the "triggers" that return survi vors and victims to the trauma, even after
years . Who can make us feel afrai d, ashamed. guil ty or confused like those who
waiting room apart from other police activi ties . (Szabo et al, 1997.)
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traumatized us in the first place ? Whatever respo nses we experienced in ourselves or from
others . the "accused" is the ori ginal source - the one who made a choice, backed by power ,
to violate. Survivors and victims hav e every reason to feel unsafe testifying with the
abuser(s) present.
FU'Stof all . abusers are just plain dangerous. For survivo rs like Bonnie , whose dail y
life was dominated for years by fear of her husband. there may be no way to fee l safe in the
abuser's presen ce.
Seco nd. abusers are mani pulati ve and can maintain psycho logic al powe r over their
victims long afte r their physic al or ins ti tutional hold is over . Fo r vic tims and survivors like
Willow, whose abuse r gaine d intimate knowledge of her life and fee lings. and used it to
confu se her about the abuse , "o ne funn y look " acro ss the courtroo m can tear a victim' s
sec urity and determination apart. Many, like Josephine, also sen se that their abusers have
no remorse. and may even be proud or smug abou t what they've done. To describethe
abuse inflicted on her by me men who rapedher, while they liste ned and "jeered" at her
telling, would give them still more power over her. Once again. they would gain access.
against her will. to her privacy, and enjo y her pain and vulnerability .
For survi vors like Reid. who did not fee l violated by what happened at the time.,
having to testify about sexual ex ploitation in front of the exploiter co nstitutes a special kind
of invas ion. Just having the person present while describ ing detai ls of wha t seems like part
of one's "sex life" with him, can mak e an already intrusive experience even more "yucky"
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and humi liating.
For all of these reasons and others, talking about the abuse is even more challenging,
painful and humiliating for victims if we mus t do it with abusers watching . Mos t of these
effects of the abuser(s)' prese nce ate very similar to the psychological harm of the abuse
itself. as both thehealing literature and these respondents described it,
The system acknowledges this , in a limited. way. as a difficulty for child
complainan ts. Provisions for chi ld witnesses in sexual abuse cases include many of the
measures respondents in this study suggested to help all sexual abuse victims in court.
Children may. if prosecutors succes sfully argue for it, be allowed to testify behind a screen
so that they can't see the accused. or from another room via closed -circuit televi sion.
Section 486 (2.1) of the Crimin al Code permits a judge to authoriz e screens or closed-
circuit television when it is deemed "necessary to obtain a full and candid account " from
the child complainanL1-. Lawyer Jacqueline Castel explains that this provision is meant to
protect both the quality of the chi ld's testiImny and the chi ld himself. She describes the
potential harm to child complainan ts as very similar to Bonnie's. Willow 's and Josephine's
fears :
Often the child has been locked into a secretive threa tening relation ship in
which she was a helple ss victim, and the feelings of victimization frequen tly have
Criminal Code a/Canada. s.486 (2,1)
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not been reso lved by the time the child faces the perpetrator across the courtroom. In
this situation. the fear and help lessness previously experienced are immediately
recreated. inhibiting the child when giving evidence and/or prompting the child to
retrac t her allegati ons.,<1'
In response to co ncerns about the impac t of 5.486 (2. 1) on the rights of the accused.
Castel argues that the provision of scree ns. when necessary to obtain " full and candid"
evidence. constitutes little if any impairment of defendan ts' rights ; witnesses still testify
under oa th and are subject to cross- examin ation. Rather. she argues, the provision of a
screen simply prevents the child's fear of facing the accused from dimini shing her own
credi bility and testimony .
Moreover. Cas tel argues, if there is a "mi nimal " infrin gement of defendan ts' rights . it
does not outweigh "the importance of the object. "t"' 1be object o f allowing these
protections is the public interest; The state bas a compelling interest in prosecuting child
sex abuse cases. 'The incidence of child sexual abuse is strikin gly high. ..1019 The law
recognizes this compelling interest. and the need to reduce the trauma of testifying so that
147 Jacqueline Cas tel. "The Use of Screens and Closed-circuit Te levis ion in the
Prosec ution of Child Sexual Abuse Cases: Nece ssary Protectio n for Childr en or a Violation
of the Righ ts of the Accused?" in Canadian Journal ofFamily Law . Vol. 10, 1992. p. 297.
148 Cas tel. 1992. p. 300.
149 Cas tel. 1992. p. 299.
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child victims will be willing and able to take the stand and effectively name their abuse
experiences .
However. the sta te doe s not recognize any similar need to en courage or protect adult
comp lainants ' stories . If adul t survivors and victims are terrified of our abusers . have been
hel pless and threatened. we must simply pull themse lves togethe r - or stay out of court.
The healing literature is clear that Bonnie, Willow and Josephine are not alone in
the ir fears . or their deci sion to avoid testifying. If the state has a simi lar interest in
prosecu ting sexual assaults again st adults. it is worth considering the possible value of
similar provision s to s.486 (2. 1) for adult victims . It seems, from respondents' contributions
to thi s study, that the fears that keep child comp lainants out of court or undermine their
credibility are not unique to child victims . And for some adult survivors and victims ,
screens or c1osed-circuit television seemed like a good idea.
It may be that more adult survivors and victims would report sexual violen ce if they
could testify without the risk of seeing our abusers. A usefu l next step from this qualitative
study wou ld be a wides pread survey of surviv ors and victims. on their feelings about
testifyin g and what difference provisions like s.486 (2.1) migh t make to the ir ability to
name the crime in court.
Another Invasion of Privacy
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Like sexual violence, the legal process cros ses the boundaries of victims' privacy.
For most survivors and victims. what happened is pri vate and painful. Th e imp act of sexual
violence on our bodie s an d feel ings are often raw and personal wounds. It can be hard to
show these wounds to others. Like mos t surviv ors and victims. responde nts found that just
talking about abuse was painful. For sev eral responden ts, the interview was one of the firs t
times they had talked abou t it,
Almo st every respondent emphas ized tha t talking about the a buse to a police officer,
or to a court, would be. or had been. painful . Per Jose phine. just knowing that "there'd be
all these questions " was enough to know that S;:l C couldn't handle reporting. She was unab le
to tell an yone , even close friends. for years. S ., too . felt that she co uld not bring up her
private fee lings of fear or humi liation to anyo ne - least of al l to the impersonal
"bureaucracy " of a police response .
Susan found descri bin g the details of her abuse to the detective a painful process,
particularly whe n she had to name the intimate parts of her bod y that the abuser had
violated. Telling bet story then, and again at the preliminary bearing and at the trial. was the
hardest part. for S usan . of all of the ways !:heabuse had affected bet life . because "when
you 're actually tellin ' the story. you 're re living everything that ever ha ppe ned to you."
As respon dents described, telling anyo ne about what hap pen ed is a risk. Exposing
these most raw and intimate injuries to the scrutiny and perh aps uninformed prodding of
strange rs makes one terribly vuln erabl e. once again. to the actions of o thers . Te lling ope ns
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us to being injured again in the same place. by the intrusion, manipulation or denial of the
liste ner. Sandi expressed this most clearly, describing her deci sion not to submi t the lengthy
account she had wri tten, painfull y, of all the damages to her life caused by ab use . She said
"There 's no way fm gonna give this away! Thi s makes me so vulnerable...to havin g every
word scrutinized,"
As feminist therap ists acknowledge (along with our own commo n sense ), it can be
painful to talk about traumatic expe riences like sexual assault, eve n to a trusted therapist or
loved one. To speak to a stranger, then, can be impossib le - we have no way to know how
they understand sexual violence or its aftermath. how they see us as people and as victims
or survivors. whether they know at all how much of our injured selves we ace placi ng in
the ir hands.
Thi s vulnerability is what the system asks of us, casually and without any pro mise of
an unders tandin g or care ful respo nse. It requires victims to place every detail of our injuries
into strange hands. and to do so in person , over and over. As Marilyn described.victims
IIlIlSt give awa y every "little of piece of yourself," just as it was taken by the abuse r(s).
Defense lawyers fcc abusers know this vulnerability in victims , and that emphasi zing
their access to victims ' private lives can be a successful intimidation tactic . Criminal
lawyer Mic hael Adelman praised the strategy of going after victims ' priva te lives and
records as one of the easies t ways to defend a clie nt accused of sex ual ass ault. "Whack
co mplainants hard at the prelimin ary inquiry," he advise d co lleagues at a 1988 legal
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confere nce. ~At tac k [her] with all you' ve go t so that she will say. 'I ' m not coming
back.... lj(l The lhreat of such intrusi ons alon e may indeed di scourage many victims from
continuing to trial .
Respondents who exp re ssed co ncerns abou t privacy accepted that police questions
abou t the details of a victim's abuse experi ence were nece ssary. For Sandi and Josephine.
this nece ssity made reporting too unsafe for the m, Others , like Reid and Susan , who went
thro ugh this questio ning , emp hasi zed tha t havin g to answer in de tail abo ut what happened
was painfully intrusive. The tra uma of this intrusion was a main theme in their stories about
the proc ess.
Whil e they didn 't see any way [ 0 elimin ate intru sive que stioning from the legal
process, respo ndents felt that the loss of pri vacy could feel less thre atening to victims if
victims felt lhat they could trust the questio ners to treat them human ely, As Josephine put
it, "O f course they're ganna ask: you questions. So I think the most important thing is
that. ..you can son of feel tha t they're respecting you."
The problem wi th questioning may be less with the actual requirement to tell a
private story than with the low level of trus t victims and survi vors feel toward the legal
system in general. When we Icnow thata victim's story of being vio lated can be dismissed
by ,police as "nothing," rejected because of prejudi ce again st the teller of the story, or
disc ounted by others ' mistakes, man y of us may conc lude that the system as a whole cannot
1$0 Busb y, 1995, p. 6.
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be truste d with some of our most vuln erable points .
At its best. the processis necessarily intrusive. When the sys tem seems more
trustworthy and potentially worthwhile to survivors and victims. more of us ma y decide to
entrust our stories to its scrutinies .
Los ing Control
Finally, the system reproduces the trauma of sexual assault by leaving victims
esse ntially powerless within the process. As every sing le respo ndent emphas ized in some
way. turning to the system means tha t survivors and victims lose co ntro l over their lives and
their expe riences.
After the ini tial decis ion to repo rt, every aspec t of a victim's experience of the
sys tem is outside her control. 1be environment and atmos phere in whic h she must tell her
story . the officers assigned to hear her and their atti tudes . as well as the subsequent
decis ions by police and prosecutors to pri ori tize. postpo ne, or dismi ss the case , and when,
how and in front of who m she must appear in court. will all be determined by the system.
TIle victim is not like ly [ 0 be asked for her appro val or consent, and she' ll be lucky if she is
to ld anythi ng at all . Man y survivors and victims , like Reid. are not told clearly what' s
happening . Indeed. Reid ma y have been lucky to meet with the prosecutor at aUbefore
going to court; seve ral wo me n addr essing the CPYAW panel described go ing to court
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without the prosecutor having even introd uced himself.lS I Th e prosecutors in question did
not ackno wledge this as a potential detriment to either their cases or their complainants.
C PVAW also found that it was common for prosec utors to make deci sion s and deal s
affecting the charging and sentencing of the abuser , including plea bargains and even the
abuser's release on bail , withou t consulting victims. Likewise , court dates. delays and last -
minute changes are handled without necessarily consulting the victim Survi vors and
victims ace pulled through it all , as Reid described, by the "in visible strin gs " o f other
peopl e's priorities. Respondents were emphatic that this loss of control hurt them deepl y,
far beyond inconven ience or even the consequences of poor dec isions by thos e in charge.
Reid directly compared the way she was treated as a witnes s 10 the way her teacher
sexually exploited her; the system, she said, took what it wanted from her , "the same way
that Alan took from me what he wanted, never questioning what was good for me ." Susan
too , felt "victimized all over again " by the way the system took over: "You can't control
anything, the decision's in someone else's hands ." And Sandi , who was able to anticipate
the way the system would take over, knew that she had to stay away from the sys tem to
heal . Other survivors and victims also describe this powerlessness at the mercy of the
system as one of the most hurtful parts of the process.
Jane Doe, a survivor of rape and of a Io-year legal prccess'", adamantly discourages
CPVAW,1993,p.219.
It should be noted that Jane Doe's participation in the civil justice system was
also a complex battle with the criminal justice system; Jan e Doe brought suit against the
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survivors and victims from going near the sys tem, unless we have some spec ial means of
keeping our power . In a speech at Memorial University in 1998. she bluntly warned her
audience that the process is "hell" for victims. She urged surviv ors or victims consideri ng
reporting to go in with our own lawyers. to assert our own interests into the process.
Jane Doe was able to take some of her power back from the system by suing the
police. for discrimi nating against her and other women by failing to warn anyon e abo ut her
rap ist. The lawsuit gave her a chance to "stand up and make noise"!" abo ut being used as
"rape-bait" by the police . However, she emp hasized, this challenge to the system wasn 't any
kind of step toward her own healing and empowerment. Rather. she launched the suit as a
political attack on the system. using her own injuries at the hands of the rapis t and the
police as tools in this larger struggle.
Even with her own lawyer. the suppo rt of feminists across the country. and the
prospect of winning new rights for survivors and victims everywhe re. Doe was still
profoundl y hurt by both the crimi nal and civi l processes. She told a Memo rial University
audience that she had survived the emo tional tra uma of the process only behind the shield
o f her political motivatio n -- and by takin g antidepressants for years .
Metro Toronto Police for failing to warn her and ether women about the serial rapis t who
became her abuser. The suit address ed bo th the right of citiz ens to sue a police force at all
and the inheren t sexism behind the police disbe lief of women who had been raped
previo usly, and their choice not to warn other wome n. So although it was a civi l suit. Doe' s
challenge was fundame ntally both agains t and about the criminal justice system.
l33Pittaway.1999.
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For most survivors. even this dubious source of empowerment is out of reach. Few
of us can afford our own lawyers - assuming we could find or even conceive of a lawyer
we could trust as an advocate . More often. surv ivors and victims have to rely, like Susan,
on "w hoe ver they give you" , and the decisions the y make. And so. like Susan , survivors
and victims end up with only the power to quietly break our hands against the courthouse
wall.
The "Second Rape" Spelled Out
To these survivors and victims. the system was profoundly unsafe - in many of the
same ways as the harms of sexual violence. They were threatened and hurt by the system' s
reinforcement of the denial which they faced as part of the violence itself. from abusers,
from themselves. and from those around them when they told. when the system told them
tha t they, or their abuse . didn 't matt er .
They were threatened and hurt by the system's reinforcement of the shame they felt
as part of the sexual violence itself, when the system told them that victims should be able
and willing to prove that what happened wasn 't their fault. Some avoided the system in fear
of being further blamed and shamed.
They were threatened and hurt by its lack of regard for victims' feelings. privacy or
right to control over their lives . In these regards. some compared it directl y to the acts and
effects of abusers. describing the system as "taking whatever it wanted," as "shattering" to
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the self. and as "victimizing al l over again ."
As a result. respo ndents expe rience d man y dif ferent elements of the system as
elements of another victimizati on . Not only did the system hurt these survi vors and victims.
it hurt them in the places they'd already been hurt . In its purported role of redressing the
harms of sexual violence . the criminal justice system perpetuates many of the se harms . In
its psychological effects. the system trul y threatens survivors and victims with "another
rape ."
Surv ivors ' and victims' experience s of the crimin al justice system need to be taken
into account by those who make the laws . If the prose cution and deterrence of abus ers is
indeed a state intere st. then lawmakers should be concerned with how survi vors and victims
currently perceive and experience the criminal ju stice process.
First. if sexual violence is regarded as harmful to its victims. (and the law recognize s
it as a serious offe nse against the person) , the state should also be concerned tha t the
processing of sexual assault cases may be simil ar ly harmful to victims, in both the natur e
and degree of harm. While some of the harmful elements of the process may be
unavoidab le, it is sure ly preferab le to minimize the ways in which the system replicate s the
injurie s of an act regarded as a serious crime .
Second, the harms to victims in the process impair the effectiveness of the justice
system's response to sexual violence. Victims ' distrust and fear of the harms of the proces s
deter most of us from reporting. Others are discouraged from reporting becau se they don't
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expect the system [0 effectively punish abusers if convicted. Of those who do report, many
ace dismi ssed on grounds which are not related to the probable truth of their claim.
These deterre nts and denials both threaten and revictimize survivors. and protect
abusers . Survivors and victims who avoid the system and those who are rejected or denied
by the system all see our abusers go free . And abusers see that they can get away with
abuse , perhaps again and again .
In order to be as effective as possible in its role in deterring and punishing sex
offend ers, the criminal justi ce process must become a less dangerous experience for victims
and survivors . While the law cannot, on its own, eliminate the prevalence and acceptance of
sexual assault or its corollary, the silencin g of victims' naming of the crimes against us, it
has a crucial rote. which is presently limited by its unattractiveness to most survivors. To
change this , survivors ' and victims' experiences of the process must be taken seriously.
It is not enough merely to note that coming forward can be hard, or to accept that
most survivors and victims will not decide to report. Nor is it enough simply to upgrade the
effectiveness of the system as it currently functions . Recent improvements like Victim
Services programs offering information and accompaniment for comp lainant s, mandatory
charging policies in domestic disp utes . and legal changes removing time limits on
reporting. have made the system more accessib le, at least in theory, to many victims and
survivors. Less lenient sentencing of sex offenders. combined with effective approaches to
rehabilitation. would affect both comp lainants' sense of security and actual safety. and our
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understanding as a society of the seriousness of these crimes. The new perception that
abusers might be meaningfully punished could make the hurts of reporting and testifying
worthwhile for more victims who have not used the system, How ever . even these valuable
changes canno t necessarily make the system safe enough for many survivors and victims;
those who report would still risk the same elements of revictimi zation, even with a court
companion in the audience, or a greater chance of a guilty verdic t.
Legal changes and victim-s upport initiatives in the last fiftee n years have removed
or at least lowered many of the barriers to victims' particip ation in the criminal justice
process . In respo nse, the number of victims and survivo rs approaching the system has risen
to a somewhat larger minority.
One of the next steps in making the process more effective must be to address
survivors' and victims' safety and access ibility concerns more fully.
Survivors and victims do not need to be comfo rted or befriended by the people we
meet through the criminal justice process. Respondents in this study did not seem to need or
expect the process to be made painless for them. or to privilege their needs over presently
recognized princip les of jus tice, such as the rules of evidence-gathering, the requirement
that victims testify under oath, or the rights of defen dants to defence. What they wanted
was the chance to name what had happened to them to the authori ties, with the possibility
that their abusers would be punished and made to see that the abuse had been wrong. They
needed the process to be a safe enough forum for them to parti cipate without extensive
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traumatic effec ts. or at leas t with the minimum of revictimization.
Making the criminal jus tice process safer for many survivors an d victims of sexual
vio lence may well be feas ib le with few fundame ntal changes to the prin ciple s underlying
the proc ess . If taking survivors ' and victims' needs into acco un t means some challenges to
these principl es (s uch as the nature of the de fendant's rights to defense), the purpose of the
laws on sexual violence may even be better served.
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Chapter Six - Con clusion
Why don 't survivors and victims of sexual violence use or trust the justice system?
Survivors and victims in thissrody made it clear that they bad had strong reasons to avoid
the system. and that these reaso ns came from being survivors and victims. In their namings
of the huns of sexual violence and their experiences of the justice system. they told of
violation. denial . shame:and injustice . These were the hurts of sex ual violence. and the
wounds that the system would reopen - and cut deeper.
For most. having been sexually violated in itself. made the process by which they
were supposed to report it a danger ous one. Responden ts described the hurts of sexual
violence in their lives in many of the same ways presented in the healin g literatur e. The
nature of the acts was often traumatic, rendering victims helpless to pre vent physical
violatio n, terrified. humili ated. The nature of the violence could also be confusing, leaving
victims wi th no way to understand or speak about what was done to them. often feeling that
they had someho w brought the abuse upon themselves. For each perso n, life after the
violence was not the same.
Sex ual violence had made them feel ashamed, 1l1ey described feeling "disgusting"
and "lower than a dog." They described feeling guilt and shame that wouldn't go away,
eve n when they knew, intellectuall y, that they were not to blame for having being violated .
Many kept the violence a secret to avoid being blamed by others - and in Reid's case,
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when others did find out. her town's reaction again st her was everything that others may
have feared, eve rythin g tha t we expect, hearing the victim-blaming voices in our
newsp apers. our courtrooms and our washroom walls.
Sexual violence had rendered respo ndents sile nt. Many had [0 struggle [ 0 understand
wha t had happe ned as violen ce. and to name it out loud . Several forgot. or put the abu se
"on the back:burner ," for years . Many stayed silent because they knew no one wou ld
believe them. As Lyotar d described. in the silencing of Auschwitz survivors. they were hurt
both by the "damag e" of vio lence and by the silence itself - the "loss of the mean s to prove
that damage:' l~ Like the survivors lhat Lyotard describes, respo ndents often found that
their experiences and feelings were hard or impossible to express ; as Sandi put it, they
didn 't have the same "script" as the autho rities. And as with the wrong Lyotard identifies
to survivors whose discours es are suppressed by the dif ferend between Auschwi tz
survi vors' stories and a publi c who couldn 't or wouldn' t hear them. these survivo rs and
victims were hurt by the silences which deni ed their realities.
All of these injuries shaped respondents' deci sions about reporting the vio lence .
TIley feared. or found, that the system's treatmen t of victims included the same kinds of
hurts as thosethey were carryin g from me violence itself. Before reportin g, respondents
feared. that they would feel violated by the process, that they would be blamed for what
happe ned and above all , that no one would believe the m. TIley had to decid e how much
154 Lyotard, 1983, p_5.
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they could take - whethe r to prot ect themse lves, [Q risk the hurt to purs ue justice against
the abuser. or even to push themse lves into reporting, before fear co uld tum them away .
Respond ents faced the possibility of hearin g, from police and in court , the messages
afthe abuse itself - that the abus e didn 't matter . that it didn't eve n happen . Or that they
didn ' t matter . The system denies victims when we are told that wha t our abusers did to us is
just "nonnal" behaviour . The system denies and intimidates surviv ors whe n we are held to
an unreasonable standard of acc uracy o n the witness stand. when we are allowed to be
" whacked hard" by defense, "grue led" abo ut our lives until we mak e a mistake about ..the
french fries I had for lunch ," Or until we say we're nOIcoming back . The system denies
and deters victims when victims with disabili ties are seen as losing propos itions because of
an ticipated prejudice. or beca use they are never given a chance 10 talk to someo ne who
knows how to hear lhem - and is listeni ng. The system denies and de ters survivors and
victims when police offi cers. lawyers and judges still express raci st and ho mophobic
assump tions about abusers. victims and violence.
As respondents descri bed. the system threa tens [0 deny victims' reali ties at many
stages of the process . Thesedenials effec tively deterred or delayed man y respondents '
reporting. As these survivo rs and victims explained, denial burts .
Respondents were also intimidated by the threat of being blamed by the system.
Many victims have to struggle wi th shame and guilt about being viola ted. even before we
hear messages from others that vic tims are to blame . The possibili ty that reportin g means
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ope ning a new channe l of blame ma y make it just too dangerous fo r man y survivors and
victims. As respo nde nts described. bein g blamed, by anyon e. can leave us "torn apart" as
badl y as by abuse itse lf .
Before being "grueled," in co urt, or see ing their abusers acquitted. respondents faced
the possibility of feeli ng violate d all over again in the reportin g, an swerin g intru sive
questions . probably fro m men. in an intimidating and "cold" environment, Once victims
give our stories to the system, we lose control over what happens [ 0 them and in some
ways. to ourselves . Whether the case gets to court is out of our hands. And if it does , \VI:
have [ 0 tell it all again. this time unde r the abuser(s)' eyes. As respondents explained. this
can be too much additional helple ssness and invasion to take .
Survivors and victims in this study spoke abo ut the system with pain and fear . They
described a system whose realiti es ace nowhere in the statistics - a sys tem whic h. both in
its rules and its applica tions, disco urages, hurts . and fails survi vors of sexual vio lence . They
felt that the system as a whole neither unders tood Dar considered victims' and survi vore'
reali ties. And the y felt that no one, among lawmak ers or office rs of the co urt, was lisreming .
We need 00 listen to survi vors and victims. Survivors and victims know why we
000' [ go tc the police, why we dro p our o f proceedings, why we fail as witnesses, why "We
won' [ report next time, and why we urge others to stay away . Survivors ' and victims'
stories exp lain the statistics of Ute system' s ineffe ctive respo nse to sexual violence.
Survi vors and victims know wha t would make the system safer . Th ese eight
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res pondents articu lated suggestions for change [Q almo st every level of polic y, from poli ce
interv iew protocol s and trainin g to the Canada Evidence Act. Some of these
reco mmendations hav e far -reachin g implications for how certain principles of justice (like
defendants ' Charter righ ts) are Interpre ted; o thers focus on simple changes of la w
enforcement as it is presently carried out. None demand. as policymakers perha ps fear. that
the sys tem become a pred ominantly victim-oriented one , tha t due process be replaced by
unco ndi tional belief of survivors, o r mat vic tims ' co mfort be guaranteed. Co ntrary [0
suggestions I rece ived fro m concerned nonfeminists durin g my research . these survivors
and victims did not want a process biased toward victims. or a process focused sole ly on
victims' heali ng . The y wanted a proce ss which was poss ible for the m to use, which
threat ened only a bearable amount of pain. And they wanted a chance to tell what they
knew abo ut the system and survivors to someone who was listening.
These survi vors' and victims ' visions of a safe r process may come far closer than
any other approach to ackn ow ledging and bridging the gap between victims' and survivor'S'
healing snu ggles and the legal response to sexual violence in Canada. 'They do not privile ge
the neglected discourse of survivors ' and victims' co ncerns over other prin cipl es and
purposes of justice; in the language of the "differe nd." their proposals do not simpl y reverse
the hie rarchy of the differend by replacing the le gal perspe ctive with the healing
perspec tive is the dominant disco urse. Rather, respondents ' suggestions approach the
principle s of justic e and the design of the legal proc ess with a crucial understanding, not
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"eas ily expressible [rom the legal perspective. of the crime of sexual violence. its aftermath
and Ute impact of the complainants' role in the system. And they have challenged the
differe nd betwee n the legal and healin g perspec tives. aski ng over and over again why the
system's functions and victims ' needs must be so ofte n inco mpatibl e.
In order to be as effec tive as possi ble in its role in deterrin g and punishing sex
offenders. the crimin al jus tice proc ess must become a less dangerous experience for victims
and survi vors . Whi le the law cannot, on its own, elimi nate the prevalence andaccep tance of
sexual assaul t or its corollary, the sile ncing of victims' naming of the crimes agains t us, it
has a crucial role in preventing abusers from offending furthe r. and in naming sexual
vio lence as a serious crime . Thi s ro le is prese ntly limi ted by its unattracti veness [0 most
survivors. To change thi s. survivors ' and victims ' experie nces of the process must be taken
seriously.
A use ful next step from this qualitative study would be a widesp read survey of
survivors and victims. The concerns raised by responden ts. and the ir sugges tions for
chan ge. might make a useful parti al framework: for surveying large numbers of survivors
and victims . However, gi ven the limi tations of the samp le' s represe ntativeness , and the
potential harm to survi vors and victims who find the msel ves continuall y outside the frame ,
more quali tative rese arch in the grounded-theory tradi tion is also needed., to keep
broadening the picture of survi vors and victims and sexual violence, in more survi vors' and
victims' voices. Survi vors ' and victims' voices need not always be voices outside law.
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Appendix A
A d verti sement for Parti cipan ts
Attn: Adu lt S urvivorsIVlctims of Sexual Violence :
How has the Canadian legal syste m affected you as a survi vo r/vic tim ?
If yo u ha ve
been involved. in a legal proce ss (regarding the violence you experienced) which is
now over
decided nor to re port the violence
and a re comfortable d Lscussing it,
I (a whi te female survi vor and gra duate student) would like to hear about your feelings
about the legal system Thi s study will be my Master ' s thesis.
Wh at ' s In volved ?
A brief. initial conversation or correspo ndence. an in-depth intervie w, in perso n or by
phone. and at least one follow-up. You d ecid e wbat you ' re willing to discuss. No
judgement, no pressure .
('U send you my wri te-u p o f your interview for feedback be fo re it's submitted. You
will have the option to be ano nymous or choose your pseudonym.
For this study , sexual vio lence refers to any unwanted sexual aCLThi s includes
violence experienced as children or as adults. abuse by family , spouses (includin g
same- sex). acquaintanc es. strangers Of othe rs. Thi s inc lude s se xual vio lence with
racist, homophobi c or o the r hate -based motiva tion s. Survivors and vic tims of both
sexes and all rac es, size s, cultures and abilities are invited to participate .
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Appendix B
Conse nt Form
I have agreed to be in terviewed by Ramona Roberts as a participant in her research
for her MWS thesis. She has ex plained to me that this may invo lve several personal
interview s, on the general subject of my experience(s) of sexual violence and the j ustice
system I understand that I am free not to answer any give n que stion . to add comments
which are not covered by her questions. and to pause or end the interview if I feel too
unco mfortable to co ntinue.
I understand tha t sections of my interviews may be published in Ramo na' s thesis,
and that I have the righ t to requ est that a pseudonym, my first name or initial s only, or no
name be used. I understand tha t I have the right to read and comment on Ram:>na' s work
before it is pub lished.
I conse nt to the recording of my interviews. for Ramona 's thes is researc h only. [
unders tand that I have the right to ha ve the tape returned to me or destroyed when
Ramona ' s thesis is co mpleted .
I recogni ze tha t Ramon a is not a counsellor or legal advi ser. and that she cannot
offer advice on respondin g to my abuse experiences. or couns elling throughout my
reco very.
Signed Dale
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Appe ndix C
Intervi ew Q ues tions
Thank you for agree ing to participate in this int ervi ew. Here is a list o f q uestions [
th ought we might go over. Ir th ere's anythin g yo u think is miss ing , pl eas e feel fr ee to
bring it up.
What you bring up ab out yo ur experiences is up to yo u.
Inte rvie w Questions
How has the leg al sys tem affected you as a survivor/victim?
(What has your Involvemen t wi th it been. how do you feel about it?)
How did you make your ini tial deci sion abo ut bein g involved with the sys tem?
How did you beco me aware of the legal syste m as an option for responding to sexual
vio lence? What were your impre ssions?
Are there any specific things that migh t ha ve mad e it possible for you to report?
Would you design a process for vic tims/s urvi vors differe ntly? How?
How do you feel abo ut your deci sion DOW ?
How would you advise another victim/s urvivor ?




